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PREFACE.

The utilitj' of a Provincial Glossary to all persons

desirous of understanding our ancient poets, is so universally

acknowledged, that to enter into a proof of it would be en-

tirely a work of supererogation. Divers partial collections

have been occasionally made, all which have been well re-

ceived, and frequently reprinted ; these are, in this work, all

united under one alphabet; and augmented by many hun-

dred words collected by the Editor in the different places

wherein they are used ; the rotation of military quarters, and

the recruiting service, having occasioned hiui to reside for

some time in most of the counties in England.

Provincial or Local Words are of three kinds, the first,

either Saxon or Danish, in general grown obsolete from dis-

use, and the introduction of more fashionable terms; and,

consequently, only retained in countries remote from the ca-

pital, where modern refinements do not easily find their way,

and are not readily adopted.

The second sort are words derived from some foreign lan-

guage, as Latin, French, or German; but so corrupted, by

passing through the mouths of iditcrate clowns, as to render

their origin scarcely discoverable , corruptions of this kind

being obstinately maintained by country people, who, hke

the old Monks, will never exchange their old 7?iu}npsimus for

the new sumpsimus.

The third are mere arliitrary words, not deducible from

any primary source of language, but ludicrous nominations.
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from some apparent qualities in the object or thing, at first

scarcely current out of the parish, but by time and use ex-

tended over a whole county. Such are the Church-warden,

Jack-sharp-nails, Crotch-tail, Sec.

The books chiefly consulted on this occasion were Ray's

Proverbs, Tim Bobbin's Lancashire Dialect, Lewis's History

of the Isle of Thanet, Sir John Cullum's History of Hawstead,

many of the County Histories, and the Gentleman's Maga-

zine : from the last, the Exmoor dialect was entirely taken.

Several Gentlemen, too respectable to be named on so trifling

an occasion, have also conti-ibuted their assistance.

In selecting the words, such as only differed from those in

common use, through the mode of pronunciation, were mostly

rejected ; nor in the arrangement, except in a few instances,

arfr they attributed or fixed to a particular county, it being

difficult to find any word used in one county, that is not

adopted at least in the adjoining border of the next ; they are

therefore generally arranged under the titles of North, South,

and West country words, distinguished by the letters iV. S.

and W. Words used in several counties in the same sense, are

pointed out by the letter C. to express that they are common

;

and sometimes these are distinguished by the abbreviation

Var. Dial, signifying that they are used in various dialects.

The East country scarcely afforded a sufficiency of words to

foi;m a division.

With the present edition has been incorporated (for the first

time) the Supplement by Samuel Pegge, Esq. F.S.A., Author

of the "Curalia," '' Anecdotes of the English Language," &c.



GLOSSARY

PKOVIl^CIAL AND LOCAL WORDS.

A.

Abide, endure, suffer. You must grin and abide it.

Abited, mildewed. Kent.

Aboon, above. N.

AcKERSPRiT, a potatoe with roots at both ends. N.

AcKNowN, acknowledged. N.

AcKWARDS ; when a beast lies backwards and
cannot rise, he is said to lye ackwards. N.

Addle, rotten, as an addle egg. North.

Advised ; I a'n't advised of it, I cannot recollect

it, or am ignorant of it. Norf

Aey, yes. N. and S.

Afterings, the strokings, or last of a cow's milk.

Der.

Aftermaths, the pasture after the grass has been
mowed. N. and S.

Agate. To set any thing a-gate is to begin it, or

set it agoing ; and any thing pending is said to

B
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be a-gate : as, we have brewing a-g^te, washing

a-gate, &c. i. e. going on. York, and Derb.

Agates, or Agateward, on the way : I will set

you agates, or agateward ; I will accompany

you part of the way. N.

Ages, as, he ages, i. e. he grows old : and he be-

gins to age, he is aged. North.

Agest, or Agast, afraid. N.

Agging, murmuring, raising a quarrel : egging

or edging is an expression used in most coun-

ties, signifying exciting or whetting on persons

to quarrel. Exm. This word is probably de-

rived from the French verb, Agacer, to provoke.

A GoD-cHEKLD ! Exclamation. God shield you !

God forbid !

Agone, ago. Kent.

Agye ; to look agye, to look aside. N.

AiDLE, toaidle, to earn or work for : I aidle my
keep ; I earn my maintenance or food. N. from

the ancient Saxon word Ed-lean, a reward, re-

compence, or requital.

Ails, beards of barley. Essex. See Bailey's Diet.

8vo.

Aim, to design ; as, I aim to do so and so.

AisH, stubble : wheat or oat aish, wheat or oat

stubble. Hamp.

AixES, an ague. Northumb.

Alantem, at a distance. N. and S. from the

French Lointain.

Alegar, i. e Ale-aigre, sour ale used as vinegar.

Cumb.
Ale-stake, a may-pole. See Bailey's Diet.

Alkitiiole, a fool, a silly oaf. Exmoor.
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Allemang, mixed together ; a Wiltshire saying,

when two flocks of sheep are accidentally driven

together.

Allemash-Day, i. e. Allumage-day, the day on

which the Canterbury silk-weavers begin to

work by candle-light. Kent.

Allern-batch, a kind of botch, or old sore: pro-

bably of ^LDERN, elder ; and Bosse, a botch.

Ex.

All-gates. See Bailey's Diet.

Alpe, Nolpe, or Blood Olph, a bullfinch. Norf.

and Suff.

A-MANi, a great number, pronounced Meyny.
North.

Ambry, a cup-board ; corrupted from Almonry,
See AuMBRAY.

Amell, between, used in dividing time ; amell

one and two o'clock.

Amendment, dung or compost laid on land. West
Kent.

Ammat, a luncheon before dinner ; derived from

the French word, Motte, a lump. W.

Amper, a fault, defect, or flaw ; an amprey tooth,

a decayed tooth. Kent.

Anauntrins, peradventure, if so be. Northumb.

Anchor, of a buckle, the chape. Glou.

Ancliff, the ancle. N.

Andle, an anvil.

Anent, opposite. Derby and N.

Aneoust of an Aiseoustness, nearly the same.

Glou.
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Aneust, about the matter, nearly. Berks.

Angle-Bowing, a method offencing sheep-grounds,
used at Exmoor in Somersetshire.

Ang-nails, corns on the feet. Cumb.

Anthony Pig, the favourite, or smallest pig of the

litter or farrow. Kent.

Antle-Beer, cross-wise, irregular. Exm.
A-PURT, sullen. Exm.

AreAWT, out of doors. Lane.

Aquabob, an icicle. Kent.

Aqlott, weary of eating. Ex. See Quot.

Arain, a spider ; from the French, Araignee. N.

Arders, fallowings, or plowings of ground. N.
and S.

Are, afraid. N. Ise arf, I am afraid.

Argol, tartar, or lees of wine. N. and S.

Argosies, ships. N.

Ark, a large chest; from the Latin word Arca,
Northumb.

Arles or Earles, money paid to bind a bargain,

called earnest, or an earles penny. N. Eren,
British, to tie. See Borlase's Glossary. York.

Arr, a mark or scar. Cumb. Hence pock-arr'd;

marked by the small-pox.

Arse-ward, backward. Cumb.

Arsy-varsy, head over heels ; doAvn came t'Tit,

and away tumbled she, arsy-varsy. Der. and N.

Art, eight. Exmoor.

Arteen, eighteen. Exmoor.

Arvill, a funeral. N.
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Arvill-Supper, a feast made at funerals. N.

A-scAT, broken like an egg. Dev.

AsHELT, likely, probably. D.

Ash Trug, a coal-scuttle. Cumb.

Ashler, large free stone. Cumb.

Ask, or Asker, a newt. N.

A-SLAT, crack'd like an earthen vessel. Dev.

AsLEV, willingly. Northumb.

AsTiTE, anon, shortly, as soon as ; i. e. As-Tide.

Tide, in the North, signifies soon, and Tider,

or Titter, sooner ; from the Saxon word, Tid.

time ; Avhence shrove tide, whitsun-tide.

At-after, afterwards. North.

Atchison, a Scotch coin, worth four bodies. N.

Atter, matter, pus, sanies; from A. S. Ater,
sanguis, virus.

Attercob, a spider; from Ater, blood, and Cob,

a tyrant. Attercob is also used for a cobweb

:

some interpret it the poisonous tyrant, from

Ater, virus.

Attern, fierce, cruel, snarling, ill natured
;
per-

haps from the word, Ater, blood ; or the Latin

word, Ater. Glou.

AuD, old, N.

AuDFARAND, old-fashioncd, old like : an audfa-

rand bairn, a child of premature abilities. N.
Grave, sober.

Auk, aukward, untoward. S.

AuM, an elm. Northumb.

AuMBRAY, Ambrey, Or AuMERY, a pantry, a cup-

board for holding victuals. N.
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AuNDER, or Oneder, the afternoon. Ches.

Aunt and Uncle, ^plied in Cornwall to all

elderly persons.

Auter, strange work, or strange things. N.

Average, the breaking of corn fields, edish.rough-
ings. N.

Avrore, frozen, frosty. Exmoor.

AwF, an elf, a fairy. Derby and N.

AwLUNG, all owing to ; because it was awlung with
you, it was all owing to you. Lan. and N.

Awn'd, ordained, fated ; I am awn^d to ill luck. N.

Awns, the beards of wheat or barley ; in Essex
pronounced Ails. N.

AwNTERS, peradventure, or in case; it also means
scruples, he is troubled with Awnters. N.

AwviSH, queer ; neither sick nor well. N.

AxEN, ashes, Harap. and W.

AxwADDLE, a dealer in ashes ; and sometimes one
that tumbles in them. Exmoor.

Ave, always, continually : for ever and aye.

Northumb. and N.

AzooN, anon, presently. Exmoor.

B.

Backside, the back yard of a house where the

poultry are kept. W.

Backster, a baker. N.

Backstone, a stone or iron which is heated for

baking oaten bread or cakes. N.
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Badger, a huckster. N. In Derbyshire, a meal-

man.

Badly, sick. Sadly-badly, very ill. North.

Baggaged, or Bvgaged, mad, bewitched. Ex.

Bagging-time, baiting-time. Lan. and N.

Bain, limber, flexible. Norf. In the North it

means willing.

Bairn, a child. N.

Balk, or Balk-staff, a quarter-staff". N.

Ballow, a pole. N.

Bairn-teams, broods of children. N.

Band, a string of any kind. North.

Band-kitt, a kind of great can with a cover;

called in Yorkshire a Bow-kite.

To Ban, to curse; from the Saxon. N.

Bandy-he-wit, a name given to any dog, when
persons intend to use it in making sport of its

master, Lan.

Bangbeggar, a beadle. Der.

Banging, great, large. S.

Bank, to bank, to beat. Exmoor.

Banksman, one who superintends the business at

the coal-pit. Derb.

Ban-net Tree, a walnut-tree. Glo.

Bannock, an oat cake, kneaded with water only,

and baked in the embers. N.

Bant, a string; probably a corruption of band.

Lan.

Bar-guest, a ghost, all in white, with large saucer

eyes, commonly appearing near gates or stiles,

there called bars. Yorksh. ; derived from Bar

and Gheist.
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Bargain, a parcel, an indefinite quantity or num-

ber ; as, I have a good bargain of corn this year,
or a good bargain of lambs. Norf.

Bargh, a horseway up a hill ; corrupted to Bar,
in Derbyshire. Baslow-bar, Beely-bar, &c.

Bark, a box for receiving the ends or pieces of
candles. N.

Barken, a yard of a house, backside or barton,

See Barton. S.

Barkit, dirt, &c. hardened on hair
;
perhaps from

its adhering like the bark of a tree.

Barme, yest. Kent and S.

Barms KIN, a leather apron. Lan.

Barnacles, spectacles. Borrowed from the in-

strument by which a horse's nose is held when
he will not stand still to be shoed, &c.

Barngun, a breaking out in small pustules in the
skin. Exmoor.

Barr, a gate of a town or city. N.

Barra, or Barrow, a gelt pig. Exmoor.

Barring-out. The breaking up of a school at the

great holidays, when the boys within bar the

door against the master. N.

Barsale, barking-time. Norf.

Barson, a horse's collar. York.

Barst, burst. Lane.

Barth, a warm place or pasture for calves and
lambs. S. Hence, perhaps, the sea-term, a
Berth.

Barton, a yard of a house, or backside. Sussex.
In Cornwall it implies the demesne- lands lying
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close to the house of the lord of the manor, or

soil. Carew's Cornwall, p. 36.

Base, a perch. Cumb. ; in Hampshire, a sea-

perch.

Bashv, fat, swelled. N.

Bass, a hassock to kneel upon at church. N.

Baste RLY-GULLioN, a bastard's bastard. Lane.

Bat, to bat the eyes, to wink. Derb.

Batch, a kind of hound. N. Batch of bread, as

much as is baked at one time, be it more or less,

analogous to a Clatch of poultry.

Bate, or Beawte, without, except. Lane.

Bating with child, breeding, gravid. N.

Batten, to feed or fatten. N.

Battin, the straw of two sheaves folded toge-

ther. N.

Battles, commons, or board. Oxford and Camb.

Battle-twig, an ear-wig. Derb.

Battlings, the loppings of trees, larger than fag-

gots and less than timber, Norf. and Suff.

Battril, a batting staff used by laundresses. Lan.

Baugh, a pudding of milk and flour onlv.

Chesh.

Bauk, the summer, beam, or dorman ; also a pole

or beam, such as are used under the roofs of

small buildings ; also land left unploughed, to

divide the property of different persons in com-
mon or open fields. Northumb.

Baurghwans, horse-collars. N.

Bautert. See Barkit.

Baven, a brush, faggot. Kent.

b2
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Bawks, a hay-loft. Cumb.

Beakment, a measure containing four quarts. "N^

Beam. To beam a tub, is to put water into it, ta

stop the leaking by swelling the wood. N.

Beathing, or bathing wood by the fire, setting or

straitening unseasoned wood by heat. Norf.

and SuiF.

Beating with child, breeding. York.

Beck, or Beek, a rivulet or brook. N.

Becker, a wooden dish. Northumb.

Been, nimble, clever. Lan.

Beeos, a corruption of Beasts ; the general name
for horned cattle in Derbyshire ; cows.

Beest, or Beestings, milk immediately after the

cow has calved. Lan. and Glou.

Beestling-pudding, pudding made of beest.

Beethy. Meat under-done is so called in Here-
fordshire.

Beet-need, a help on extraordinary occasions.

Lane.

Beclarted, besmeared or bedawbed. N.

Beeld, shelter. N.

Beer, or Birre, force or might; with aw my
beer, with all my force. Chesh.

Beer-good, yest. Norf. and SufF.

Bees, cows. Cumb.

Beesom, or Byssum, a broom. N.

Beent meed, help on particular occasions. Lane.

Begone, decayed, worn ; the thatch of this house

is lamentably begone. Norf and SufF.
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Behither, on this side ; in opposition to beyond.

Sussex.

Behounch'd, tricked up and made fine; a me-
taphor taken from an ornament worn by a cart-

horse, called hounches, which lies spread upon
his collar. This term is in general used ironi-

cally. Sussex.

Beight (of the elbow), bending of the elbow. N.

Beleakins, i. e. by the lady-kin, or little lady ; a

Lancashire and Derbyshire interjection.

Believe, anon, by and by, in the evening, towards

night. Northumb. and N,

Belike, probably, perhaps. N.

Belive. When it rains a little, and the shower
is likely to increase, they say in Yorkshire and
Derbyshire, It spits now, it will spew belive.

Belk, to belch. Derb.

Belland, the gripes in cattle. N,

Bellart, a bull or bearward. N.

Belly-wark, the gripes. N. They also say Tooth-
WARK, and Head-wark.

Ben, or Bend ; to the true ben or bend ! possibly

of Bendan, Saxon, to stretch out ; to yield to
;

to the purpose, or sufficiently ; to the utmost
stretch. Exmoor.

Bend, a border of a woman's cap. N. ;
perhaps

from Band.

Bend-kitt, a kind of great can with a cover. N.

Benefit, a church living, or benefice. N.

Bensel, to beat or bang. Vox rustica. Yorksh.

Ber, force in general. Lane.

Berry, to berry, to thresh out corn. N.

Berryer, a thresher.
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Besom, a broom. N. Salop.

Betwattled, confounded, out of one's senses, also

bewrayed. N.

Bevering, trembling. N.

Bewiverd, lost to one's self, bewildered, con-

founded. Exmoor.

Bibber, to tremble ; I saw his under lip bibber.

Kent. See Bevering.

Bid, to bide, or bede, to pray. N. ; whence bedes-

man.

Bidden, invited, suffered ; whence, for for-

bidden. N.
Bide, to stay or abide. C. It will bide billinge

at, it will bear working at. N. Let un'bide, let

him stay. W.
BiEL, orBiELD, a shelter. York.

Big, barley, to big, to build. Cumb.

BiGGE, a pap or teat. Essex.

BiGGEN, or BiGGiN, the head-dress of an infant.

Biggenning; I wish you a good biggenning, i. e.

a good getting up after lying in. N.

Bilberry. N. The hortleberry, or whortleberry,

in other parts.

BiLLARD, a bastard capon. Sussex.

Billy-biter. York. The bird called in general

a Black-cap.

Bird of the Eye, the pupil or sight of the eye.

Suff.

BiiRD, or Bird, bread. Exmoor.

BiRK, a birch tree. N.

BiRLADY, by our lady. York and Derby.
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Birth, a place or station ; a good birth ; mine is

the next birth. Kent. This word is used by
seamen of all counties in the same sense ; to

Birth a floor, to place or lay down a floor.

Bishop's Finger, a guide-post which shews the
right way it does not go. Cant term.

Bishop, the little spotted beetle, commonly called

the lady-bird, or lady-cow ; in some countries

the golden knop. S. C. The bishop has set his

foot in it, a saying in the North, used for milk
that is burnt too in boiling. Formerly, in days
of superstition, whenever a bishop passed
through a town or village, all the inhabitants

ran out in order to receive his blessing; this

frequently caused the milk on the fire to be left

till burnt to the vessel, and gave origin to the

above allusion.

BizEND, Beezen, or Bison, blind. Northumb.

Black-worm, the black-beetle. Cornish.

Blake, yellow ; spoken of butter and cheese ; as

blake as a paigle. N. Cow blakes, cow-dung
dried for fuel.

Blaring, crying, out of breath. Exmoor.

Blaring, the crying of a child, also the bleating

of a sheep, or lowing ofan ox or cow. Suff".

Blashy, thin, poor; blashy milk or beer. Nor-
thumb.

Blatchy, black or dirty. Glou.

Blazing, spreading abroad news or scandal. Ex.

Bleare, to roar and cry. N. Hence Blear-eyed.

Bleb, a blister, also a bubble in the water. N.

Blee, blueish, pale, blue. N.
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Bleed, to yield, or produce well ; the corn bleeds

well.

Bleffin, a block or wedge. A Bleffin-head, a

block-head. Lane.

Bleit, or Blate, bashful. N.

Blenches, faults. N.

Blen-corn, wheat mixed with rye, i. e. blended

corn. York.

Blendings, beans and peas mixed together. N.

Bligh, a faint resemblance ; methinks he has a

bligh of his father. K.

Blin, to cease. N.

Blind-WORM, the snake called a slow-worm. N.

and S.

Blinkard, a person near-sighted, or one almost

blind. N„

Blirt, to cry. N.

Blur, a blot. N.

Blush. At the first Blush, at first sight. Common.

Bloacher, any large animal. Northumb.

Blog'gy, to Blog'gy, to sulk or be sullen. Ex.

Bloten-fond, that kind of affection shewn by a

child for its nurse ; the child is bloten of her.

Ches.

Blow'maunger, a fat full-faced person, one whose

cheeks seem puffed out. Ex.

Blow-milk, skimmed milk, perhaps blue milk ;

milk when closely skimmed being of a blueish

colour. N.
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Bluffe, to bluffe, to blindfold. Northumb.

Blush, to blush, to resemble. N.

BoDLE, a Scotch coin, one-sixth of a penny. N.

Bodily, with all one's strength. North.

BoDWOKD, an ominous or ill-natured message.

North.

Body, a simpleton. N.

Boggart, a spectre ; to take boggart, said of a

horse that starts at any object in the hedge or

road. N.

BoGGE, bold, forward, saucy. S. A very bog
fellow.

Boggle, or Bogle, a ghost. To flinch, to start,

as a horse does at a visible object. N.

BoiNE, a swelling arising from a blow. Essex.

BoKE, or BowKE, to nauseate. York, West Riding.
See Skinner's Etym. To boke, to point at.

Chesh.

Boke and Bane, lusty and strong. N. and Y.

BoLDERS, round flint stones used in the North for

paving. Any roundish stone.

Bole, a bole new, a measure ; four kennings and
three new boles make an old bole, in barley and
oats only. N.

Boll of Salt, two bushels. Northum.

Boll of a Tree, the stem, trunk, or body. N.

BoLLiNGS, pollards ; trees whose heads and
branches are cut ofl'.

BoLTiN -MILL, a hand-mill. N.

Bones, bobbins for making lace, probably first

made of bones; hence bone lace. N.
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BoNESHAVE, a bony or horny excrescence or tu-

mour, growing on horses' heels, perhaps so

called from a distant resemblance to the sub-

stance of a bone spavin ; also the scratches.

Exmoor.

Bonny, pleasing and unaffected. York, and

Derb.

BooKE, corrupt pronunciation of Bulk. About

the booke of, i. e. the size of. North.

Boon, to boon or buen, to do service to another

as a landlord. N.

Boon, a gratuitous day's Avork. N.

Boon-days, days Avhen statute-work on the high-

ways is performed. York,

Boor, the parlour, bed-chamber, or inner room.

Cumb.

BoosTERiNG, labouring busily so as to sweat. Ex.

Boose, an ox or cow-stall. N.

Bore-tree, an elder tree. N. From the great

pith in the younger branches, which children

commonly bore out to make pop-guns of them.

BoRSE, a calf of half a year old. Hamp.

BosEN, or BossEN, a badger, the animal. North.

Or Bauson.

Bosh, to cut a bosh. Norf. To make a figure.

BosTAL, a way up hill. Suss.

Bother, to deafen. Cornish. Mostly used in Ire-

land. Perhaps Pother in King Lear, Act iii.

sc. 2 (meaning the noise of thunder and storm,)

may be the same word.

BouDS, wevils, an insect bred in malt. Norf.
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BouK, a pail for holding water ; whence bouket
or bucket. Staff. A whirl-bouk, a churn, which
is worked by turning round.

Boulder, a large round stone. C.

BouN, to boun and unboun, to dress and undress.

Nortlium.

Bourn, yest. Ex.

BouRD, to bourd, to jest. N.

BouTED-BREAD, bread made of wlieat and rye.

Northunib.

Bought, a bend. Bought of the elbow. Lane.

Bout, without. Northumb. York, and Derb. See

Antony and Cleopatra, Act iv. sc. 8.

BoWDY- KITE, a person with a boAv'd belly. So
bow or bow'd window.

BowETY, or Bawaty, lindsey-wolsey. North.

Bowis, a cow-stall, York, West Riding.

BowKE, to nauseate, to be ready to vomit ; also to

belch, sometimes pronounced boke. N.

Bowx, swelled. Norf.

BoYRN, to wash or rinse. Lane.

Bragget or Bracket, a compound drink made of
honey and spices. N.

Braken or Brakes, fern. N.

Brand-irons, corruption of Andirons. N.

Branders, the supporters of a corn-stack. N.

Brandrith or Brander, a trivet or other iron

stand to set a vessel over the fire. N. Bran-
dire. Ex.

Brank, buck-wheat, called in some countries crap.

Ess. Suff. and Norf.
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Brant, steep ; a brant hill. Northumb.

Brash, a fit, or tumbling one about. Northumb.

Brat, a coarse apron, a rag. Line.

Brauche or BiiAWCHE, rakings of straw to kindle

fires.

Brauchin, a collar for a horse, made of old stock-

ings stuffed with straw. Cumb.

Braunds or Broans, i. e. brands, cleft or split

wood for the fire. A seam of braunds, a horse-

load of billet-wood. A rick of braunds, a stack

of wood cleft for the fire. Woaken or elmer

braunds, oaken or elm timber.

Brawn, a boar. Cumb. The brawn's head, the

boar's head.

Bray, to bray, to neigh ; the horse brays. Berks.

Brad, opened and spread. Lane.

Braid, to resemble. York, West Riding.

Brain a Man, i. e. knock his brains out. N.

Brake, a bush, N.

Brand-new, quite new. They say, Bran-span-

new, in Yorkshire.

Brandrith or Brander. Also the supporters

of a corn-stack, to keep off" mice, rats, &c.

North.

Brass, copper money. North.

Brat, a child's pin-cloth.

Braughwham, a dish made of cheese, eggs, bread

and butter, boiled together. Lane.

Bray, to beat or pound. N.

Brazen, impudent. N. He is a brazen fellow.

Breads, to spread or make broad. Noi-thum.
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Bread-loaf, household bread ; opposed to rolls,

or bread in a smaller form. N.

Break one's horn-book, to incur displeasure.

South.

Break, to break, to tear. Hamp. In this county

break is used for tear, and tear for break ; as, I

have a- torn my best decanter or china dish ; I

have a-broke my fine cambric apron.

Break, a break is land that has lain long fallow,

or in sheep-walks, is so called the first year after

it has been ploughed or broken up. Norf.

Breau, spoon-meat; fat skimmed from the pot

and oatmeal: the singular number of Brewis.

Breckins, fern. N.

Bree, to bree, to frighten.

Breeds, the breeds of a hat, the brims of a hat.

Glou.

Breeks, breeches. N.

Breid, or Brade; to breid, or brade of any one,

that is to resemble them in disposition, as if of

the same breed, Northumb.

Brent-brow, a steep hill, metaph. N.

Bree, broth without oatmeal. Lane.

Brewster, a brewer. York. The Brewster Ses-

sions, at Hull, mean the time when publicans
are licensed, and are advertised by that name.

Brine, to brine, to bring ; brine it hither, bring it

hither. Norf.

Bricken, to bricken, to bridle up, or hold up the

head.

Bride-wain, a custom in Cumberland, where all
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the friends of a new-married couple assemble
together, and are treated with cold pies, fur-

mity, and ale ; at the conclusion of the day, the

bride and bridegroom are placed in two chairs,

in the open air, or in a large barn, the bride

with a pewter dish on her knee, half covered
with a napkin ; into this dish the company pre-

sent put their offerings, the amount of which is

sometimes forty or fifty pounds.

Brian ; to brian an oven, to keep fire at the mouth
of it, cither to give light or preserve the heat.

Northumb. Elsewhere this fire is called a

spruzzing.

Brichoe, brittle. Chesh.

Brick-tiles, bricks.

Bridle-stv, a road for a horse only. N. Bridle-

way and Bridle-road. Kent.

Brig, an utensil used in brewing and in dairies to

set the strainer upon. N.

Brigg, a bridge. N.

Briggs, irons to set over a fire. Lane.

Brimme ; a sow goes to brimme, that is to boar. S.

Briss, dust. Exmoor.

Brite, to brite or britt ; spoken of hops, which.

when they are over ripe, and fall out or shatter,

are said to britt or brite. S.

Broach, a spit, also a piercer ; whence to broach a

cask. Kent, and N. Derived from the French.

Broach-steeple, a pyramidical spire, from its

being pointed like a broach or spit N.

Brock, a badger, or grey. N.

Brock, the insect that produces the froth called

cuckow-spit.
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Brod, a kind of nail, called Brads in the South.
Likewise an awl. Derb.

Brogs, small sticks, used to catch eels, which is

called Brogging. Lane.

Broke, a rupture. Kent.

Broody, spoken of a hen when inclined to stir, N,

Broo-er, a corrupt pronunciation of Brother. N.

Brook, to brook up, spoken of the clouds when
they draw together, and threaten rain. S.

Browden, to browden on a thing, to be fond of
it. N.

Bruart, blades of corn just sprung up. Also the
brims of a hat. Lane.

Brucke, to brucke, to make dirty. Northum.

Bruckled, dirty.

Brusle, to dry ; the sun brusles the hay ; brusled
pease. Northum. Probably from the old French
word, Brusler, to burn.

Brutte, to brit or brutte, to browse ; the cow
bruttes the young wood. Kent. From the
French word, Brouter, to nibble.

Bruzzled, applied to meat too much broiled.

York.

BuBBLEY, snotty; the bairn has a bubbley nose. N.

Buck, of a cart or waggon, the body. Hamp.

Buck, the breast. Suss.

BucKARD, or Bucked, spoken of milk soured by
keeping too long in the milk-bucket, or by a
foul bucket. Exmoor.

Buckey-cheese, a sweet, rank cheese. Hamp.
Perhaps from a rank, goatish taste ; Boxc, in

French, signifying a he-goat.
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BucKSOME, blithe, jolly. S.

BucKLE-A-DoiNG-iT, Set about it. York. The
common expression is Buckle-to.

Bud, a weaned calf of the first year, the horns

then beginning to bud. Suss.

Budge, brisk, jocund : budge also means to stir,

move, or walk away ; do not budge from hence.

Buer, a gnat. Northumb.

Buffet, a stool. Derb.

Bug, to bend. Kent. Bug up.

BuLDERiNG (weather), hot, sultry. Exm.

BuLKAR, a beam.

BuLLEN, hemp-stalks, pilled. N.

BuLLiMONG, oats, pease, and vetches, mixed. Ess.

Bullock, a heifer. Berks.

BuLLOCKiNG, bullying, swaggering. North.

BuLL-JUMPiNGS, milk drawn from the cow after

the calf has sucked. Called also Stroaklngs.
York.

Bull-Segg, a gelded bull. N.

Bull-Stang, a dragon-fly. Cumb.

Bull-stang, the upright stake in a hedge
;
quasi

Bole-stang. N.

BuLLY-iNG, strutting. Kent.

BuMBEY, a quagmire, from stagnant water, dnng,

&c. such as is often seen in a farm-yard. Norf.

and Suff".

BuMMELL, or BuMBLE-KiTE, a bramble or black-

berry. Cumb. So called also in Hampshire;
perhaps a corruption of bramble kates.

BuNGERSoME, clumsy. Berks.
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BuNNEL, a dried hemp-stalk, used by smokers to
light their pipes. Cumb.

BuNNEY, a s-welling from a blow. Norf. and Suff.

Bunt, smut in corn. Northampt.

Bunting, sifting flour. The Bunting Room, the
Sifting Room. North.

Burr, the sweetbread. Derb.

BuRNE, a brook, a small stream of water. N.

Burnish ; to Burnish, to grow fat or increase in

flesh, look jolly, or rosy. Exmoor.

Burtle, a sweeting. Northumb.

Bur-tree, an elder-tree. N.

Burly, thick, clumsy. Lane.

Burthensome-land, land that yields good crops
in general. York.

Bus, to bus, to dress. N.

Busked, dressed. N.

Butt, a bee-butt or hive. Exmoor.

Butter-fingered. Said of persons who are apt to

let things fall.

Butter-Jags, the flowers of trifolium siliqua

cornuta.

Butter-shag, a slice of bread and butter. Cumb.
BuTTAL, or Butter-bump, a bittern. S. Called in

the North a Mire-drum.

Byer, a cow-house. Cumb.

Byne, malt. Cambridgesh.

Byon, a quinzy. N.

By-past, ago. York.
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C.

Ca, to ca, to drive.

Caddow, a jack-daw. Norf.

Caddy. Pretty caddy ; i. e. pretty -well recovered

from an illness. Derb.

Cambde-la, a tame lamb. Norf. and Suf.

Cadge ; to Cadge, to carry ; a cadger to a mill, a

carrier or loader. Northumb. Cadging the

belly, to stuff the belly ; also to bind or tie a

thing. Lan.

Cadma, called also a whinnock, the least pig of

the litter. S.

Caff, chaff. York.

Cagmag, bad food, or other coarse things. The
word, in the language of Scotland, signifies an

old goose. See Mr. Pennant's Tour, Appen-
dix, p. 9.

Cail; to Cail a stone, to throw a stone. Norf.

Pronounced in the West country scale, also,

and squale. See Squale.

Caingel, a crabbed fellow. N.

Cale, turn j it is his cale to go. Derb.

Call, occasion, obligation; he had no call to do
it. Derb.

Call, to abuse by calling names. They called
one another

!

Called home, asked in the church. Sedgemoor.

Calling-band, a leading string, or back-string, for

children. Sometimes called only a Cal. York,

West Riding.
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Callar, fresh, cool ; the callar air, the fresh air.

N. Callar ripe grosiers, ripe gooseberries fresh

gathered.

Calleting, scolding ; a calleting housewife. To
Callet, to scold. Northumb.

Calling, giving public notice by the cryer; I had
it called, I had it cried. Northumb.

Cam, awry. Lane. Camm'd, crooked. Lane.

' ^ to talk of any thing. N.
Cank, S

Campable, able to do. N.

Camperknows, ale-pottage, made with sugar,

spices, &c.

Camping, playing at foot-ball. Norf.

Campo, or Camble, to prate saucily. N.

Candling, a supper given in some parts by land-

lords of ale-houses to their customers on the

Eve of Candlemas-day : part of it is a pie,

thence called a Candling-pie.

Canker, a poisonous fungus, resembling a mush-
room. Glou. Likewise the dog-rose. Devon.
Called also the canker-rose.

Caistkerd, cross, ill-conditioned. N.

Canking, gossiping Derb.

Canking, whining, dissatisfied. Derb.

Canny, nice, neat, housewifely, handsome. New-
castle, Northumb. & N.

Cant, strong, lusty : very cant, God yield you
;

i. e. very strong and lustv, God reward you.
Chesh.

Cant, to throw Kent. He was canted out of

the chaise.

c
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Cant, an auction ; to be sold by cant. N.

Cant, a corner of a field. Kent.

Cant, to recover or mend. N. A health to the

^ood woman canting, i. e. recovering after lying

in. N.

Cap, or Cob, head, chief, or master. Cumb.

Capo, a working horse. Chesh.

Capt, or Capp'd, overcome in argument. Cumb.

Carberry, a gooseberry. N.

Car-hand, the left hand. N.

Carking, anxious, careful. N.

Carle, a clown, an old man. N. A male ; a carle

cat, a he cat.

Carled-peas, parched-peas. York.

Carle-hemp, that hemp which bears the seed,

Carling-day, or Carling-Sunday, the second Sun-
day preceding Easter, when parched peas are

served up at most tables in Northumberland.

Carpet-way, a green way, a way on the turf. S.

Carre, a hollow place in which water stands. N.
Also a wood of alder or other trees, in a moist

boggy place.

Car-sick, the kennel, from car and sike, a furrow

or gutter
; q. the Cart-gutter. Yorks.

Cart-rake, a cart-track. Essex.

Carve, to Karve, or Kerve, to grow sour, spoken

of cream; also to curdle. Chesh.

Casings, or Cassons, dried cow-dung used for fuel.

North umb.

Catch-land, land which is not certainly known to

wliat parish it belongs, and the minister that
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first gets the tithes of it enjoys it for the year.

Norf.

Cater-crass, cross : you must go eater-crass dat
dare fil; i. e. you must go cross that field.

Kent. A mis-pronunciation of quite across.

Gather, a cradle. Lane.

Cats-foot, ground-ivy. Northumb.

Cat-with-two-tails, an earwig. Northum.

Cat-ham' D, fumbling, awkward, without dexterity.

Exmoor.

Catterwauling, rambling, or intriguing in the

night, after the manner of cats. N. and S.

Catter, to keep up, to thrive in the world. N.

Cauchher a medicinal composition, or slop.

Cavels, lots; casting cavels, casting lots. Northum.

Caw, to call; Caw'd; called; Cawn, they call.

Lan.

Cawbaby, an awkward timid boy. Dev.

Cawch, a nasty place. Nastiness in general.

Devon.

Caw-daws, Jack-daws.

Cawl, a coop.

Cawsie-tail, a dunce. N. Rather Cawfe-tail,
i. e. calf-tail. Lane.

Chaffo, to chew.

Cham, I am. Somersetsh.

Cham, awry. N.

Champ, a scufile. Exm.

Chamm'd, chewed. Glouc.

Changes, shirts and shifts. Berks.

Channest, to challenge. Exmoor.
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Char, a particular business or task ; that char

is char'd, that job is done ; I have a little char

for you. Hence char-woinan and going out char-

inof. N. Pronounced in Wilts, a cheure.

Chare, to stop ; as, chare the cow ; i. e. stop, or

turn the cow. Also, to counterfeit ; as, to chare

laughter, to counterfeit a laugh. N.

Chare, a narrow lane or alley. Northumb.

Charger, a platter, or large dish. N.

Chark, a crack. N.

Chark, small beer. York, West Riding.

Charn, a churn. N.

Charn-curdle, a churn-staff. N.

Chary, careful, or painful ; sparing: he is chary

of his labour. N.

Chat, a small twig. Derb.

Chats, keys of trees ; as ash-chats, sycamore-

chats, &c. N.

Chattocks, refuse-wood, left in making faggots.

Glouc.

Chaundler, a candlestick ; from chandelier. Shef-

field.

Chaungeling, an ideot ; one whom the faries have

changed. Exm.

Chaunges. See Changes. Exm.

Chavel'd, chewed. York.

Chavish, a chattering or prattling noise of many
persons speaking together. Suss.

Chee, a hen-roost ; to go to chee, to go to roost.

Chefts, or Chafts, chops; as mutton chafts, &c.
Nortliumb.
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Chell, I shall. Somers. and Devon.

Cheure. See Char.

Chibder, children. Derb.

Childer, children. North.

Childermas-day. Innocents-day. North,

Childing-woman, a breeding woman. North.

Chillery, chilly.

Chilver, mutton of a maiden sheep. Glouc.

Chieve, to succeed in or accomplish any business;
from the French word achever, to accomplish.
It chieves nought with him. N.

Chip, to break or crack ; an egg is said to chip
when the young bird cracks the shell. N.

Chizzle, or Chizzell, bran. Kent.

Choaty, fat, chubby ; a choaty boy, a fat, chubby,
or broad -faced boy. Kent ; commonly applied
to infants.

Choler, soot. Choler'd, blackened. North.

Chovee, a species of beetle, brown with a green
head. Norf. and Suff.

Chock, to choak. Suss.

Chockling, hectoring, scolding. Exm.

Chomp, to chew ; also to crush, or cut things
small. N.

Chounting, quarrelling. Exm.

Chuck ! Chuck! a word commonly used in calling

swine. Hamps.

Chuck, a great chip. Suss. In other counties called

a chunk, or junk. So a Chunk of beef

Church-clerk, the parish clerk. Essex.

Church-litten, the church-yard. Suss, and N.
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Churchwarden, a sliag, or cormorant. Suss.

Churn-dash, the staff belonging to a churn. North.

Churn-gotting, a nightly feast after the corn is

out. N.

Chuse-blt, avoid. Northumb.

Chusherel, a whoremaster, a debauched fellow. S.

CiDDLE, or Kittle, to tickle; kittle weather, tick-

lish, changeable, or uncertain weather. S.

Clags, sticks. N.

Clag, the verb, to stick. Northumb.

Claitv, dirty. Cumb.

Clam'd, or Clem'd, starved ; I am welly clem'd, I

am almost starved. N.

Clam'd, in Gloucestershire, means to be choaked
up ; as the mill is clam'd, i. e. over-loaded.

Clammas, to climb ; also a great noise. N.

Clamps, andirons, creepers, or dogs. Northumb.

Clapse, a clasp. S.

Clap-bread, thin hard oat-cakes. Lane.

Clatch of poultry, a brood. North. Analogous to

a Batch of bread.

Claver, clover-grass, by corruption of pronun-

ciation.

Clart, to spread or smear ; clarty, smeared, sticky.

Clathing, clothes. Exm.

Claut ; to claut, to scratch or claw.

CLAVEV,orCLAVEL, a mantle-piece, GIou. and Som.

Cleam, to glue together, or fasten a thing with

glue. Line.

Clean, quite, entirely. North.
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ClEiM, thirsty. York.

Cletch, a brood ; rather Clatch. See above.

Cleckings, a shuttlecock. Cumb.

Cledgy, stiff ; cledgy ground, stiff land. Kent.

Cleek, to catch at a thing hastily. N.

Clegmng, the after-birth of a cow. N.

Clepps, a wooden instrument for pulling weeds
out of corn. Cumb,

Clevel, a grain of corn. Kent.

Clever, neat, smooth, cleanly wrought, dexter-

ous. S.

Clever; to clever, or claver, the endeavour of a
child to climb up any thing ; also to catch hold

of any thing. N.

Clewkin, a sort of strong twine. N.

Cletch, or Clutch, a brood ; a cletch of chickens.

Clinkers, deep impressions of a horse's feet.

Glouc.

Click, to catch or snatch away. Cumb. and N.

Click, to tick as a clock.

Clite, or Clayt, clay or mire. Kent.

Clit ; I would sow grass seeds, but the ground
will be clit. Hamp.

Clittery, or Cluttery weather, changeable wea-
ther, inclinable to be stormy. Hamp.

Cloam, coarse earthen ware. Exm.

Clock, a dor or beetle. N.

Clocking, or Clucking hen, a hen desiroiis of sit-

ting to hatch her eggs. N.

Cloggs, wooden shoes, such as are worn in Cum-
berland. Cumb.
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Clothis, clothes. Berks.

Clots, Clouts, or Cluts, burdock. N.

Clol'gh, a valley between two hills, Northumb.
Hence Clem of the Clough, one of Robin
Hood's men.

Clough Y, a woman dressed in a tawdry manner.

Northumb.

Clout, to piece or mend with cloth or iron ; also

to beat. N.

Clout, a pole, or staff. Lincolnsh.

Clozzons, talons, clutches, possession. N.

Cluckish, said of a hen w hen inclined to sit, Kent.

Clume,^ crockery. Devon. Also Glome. A clome-

shop.

Clunch, a species of chalk Avith which walls are

built in Cambridgeshire.

Clunter, a clod of earth. North.

Clussum, clumsy. Chesh.

Clume-buzza, an earthen pan. Corn.

Clumps, Clumpst, i. e. Clumsy, idle, lazy, un-

handy. Line. My hands are clumpst with cold,

my hands are benumbed.

Clung, closed up, or stopped ; spoken of hens

that do not lay, and commonly used for any
thing that is shrivelled or shrunk ; from Cling.

N. In Norfolk it means soft, flabby, relaxed.

Clussunt, swoln with cold. N.

Clut, to strike a blow. N.

Cluttert, in heaps. N.

Cluves, hoofs of horses or cows. Cumb.

Goad, unhealthy. Exmoor.
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Coajerze'en'd, a cordwainer's end, or shoemaker's

thread. Exmoor.

CoAKEN, the sharp part of a horseshoe ; also to

strain in the act of vomitino-. N.

CoANDER, a corner. Exm.

CoATHY, surly, easily provoked. Norf. Also, in

Hampshire, rotten, applied to sheep. To throw,
also.

Cob, a blow ; likewise to throw. Derb. Also a
basket of wicker to carry on the arm ; a seed-
cob, or seed-lib, a seed-basket used in sowing.

Cob, marl mixed with straw, used as walls to out-

houses. Devonsh.

Cobble, to cobble, to hobble in walking ; the same
as Cramble.

CoBBELLs, or Ice-candles, icicles. Kent.

Cobbles, round coals. Derb.

Cobble, a pebble : to cobble with stones, to throw
stones at any thing. Northumb.

CoBBO, a small fish, called a miller's thumb.
Kent.

CoBBS, testicles. Cumb.

Cobby, head-strong, tyrannical. Cumb. In North-
umberland it means stout, hearty, brisk ; in

Derbyshire, well or in good spirits, clever, &c.

;

as I'm pretty cobby t'day.

Cob-coals, large pit-coals. N.

CoB-iRON, an andiron. S.

Cob-irons, brand-irons.

Cob-joe, a nut at the end of a string. Derb.

Cobler's-lobster. a cow » heel. Cambridccesli.

c 2
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Cob-loaf, a crusty, deformed loaf. North.

Cob-nut, a game, which consists in pitching at a
row of nuts piled up in heaps of four, that is,

three at bottom and one on the top : all the nuts
knocked down are the property of the pitcher

;

the nut used for pitching, is called the cob.

Glouc.

CoBSTONES, stones that may be thrown ; also large

stones. N.

Cob-web Morning, a misty morning. Norf.

Cocker, to fondle ; also an old stocking without
a foot. N.

Cockers and Trashes, old stockings without feet,

and worn-out shoes. N.

Cocket, brisk, apish, pert. Northumb. and N.

Cock-horse and Cockloft. See Baxter's Glos-
sary, in voce Cocidis.

Cock-leet, i. e. cock-light, day-break ; or some-
times the dusk of the evening. Exmoor.

Cock's-neckling ; to come down cock's-neckling,

i. e. head foremost. Wilts.

CoDDERs, persons, chiefly Welsh women, employed
by the gardeners about London to gather
peas. S.

Cod, a pillow or cushion
; princod, a pin-cushion

;

a horse-cod, a horse-collar. N. Princod is

also figuratively used for a little fat man or
woman.

CoD-GLovE, a thick glove, without fingers, to

handle turf. Exm.

Cods, bellows. IN.

CoDWARK, pulse growing in cods or pods. S.
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Called in Kent Podvvare, and in Hampshire

Kidware. See Kidware.

CoE, an odd eld fellow. Norf.

Coil ; a hen-coil, a hen-pen. N. Coil also signi-

fies in the North, a great stir, and a lump on

the head by a blow.

CoiTs, or Quoits, a rural game. To coiT is to

throw anything to a person, as at coits. Coit

it to me. N.

Coke, pit or sea-coal, charred for the smelting

of metals. S.

CoKERS, rims of iron round wooden shoes. Cumb.

Cokes, or Corks, cinders. N.

CoKiRD, unsound, applied to timber. Norf.

Cold Fire, a fire laid ready for lighting. York.

Cole, Keal, or Kail, pottage or broth made of

cabbage. N.

CoLEY, a cur dog. N.

Colley, the black or soot from a kettle. Glou.

Collock, a great piggin or pail. N.

Colt ; to colt in, the sliding of the earth, or falling

in, as of a quarry or gravel-pit, &c. Glouc.

Colt, a boy articled to a clothier for three or

four years. Glou.

Colt-pixy, a spirit or fairy, in the shape of a horse,

which (wickers) neighs and misleads horses

into bogs, &c. Hamp.

Comb, a hollow or valley. Suss. Also half a

quarter of corn. S.

Comb, the window-stool of a casement. Glou.

CoMPERSOME, frolicksome. Generally applied to

a horse. Derb.
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Concern, a little estate.

CoNCHABEL, an icicle.

CoNDiDDLED, dispersed. Exm.

Condition, temper, humour. He is in better

health than condition, spoken of a peevish

humourist.

CoNKABELL, an iciclc, in the Somersetshire dialect

called a Clinkabell. Exm.

CoNNY, brave, fine, the same as Canny. N. Bonny,
or rather Clever, has nearly the same meaning
in the North.

CoocHE-HANDED, left-handed. Devon.

Cook, to throw ; cook me that ball, throw me
that ball. Glou.

Coop ; a fish coop, a hollow vessel made of twigs,

with which they take fish in tlie Humber. N.

Coop, a muck-coop, or lime-coop, a close cart or

waggon for carrying lime, &c. N.

CooRT, a small cart. Kent.

CooTH, a cold. N.

Cop, or Cop of peas, fifteen sheaves in the field,

and sixteen in the barn ; also a lump of yarn. N.

_, ' fa fence. N.
Copping, 3
Cope ; to cope or coup, to chop or exchange, used

l)y the coasters of Norfolk and Suffolk, and also

Yorkshire
;
probably from the Low Dutch word,

Copen, to buy, sell, or deal : whence a dealer

is called a coupman.

Cope, to cover ; to cope a wall, to cover the top

of it, generally with stone, called a copeing.

N. amtS.
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CoPESMATE, a companion. N.

Copper-clouts, a kind of spatterdashes worn on
the small of the leg. Exra.

CopPET, saucy, malpert, peremptory ; also merry,

jolly, the same with Cocket. N.

Cop-ROSE, papaver rhseas : called also head
work. N.

CoPT-KNow, the top of a conical hill, from copt,

CAPUT, and know, or knolle, the top of a hill.

N. Copt also signifies proud, ostentatious.

Corby, a crow. N. Also carnivorous. N. ; from

the French, Corbean.

Corse, a dead body.

CossET-LAMB, or CoLT, a cadc lamb or colt brought

up by hand. Norf. and SufF.

Costard, the head ; a kind of opprobrious word,

used by way of contempt, probably alluding

to a costard apple.

Costril, a little barrel. N.

Cothish, morose. See Coathy.

CoTTEN ; to cotten, to beat soundly. Exm. Naught
cottens right, nothing goes right. Yorksh.

Cotter, or Cottrel, a linch-pin, a pin to fasten

the wheel on the axle-tree. N. Cotter the Win-
dows ; i. e. fasten them by an iron-pin, which
goes through an iron-bolt on the inside. Leic.

Cottrel, a trammel for hanging a pot over the

fire. S.

Couch, the roots of grass collected by the harrow

in pasture lands, when first ploughed up. Glou.

;

vulgarly pronounced Squitcli.

Coulter, a plough-share. N.
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Counterfeits and Trinkets, porringers and sau-

cers. Chesh.

Col:p or Coop, a muck coop, a lime coop, a cart or

wain made close with boards to carry any thing

that would otherwise fall out, a tumbril. N.

Court of Sour Milk Session, to be in disgrace

with a person is, to get into the Court of Sour
Milk Session. York.

Cove, a part of a building so called ; Kent.
Also a little harbour for boats. S.

Cover, pronounced Cauver. An abbreviation of

Recover. North.

Cow, the moving top of the cliimney of a hop-

oast, or kiln. Kent. It is supposed to be a

corruption of Cowl, being in the shape of the

cowl or hood worn by some religious orders.

C0W-BJ.AKES, cow-dung dried for fuel. North.

Cow-CLEANiNG, the aftcr-birth of a cow.

CowDY, a little cow, a Scotch runt without horns.

N.

CowKES, the core of anything. Derb.

CowKER, a straining to vomit. N.

Cowl, a tub. S.

CowR, or CouRE, to crouch down or squat upon
one's hams. N.

Cow-scARN, cow-dung. Cumb.

Crack, to crack or crake, to boast. Norf.

Crack, she's nought to crack on, i. e. not good
for much. North.

Cracker, a small baking-dish. Northumb.
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Crackling, a thin wlieaten cake. N. Also the
rind of pork roasted.

Craddenly, cowardly. N".

Craddins, to lead craddins, to play mischievous
tricks. N.

Cragge, a small beer vessel. S.

Crags, rocks. N.

Crake, a crow ; hence crake-berries, crow-ber-
ries. N.

Cramble, to hobble. Derb.

Crammer, a bowl-sewer. North, i. e. one who
mends wooden-bowls with wire. York. A tinker.

Crank, merry. Kent. Also a boat or ship over-
masted, apt to roll and in danger of overset-
ting ; a common sea term.

Cranks, two or more rows of iron crooks in a
frame used as a toaster. Northumb.

Cranks, offices. S.

Cranky, ailing, sickly ; from the Dutch, crank,
sick. N.

Cranny, jovial, brisk, lusty; a cranny lad. Chesh.

Cranny, a little hole or crevice. North,
Crap, darnel. Suss. In the north it is sometimes

used for money.

Crap, sometimes used for buck-wheat.

Crash, the noise of any thing when it breaks. N.
Down fell the table and crash went the crockery.

Crassantly, cowardly; a crassantly lad, a cow-
ard. Ches.

Cratch, a pannier. Dcrb. Also a rack. See Critch.
S.

Cratch, a rack. A Bottle Cratch, a bottle rack.
North.
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Cratchinly, feeble, weak. N.

Crates, panniers for glass and crockery. N.

Crates, the game of Nine-holes, or Trou-madame.
North.

Crattle, a crumb. N.

Crawley Mawley, indifferently well. Norf.

Crawp-arsed, hog-breech'd, N.

Crazy, ailing, out of order or repair. Derb.

Crazzild, coals baked or caked together on a fire.

N.

Creak, a corn-creak, a land-rail ; so called from
its creaking note, naturally imitated by scratch-

ing on the teeth of a comb.

Cream ; to cream, to mantle or froth, spoken of

beer, a metaphor taken from milk. N.

Crease, to fold or double up. N.

Crease, loving, fond. Lane.

Crek, to cree wheat or barley, to boil it soft. N.

Creeas, the measles. N.

Creem, creeni it into my hand, slide it slily or

secretly into my hand. Ches.

Creem, to creem, to squeeze or press together.

Exm.

Creil, a short, squat, dwarfish man. N.

Crevice, a small fissure. North.

Crevin, a hole, a crack, or crevice.

Crevises, i. e. Eccrevises, cray-fish, N.

Cr:£wnting, grunting or complaining. Exm.

Crib, a kind of rack for holding hay for cows,

also for holding sucking calves. N. and S.
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Cribble, coarse meal, a degree better than bran.

Cricket, a small three-legg'd stool, also a domes-
tic insect like a grasshopper, found in chim-
neys. N.

Cricks and Hovvds, pains and strains. N.
Crimble i'th'poke, to go back from an agreement,

to be cowardly. N.

Crincu, a small bit. Glouc.

Crinkle, to bend under a weight ; also to rumple
a thing or wrinkle it. N.

Critch, or Cratch, a rack. S.

Crock, soot from the chimney, a pot or kettle.

Essex. To crock, to black any one with soot.

Crock, an earthen pot. Exmoor.

Crockey, a little Scotch cow. N.

Croft, a small close or field. N.

Crom, or Crum, to stuff; also to put a thing in a
place. N. Hence crummy, fat, or well stuffed.

Crome, a hook
J to crome, to hook any thine;.

Norf.

Crome, a sort of rake with a long handle, used
for pulling weeds out of drains, after they are

cut. Norf. and Ess. Dung-crome, a dung-
hook used in unloading it.

Crones, old ewes who have lost their teeth. S.

Cronk, the noise of a raven, also to prate. N.

Cronking, croaking. N.

Croodle, to creep close together, like chickens
under a hen. N.

Crook-lug, a long pole with a hook at the end of
it, used for pulling down dead branches of
trees. Glou.
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Crotch-tail, a kite.

Crow, a crib for a calf. Lane. Called a Kid-

crow in Cheshire.

Crowd, a fiddle. Exmoor.

Crowdling, slow, dull, sickly. N.

Crowdy, oatmeal, scalded with water, and mixed
up into a paste. N.

Crowe, an iron lever. N.

Crowse, brisk, lively, jolly ; as crowse as a new
washen-house. N.

Crub, or Croust, a crust of bread, or rind of

cheese. Exmoor.

Cruchet, a wood-pigeon. N.

Cruel, very, extremely ; as, cruel crass, very peev'

ish ; cruel sick, very ill ; cruel fine, very finely

dressed. Devon, and Cornwall.

Crump, the cramp ; also to be out of temper. N.

Crumple, to ruffle, or rumple. N.

Crunch, Cronch, and Cranch, to crush an apple,

&c. in the mouth. North.

Cruttle, to stoop down, to fall. N.

Cry'd no-child, a woman cried down by her hus-

band. Lane. No-cHiLD is supposed to be a cor-

ruption of Nichil, i.e. Nihil.

Cucking-stool or Ducking-stool, a stool placed

over a river in which scolding women are seated

and ducked. North.

Cuff, an old cuff, an old fellow. Mid.

Cuffing, expounding, (applied to a tale.) Exmoor.

CuLCH, lumber, stuff", rubbish. Kent.

Cull, a small fish with a great head, found

under stones in rivulets, called also a bull-

liead. Glouc. To cull, to pick and choose.

Kent and S.
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Culvers, pigeons. Exmoor.

Cumber, trouble. N.

Cu!V ; to cun or con thanks, to give thanks. S.

CuNNiFFLiNG, dissembling, flattering. Ex.

CuPALO, a smelting-house. Derb.

Cup o'Sneeze, a pinch of snuff". N.

Currant-berries, currants. North.

CuRTAiNERS, curtains. Lane.

CusHETs, wild pigeons. Yorksh.

CusTis, a school-master's ferule. Cornwall, North
part.

Cute, sharp, adroit, clever. North.

Cutter, to fondle or make much of, as a hen or

goose of her young.

CvPHEL, houseleek. N.

D.

Dab, a blow : a dab at any thing, expert at it,

perhaps corruption of an adept. N. and S.

Also a small quantity.

Dabbit, a small quantity, less than a dab. Glou.

Dab-chick, the water-hen. North.

Dacian, a vessel used in Derbyshire, for holding

the sour oat cake. Derb.

Dacker, to waver, stagger, or totter. Line.

Dacker weather, uncertain or unsettled wea-
ther. N.

Dad, a lump ; also a father. N.

Dadackv, tasteless. Western.

Daddle, to walk unsteadily like a child ; to wad-
dle. N.
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Daddock, rotten wood, touch-wood. Glouc.

Daffe, to daunt. N.

Daffish, sheepish.

Daffock, a dawken, a dirty slattern. N.

Daft, stupid, blockish, daunted, foolish.

Dag, dew upon the grass ; hence a woman who
lias dirted her clothes with wet or mire is called

daggle-tail, corrupted to draggle-tail. Dag-
locks, locks of wool spoiled by the dag or dew.
S.

Dag; to dag, to run thick. N.

Dag ; to dag a garden, to water it. Lane.

Dagg'd, dirtied. North.

Daggle ; to daggle, to run like a young child.

Devon.

Dairous, bold. Devon.

Dallop, a patch of ground among corn that has

escaped the plough; also tufts of corn where

dung-heaps have long laid. Norf. and Ess.

Danch, dainty, nice in eating. North.

Dangus, a slattern.

Dansev-headed, giddy, thoughtless. Norf and

Suff.

Dapse, likeness; the very dapse of one, the exact

likeness in shape and manner. W.

Dar, contraction of Dearer, as nar is of nearer.

Dare ; to dare, to pain or grieve ; it dares me, it

grieves me. Ess.

Dark, blind. Quite dark, stone blind. North.

Almost dark, nearly blind.

Dausev-headed, giddy, thoughtless. Norf. and

Suff.

Daver ; to daver, to fade like a flower. Devon.
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Daw or Dow, to thrive, to mend, to recover ; he
neither dees nor daws, he neither dies nor re-

covers. N.

Daw, to rouse or awake one ; I was just dawed, I

was just awakened from a sound sleep. N.

Dawgos, or Dawkin, a dirty, slatternly woman. N.

Dawnt, to fright or terrify; whence daunted. N.

Dawntle, to fondle. N.

Day-tale, or Dattle-mAxX, a day-labourer. York.

Daves-man, an arbitrator, or umpire. N.

Dazed-bread, dough-baked bread ; dazed meat,

ill-roasted from the badness of the fire : a dazed
look, said of persons who have been frightened.

N. I's dazed, I am very cold.

Deaf-nut, a nut whose kernel is decayed. N.

Deafely, lonely, solitary, far from neighbours. N.

Deam, the same. N.

De'm, you slut. Exm.

Dean, a dale or valley. Northumb.

Dear'd, hurried, frightened, stunned. Exm.

Dearn, lonely, solitary. N. '

Deary, little. N.

Deathsmear, an undescribed disorder, fatal to

children. Norf.

Deeave, to stun with a noise. N.

Deeavely, lonely. North.

Deedy, industrious, notable. Berksh.

Deet ; to deet, to wipe and make clean. N.
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Debt is used by contraction ; as, Much good may-

it DEET thee ; i. e. Much good may it do to

thee. North.

Deeting, smearing, plaistering the stove of the

oven's mouth, to keep in the heat.

Deft, little and pretty, neat ; also active : a deft

man or thing. N.

Deft, clever. Old Plays, second edit. vol. v.

p. 175. Deftly. See Macbeth.

Deftly, softly, leisurely. N.

Deg ; to deg, to pour, to -wet or sprinkle water

on. See Leck-on. N.

Degg-bound, much swelled in the belly. N.

Dellfin, a low place, overgrown Avith underwood.

Glouc.

Dench'd, dainty, finely mouthed, curious. N.

Dessably, constantly. N.

Desse ; to desse, to lay close together ; to^ desse

wool, &c. Also cutting a section of hay from a

stack. N. In Cumberland to put in order.

Dibble, an instrument used in husbandry to make
holes in the earth, for setting beans, &c.

Dicky, an ass. SufF.

DiDAL, a triangular spade, as sharp as a knife
;

called also a dag-prick. Norf. and Ess.

Didder, Ditler, or Dather, to quake or shiver

from cold. N.

Die NOR DO. He'll neither die nor do; spoken

of a person in a lingering illness. See Daw, in

Ray's Words.

Dig, a mattock. In Yorkshire they distinguish

between digging and graving ; to dig is with a

mattock, to grave Avith a spade.
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DiGHT ; to (light, to foul or dirty one. Chesh.

Perhaps used ironically.

DiGHT ; to dight, to clean or dress ; Dight the

snivel from your neb, blow your nose. Cumb.

Dight (pronounced Debt in Cheshire and York,
West Riding), means dirtied, daubed, &c.

DiGHTED, dressed.

Dike, in Scotland, a bank ; or even a wall, espe-

cially when it surmounts a ditch.

DiLLiNG, a darling or favourite child. S.

DiLVERED, worn out with watching. Norf.

DiMMET, the dusk of the evening. Ex.

Din, a noise.

DiNCH-picK, a three-grain'd fork, used for loading
dung. Glouc.

DiNDER, thunder. Exmoor.

DiNDEREX, a thunderbolt.

DiNDLE, to reel or stagger, from a blow.

Ding, to beat; I'se ding him, I shall beat him. N.
To throw with a sling. Ess. To throw in ge-

neral. Norf.

Ding ; I cannot ding it into him : i. e. I cannot

make him understand it. Derb.

Dingle, a small clough or valley, between two

hills. N.

DiNLED, or DiNDLED, staggered. N.

Dint, a stroke, force. North. By dint of, is a ge-

neral expression.

Dip, or Sweet-dip, butter, sugar, and verjuice,

used as sauce to pudding, and particularly to

barm dumplins. North.
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Dish-cradle, or Credle, a wooden utensil for

wooden dishes, much in use in the Nortli of

England, commonly made like a cube, some-
times like a parallelipipidon. N.

Dish-meat, spoon-meat. Kent.

DiTiNG, whispering. N.

DiTTEN, mortar, to stop up the oven. N.

DizEN, to dress. N. Hence bedizen'd out, over,

awkwardly, or improperly dressed.

Dize; to dize, to put tow on a distaff, or dress it.

N.

DoAGE, wettish, a little. N.

DoAL, money given at a funeral. See Dole. N.

DoBBV, a fool, a childish old man. N.

DociTY, docility, quick comprehension. Glouc.

Dock, a crupper to a saddle. Devon.

DoDD ; to dodd sheep, to cut the wool away about

the tail.

Dodded Sheep, sheep without horns. N.

Dodded, Dodderd, or Doddred Wheat, red

wheat without beards. N.

DoDMAN, a shell snail. See Hodmadod.

Doff, to put off ; doff your hat. W.

Doff, do off, or put off. Doff your clothes.

North. The reverse of Dox.

DoG-WHiPPER, a church beadle. North,

DoKE, a deep dint or furrow. Ess. Also a flaw in

a boy's marble. Norf.

Dole, a charitable donation. C. Dole of land, an
indefinite part of a field. N,
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Doll, a child's hand. North.

DoLLOURs ; the wind dollours, the wind falls or
• abates. K.

DoMEL, stupid ; as stupid as a beetle. Glouc.

Don, do on, or put on ; don your clothes, put on

your clothes. Glouc.

DoNDiNNER, the afternoon. York.

DoNN AUGHT, Or DoNNAT ; t. e. Doe-naught, a good
for nothing, idle person. York.

DoNK, a little wettish, damp. N.

DoNKY, an ass. Essex.

DooL, a long narrow green in a ploughed field, with

ploughed land on each side of it; a broad balk,

perhaps a dale or valley, because when stand-

ing corn grows on both sides of it, it appears like

a valley. S. Used also in the North.

DoosE, thrifty, careful ; also cleanly, though

coarsely clothed. N.

Dor, a cockchafer. W.
Dorm, to dose. North.

DoRNS, door-posts. Exmoor.

DosoME ; a healthy dosome beast, one that will be

content with little ; also one that thrives or comes
on well. Chesh.

Doss, or Pess, a hassock used for kneeling on at

church. Norf Also to toss or push like an ox.

DosiON, more properly Dolgh-siox, a vessel for

the batter used in making oat-cakes to leaven

them. North.

DoTHER, to totter or tremble. N.

Dough, to bathe.

D
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DouNDRiNs, afternoon drinkings, or luncheon.

Der.

DouT, to do out, or put out ; as dout the candle,

put out the candle. Glouc.

DouTER, an extinguisher ; Douters, instruments
like snuffers, for extinguishing the candle with-

out cutting the wick. N.

DouTLER, an earthen dish or platter. N.

DovETH, it thaws. Exmoor.

DovENiNG, a slumber. N.

Dow, a cake. N.

DowD, dead, flat, spiritless. N.

DowiNG, healthful. N.

DowL, the devil. Exm. From the Welsh.

DowLED, dead, flat, vapid, not brisk. N.

DowLEY, melancholy, lonely.

DowLEY, dingy, as applied to colour. York.

Down-lying, just going to be brought to bed. N.

Dowse, a blow ; a dowse in the chops, a blow in

the face. N.

Doyle ; to look a-doyle, to squint. Glouc.

DoYTCH-BACKs, fcuces. N.

DozAND ; dozand leuake, an old withered look.

N.

D'rabbit it, a vulgar exclamation or abbrevia-

tion of God rabbit it, a foolish evasion of an
oath. N.

Draff, brewer's grains. Cumb. Or rather the

water wherein barley is steeped before it is

malted. North.
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Drait, a team of horses, with the waggon or cart.

Drang, a narrow lane or passage, Devonsh.

Drank, lelium, festuca altera. N.

Drape, a cow va hose milk is dried up. N. A far-

row cow.

Drate ; to drate, to drawl out one's words. N.

Draiting, drawling. A draiting manner of speak-
ing. Derb.

Drazil, a dirty slut. S.

Dread, thread. Exmoor.

Dream-holes, the openings left in the walls of

steeples, towers, barns, &c. for the admission of

light. Glouc.

Dredge, a mixture of oats and barley, now little

sown. Norf. and Ess.

Dree ; to dree, to hold out, to be able to go. Dree
also signifies long, tedious beyond expectation :

likewise a hard bargainer, spoken of a person.

N. In the Exmoor dialect it signifies three.

Dribble; a true dribble, a laborious and diligent

servant. N.

Drill ; to drill a man on, to decoy or flatter a man
into a thing ; also to amuse with delays. D.

Drinking, a refreshment between meals, used by
ploughmen, who eat a bit of bread and cheese
and drink some beer when they come out of the

fields, at ten in the morning and six in the even-
ing. Kent.

Droight, a team of horses in a waggon or cart,

both collectively taken. North. Often pro-
nounced Drait.
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Droits, rights. Kent. From the French.

Drope, a crow. Yorksh.

Droppings, an early apple. York. Called Per-

cocKs, in Derbyshire.

Drou, to dry. Exm.

Drought, the passage. West.

Droze ; the candle drozes, the candle melts in

burning, from a current of air. Kent.

Droze, to melt as a candle. N.

Drozen, fond. N.

Drumbledrane, a drone ; also a humble bee. Ex.

Drumley, muddy, or thick water. N.

Drumble, to drone ; i. e. to be sluggish.

Drumbled, disturbed. North. The ale is drumbled ;

i. e. muddy.

Druve, a muddy river. Cumb.

Dub, a pool of water.

Dubbed, blunt. Exm.

Dubbler, a plate. Cumb.

Duck ; to duck, or dook, or dive in the water. Ex.

DucKiNG-sTooL. See Cucking-stool.

DuDDS, rags. N. Also clothes. W.
DuDMAN, a scarecrow ; also a ragged fellow. W.

Dugged, or Dudded, draggle-tailed. Exm.

Dull, hard of hearing. Somersetsh.

Dumb-founded, perplexed, confounded. N.

Dumble, a woody valley. North.

Dumbledore, the brown cock-chafer. Cornish.

Dumbledore, a humble, or bumble-bee. W.
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DuiNCH, deaf. W.
DuNGEONABLE, slirewd, rakehelly; a dungeonable

body. N.

DuNNY, deaf.

DuNNV, dull of apprehension. North, and GIouc.

DuNT, stupitied, nunabed. Norf. How you dunt

me I a saying of a mother to a crying child.

A dunt sheep, one that mopes about, from a

disorder in his head.

DuR-CHEEKs, the frame of wood to which the door
hangs, the door-posts. N.

DuRDAM, a great noise or stir. N.

DuRN, gate-posts. N.

Durz'd, or Dorz'd out, spoken of corn, beaten

out by the agitation of the wind. N.

DwALLiNG, talking nonsense, as if delirious. Ex.

DwiNE, to waste gradually : hence to dwindle. N.

Dyze-man's-day, Childermas, or Innocents' Day.
North.

E.

Eager, (Aigre) sour, or tending to sourness

;

sharp, sometimes applied to the air. C.

Eald, age ; he is tall of his eald, he is tall of his

age. N.

Eam ; mine eam, my uncle ; also, generally, .my
gossip, compeer, friend. N.

Ears, the handles, particularly of a jug, or pit-

cher. York, and Derb. North.

Eabnder, the afternoon.
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Earn, to curdle, to earn as cheese doth. Earn-
ing rennet or renning, to make cheese. N.

Eart, sometimes : eart one, eart t'other ; now

one, then the other. Exm.

Easter ; the easter, the back of the chimney, or

chimney stock. N.

Easings (of a house), the eaves. N.

Eath, or EiTH, easy ; it is eath to do, it is easy to

do. N.

EcKLE, or Ettle, to aim, intend, or design. N.

Edder, fence wood, commonly put on the top of
fences. Norf. and Ess.

Eddish, roiighings. N. Ground whereon wheat or

other corn has grown the preceding year ; called

in Norfolk and Essex an etch. Also, in the

North, after-grass.

E'el-thing, i. e. ill-thing ; St. Anthony's fire.

Ex.

Eem, leisure ; I cannot eem, I cannot spare time,

I have no leisure. Cumb.

Een, the eyes. N.

Eever, a corner or quarter of the heavens; the

wind is in a cold eever. Cumb.

Elden, fewel. Exm.

Elder, the udder. N.

Elding, wood and sticks for burning. N.

Election ; in election, likely : we are in election

to have a bad harvest this year. Norf.

Ele'wn, eleven. Exm.

E'long, slanting. Exm.
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Else, before, already. N.

Ellinge, solitary, lonely. Kent.

El-mother, a step-mother. N.

Elson, a shoemaker's awl. Cumb.

Elt, to knead. N. Elt, or Ilt, is also a spaded

sow. Exm.

Elvers, eel's fry, or young eels. Bath.

Elvish, irritable, spiteful. The Bees are elvish

to-day. Norf. and SufF.

EniNEMIS, lest ; ennemis he come, lest he come

;

sometimes pronounced nemis. SufF.

Ernful, lamentable. Kent.

Errish, a stubble field. Devon.

Ersh, stubble. Sussex. Applied also to the after-

mowings of grass.

Ersh, the same as Eddish. See Eddish.

Esse, ashes ; skeer the esse, separate the dead

ashes from the embers. Cumb.

EsKiN, a pail or kit.

Ettle, to intend. N.

Ettlement, intention. N.

Every foot anon, every now and then. Norf. and

Suff.

Every-like. See Like.

Ewn, an oven. N.

Ewer, an udder. N.

EwTE, to pour in. Ex.

Ex EN, oxen. N.

Expect, suppose. N.
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Eyebrekes, eyelids. N.

Eye-breen, the eye-brows. Lane.

Fadge, a burthen. Lane.

Fain, glad. N, He would fain have gone, he
would gladly have gone.

Fair-fall, fare-well. Lane.

Fairy-Sparks, or Shel fire, electric sparks,

often seen on clothes at night. Kent.

False, sly, cunning, deceitful. A false thief, one
who will cheat you if he can.

Faltered, revelled, dishevelled. N.

Fang, a paw or claw. N.

Fangast, a marriageable maid. Norf.

Fantome-corn, lank, or light com. N.

Far, I'll be far if I do ; i. e. I will not. Derb,

Farand, disposition, kind, nature ; as fighting

farand, in a fighting humour. N.

Fare, a coav fares a-calving, when near the time :

and so of sheep. North.

Fare ; a fare of pigs, all the pigs brought forth by
a sow at one birth ; a farrow.

Farn-tickled, freckled. N.

Farrantly, neat, cleanly. N.

Farther, I wish you were farther ; or had been

farther ; and then such a thing would not have

happened. Derb.

Fash, to trouble, or teaze ; donne fash me, don't

teaze me. N.
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Fash, the tops of turnips, carrots, &c.

Fasting-e'en or Evening, Shrove-Tuesday, the suc-

ceeding day being Ash-Wednesday, the first of

the Lenten fast. N.

Fasting-Tuesdav, Shrove-Tuesday. N.

Faugh, fallow.

Fause, false, cunning, subtle^ N.

Favour, to resemble. He favours his father :

i. e. he is like him in person. North.

Feabes, or Feaberries, gooseberries. N.

Feal, to hide ; he that feals can find. N.

Feald, hidden.

Feat, nasty tasted. Berks.

Feathering, binding a hedge, &c. Lane.

Feausan, taste or moisture. N.

Feausan-fuzzen, spoken of any thing with a
strong taste, generally used in a bad sense.

North.

Feaws, ragged beggars or gypsies. Northumb.

Feck, the greatest part.

Feckly, mostly, most part of. N.

Fee ; to fee, to winnow : perhaps the same witli

fey, to cleanse, scour, or dress. N.

Feed; to feed, to grow fat : he feeds surprisingly;

he is much fed o' late. N.

Feel a stink, to perceive it. Derb.

Feft, to persuade, or endeavour to persuade. Norf.

Feft, enfeoff'd. North. Put into possession of a
purchase.

Feg, fair, handsome, clean. N.

Feg ; to feg or fag, to flag, droop, or tire. N.

d2
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Feit, neat, dexterous; a feit felly, a dexterous

fellow, a dab at any thing, a dead hand.

Feitly, dexterously. N.

Fell, a hill or mountain ; also sharp, clever, hot. N.

Fell a man, to knock him down. I'll fell thee if,

&c. a metaphor from felling timber.

Felly, a fellow. Derb.

Fend, to shift for ; I ha twa bairns to fend for.

Also, to take care of, to beware. N.

FeiNdable (man or woman), one that can shift for

themselves. N.

Fending and Proving, disputing, arguing pro

and con. C.

Fenny, mouldy. Kent.

Fescue (pronounced also Vester), a bodkin, &c.

to point with in teaching children to read.

Cornwall. Quasi Verse-Cue.

Fess, an abbreviation of Confess. North.

Fessing, forcing or obtruding a thing on one.

Essex.

Fest, to fasten, tie, or bind. N.

Festing, or Fasting-Penny, earnest money, given

to servants when hired, or to bind a bargain. N.

Fetch, the apparition of a person living.

Fete ; a pretty fete parcel, a middling quantity.

Berks.

Fettle ; to fettle, to set or go about any thing ; to

dress or prepare : to fettle th' tits, to dress the

horses. N.

Few ; to few, to change. N.

Few, often applied to broth—will you have a few
broth ? York. A good few, a great many. York.
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Fewtrills, little trifling things. Lane.

Fey; to few, or feigh it, to do any thing notably
;

to fey meadows, to cleanse them ; to fey a pond,

to empty and cleanse it from mud. N.

Figs, raisins. W.
FiMBLE, the female hemp, soonest ripe and fittest

for spinning, but is not worth half so much as

the carle with its seed. Ess. and Suss, The

fimble to spin, and the carle for his seed. Tusser.

FiNNERY. See Fenny. W.
Fire-elding. The word Fire is redundant; for

Elding itself means fuel.

FiRE-FLAUGHTs, lightning, or the northern lights. N.

Fire-potter, a poker. Lane.

Fitches, tares: a corrupt pronunciation of

Vetches.

Fitchet, a pole-cat. Warwicks.

Fitchole, a pole-cat, fichet, or fieher. Exm.

Flacker, to flutter. N.

Flack ET, a bottle, made in fashion of a barrel. N.

Flacking-comb, a wide-toothed comb. Oxf

Flags, the surface of the earth, or upper turf,

which they pare off" to burn, in denshiring land.

Norf

Flaid, afraid. N.

Flaite, to affright or scare, S.

Flan, broad; a flan-head, a broad, large head.

Flantum-flatherum. a Flantum-flatherum pie-

bald dill : i. e. a woman fantastically dressed in

a variety of colours.
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Flare, to blaze; the candle flares; flaring co-

lours. S.

Flash, a supply of water from the locks on the

Thames, to assist the barges. S. Any little

pool. North.

Flasket, a long shallow basket. Common.—An
oval tub with two handles, used in washing.

York.

Flaun, a custard. N.

Flaun-pot, a custard-pot. York.

Flauter, to be angry, or afraid. N.

Flay, to fright; aflaid coxcomb, a fearful fellow.

N.

Fleake, or Flake, an occasional gate or hurdle,

set up in a gap. N.—A rack for bacon, &c.

York.

Fleck'd, spotted.

Fleiter, to prop the bank of a brook damaged

by a flood. Derb.

Flew, Fleu, or Fluish, washy, tender, weak; a

fleu horse, one that will not carry flesh, or be

in good order. N.

Flew, a narrow out-let for smoke, to increase the

draught of air. N.

Flick-a-Bacon, a flitch of bacon. N.

Flight, a scolding match, N.

Fliggurs, young birds, just fledged. S.

Flirtigigs, a wanton, fond lass. N.

Flit, to remove ; two Sittings are as bad as one

fire ; i.e. household goods are as much injured

by two removals as by one fire. N.

Flizze ; to flizze, to fly off". N.
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Flizzing, a splinter. N.

Flop-jack, a small pasty, or turn-over. Glouc.

Flopper -MOUTHED, blubbcr-lipped. Lane.

Flowish, light of carriage, immodest. N.

Flowry, florid, handsome, of a good complexion.
N.

Flowter, a fright. F.

Flowter'd, affrighted. N.

Flowting, carding wool to spin in the mixture. N.

Floor, a flat fish.

Fluggan, or Fruggan, a fussack, or coarse fat

woman. York.

Flunter, to be in a great hurry. Out of Flunter,

unwell. Lane.

Flurch, a plenty, a great many, used for things,

not persons ; as a flurch of strawberries. N.

Fltjsk, to fly at one, as fighting-cocks do. Lane.

Flyre, to laugh. N.

Flyring, laughing, fleering, or sneering. N.

Flyte ; to flyte, or flite, to scold or brawl. N.

Fog, long grass : more properly after-grass. North.
Coarse grass. Norf. and Suff.

Fogge, long grass. N.

FoisoN, or FizoN, the nature, juice, or moisture
of the grass, or other herbs, the heart or strength

of it. S.

Foist, fusty. N.

FoizoN, plenty (old Fr.) Ess. and Suss.

Fold, a fold of straw, a sheaf or bundle of
straw. N.
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Fold-garth, a fold, a farm-yard, taken simply.

North.

Fond, faint or fulsome, applied to smell or taste,

in Norfolk and Suffolk.

Fondly, foolishly. N.

Foo-GOAD, a play-thing. Lane.

FooT-ALE, beverage required from one entering on

a new occupation. N.

Footing-time, the time when a lying-in woman
gets up. Norf

Forecast, to take proper measures to do any

thing : to fore think.

Fore-end, the beginning of a week, month, or

year. North.

Foreheet ; to foreheet, to pre-determine, or deter-

mine against a measure. I'll foreheet naught

but building kirks and leaping o'er 'um. N.

Fore-think, to be sorry for ; to repent. North.

Forward, pretty forward ; i. e. almost drunk.

North.

Forewarden, over-run ; forewarden with lice or

dirt. N.

Forkin-robbin, an ear-wig, so called from his

forked tail. N.

Format ; to format, or formel, to bespeak a

thing. N.

Forthen and Forthy, therefore. N.

FossPLE, the impression of a horse's hoof on soft

ground. Cumb.

Fostal, a way leading from tlie highway to a

great house. Norf.
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Foul, ugly. Derb.

FousT, dirt ; fousty, dirty. Exm. In Gloucester-
shire FOUSTY or FUSTY is used for thirsty.

FouTNART, or FowMART, a polecat or fichet. N.

Fra, from. N.

Frag, low, vulgar people. Middlesex.

Frame, to set about a thing ; as, he frames well.

North.

Frampold, peevish, cross, fretful, froward. S.

Framput, an iron ring to fasten cows in their

stalls. Lane.

Frase, to break. Norf.

Fratch, to quarrel.

Frawn, frozen. Norf. and Suff.

Fraze of paper, half a quarter of a sheet, or a
fraction. North. Called in the South a Vessel
of paper.

Freelege, privilege, immunity. N.

Frem'd, or Fremt, far off, not related to, strange,

or at enmity with. N.

Fresh, a flood, or overflowing of a river. This
heavj'- rain will bring down the freshes. N.

Fresh, tipsy. North.

Fretched, cross, fractious. Heref.

Frim, handsome, rank, well-living, in good case ;

as a frim tree or beast, a thriving tree or beast. N.

Frist, to trust for a time. N.

Frith, or Vrith, underwood, fit for hurdles or
hedges. W.

Frobly-mobly, indifferently well. S.
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Froggam, a woman slatternly dressed. York.

Frosh, a frog. N.

Frough, or Frow, loose, spongy, brittle ; frough-

wood, brittle wood. N.

Frow, brittle. Berks. See Frough.

Frower, an edged tool, used in cleaving lathes. S.

Fruggan, the pole with which the ashes in the oven

are stirred. N.

Frundele, two pecks. N.

FuDDER, a load ; it relates properly to lead, and
signifies a certain weight ; viz. eight pigs, or

sixteen hundred weight. N.

FuKEs, locks of hair. N.

Full-stated ; spoken of a leasehold estate that

has three lives subsisting on it. Exm.

Funny, comical. North.

Fur, a furrow. Rig and fur. Northumb.

FurED ; where fured you, whither went you ? N.

FuRZE-MAN-piG, a hcdgc-hog. Glouc.

FusTi LUGGS, a big-boned person. Exm.

FusuM, handsome, N.

FuTHER, or FuDDER, a load of coals of a certain

quantity of bushels. Northumb.

Fuzz-BALL, a species of fungus. N. Called in some
parts of England a Puckfoist.

FuzzoN, or FuzEN, nourishment, provision for a

family. N.

Fy-LOAN, a word used to call home cows to be

milked. N.
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G.

Gable-end of a building, the end wall. General.
See Baxter's Glossary, p. 1.

Gad, a long stick, a goad, a hunting gad; a

fishing rod. Northumb.

Gafflock, an iron crow. Derb.

GaIxV, convenient, cheap ; that field lies gain for

me ; I bought that horse pretty gain. Norf.

Gain-cope, to go cross a field the nearest way, to

meet with something. S.

Gainest-way, the nearest way. N.

Gain-shire, or Gain-shere, the barb of a fishing-

hook. Derb.

Gairn, a garden. Kent. A hop-gairn, a planta-

tion of hops.

Gale, an old bull, castrated. Hants.

Gale, or Guile-dish, a tun-dish, used in brewing.
N.

Gale, or Guile-fat, the vat in which the beer is

wrought up. N.

Galeclear, a tub of wort. N.

Gallibagger, a bugbear. Exm.

Gallied, frightened. Exm.

Gallier ; to stand a gallier, to fight. Glouc.

Galliment, a great fright. Exm.

Galloway, a horse under fifteen hands high. N.
And used in general for all sorts of horses.

Galls ; sand-galls, spots of sand through which
the water oozes. Norf. and Suff,
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Gally-lands, rather Galty-lands, full of sand-

galls.

Gally-bauk, rather Gallow-bawk, the same as

Ra\dle-bawk, the iron bar in chimnies on which

the pot-hooks or rekans hang, a trammel. N.
See also Ray's Words.

Game-leg, a lame leg. N.

Gammerell, the small of the leg. Exm.

Gan, imperative mood of the verb To go. N.

G'and, or G'ender, go yonder. Exm.

Gander-month, the month in which the wife

lies in. Derb.

Gang, row, set, or company ; as of teeth, sheep's

trotters, rogues, &c. in which sense it is used all

over England.

Gang, to go, to walk
;
gang your gate. N.

Gangrill, or Ganger ill, a toad. N.

Gangway, a thoroughfare, entry, or passage.

Kent. Now almost peculiarly a sea term.

Ganner, a gander. North.

Gannerhead, a stupid person, a dunce. S.

Gant, slim, slender. C.

Gantril, a stand for a barrel. N. Called also

a Thrawl.

Ga'nny, a turkey. Exm.

Ga'o'wing, chiding. Exm.

Gapesnest, a raree show, or fine sight. Exm.

Gare, to cause or force ; I'll gar or gare him to

do it, I'll force him to do it. Northumb. and
Scots.

Gare-brain'd, or Hare-brain'd, heedless. S.
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Garish, frightened. South.

Garn, garner. Berks.

Garth, a yard, a backside, a croft ; a church-
garth, a church-yard ; a stock-garth, a rick-yard.

Also a hoop or band. N.

Garzil, hedging wood. N.

Gaster, to startle, scare, or affright suddenly.
Ess.

Gate, a way or path ; gang thy gate, get you
gone. N. A sea-gate, a way into the sea

through rocks or cliffs. Kent.

Gattle-head, a forgetful person. S.

Gattridge-tree, prickwood. S.

Gattridge-berries, louse-berries. S.

Gavelock, an iron bar to make holes for fixing

stakes. N.

Gauls, void spaces in coppices. Ess. and Suff.

Gaulish-hand, the left hand. N.

Gal'NTRy, that on which beer-barrels are set in a

cellar; a beer-stall. N.

Gauster. See Goyster.

Gaul, a lever. Lane.

Gawd, a custom, or habit. An ugly gawd. Derb.

Gawfin, a clownish fellow. Chesh.

Gawm
;
gawm well now ; i. e. take heed.

Gawm, to understand ; I dinna gawm ye, I don't

understand you. Hence, possibly, gawmtion,
or gumption, understanding. N. Also smeared
over, as his face all gawm'd over.

Gawmixg, awkward, lubberly. N.

Gawmless, stupid, awkward, lubberly. Yet a
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great gawming fellow means also awkward and
lubberly. N.

Gawn, or GoAN, a gallon. Chesh.

Gawby, a dunce, fool, or blockhead. N.

Gawky, awkward
;
generally used to signify a tall

awkward person. N.

Gawts and Gilts, hog-pigs and sow-pigs. N.

Geazon, scarce, hard to procure. Ess.

Gee, to agree, to suit. N.

Geed, gave. Exm.

Geer, furniture, utensils, harness. To geer, or
gear, to dress ; snugly geared, neatly dressed.
N. Doctor's geer, apothecaries' drugs. Norf.

Gehezie Cheese, very poor cheese, from which
most of the cream has been taken away. Ess.
and Suff.

Gelt-gimmer, a barren ewe. N.

Gen (pronounced Ghen), a contraction of against.

Geose, or Grose-REE, a hut to put geese in. N.

Gern (pronounced hard, Ghern), to snarl like a
dog, to grin spitefully. N.

—

Grin, by transpo-
sition.—A seam in a garment when unsewed is

said to Gem. York.

Gerse, grass, by transposition. York.

Geslings, goslings ; i. e. geese-lings, as the latter

is goose-lings. N.

Ghern, a garden. Berks.

Gibbet, a great cudgel, such as are thrown at

trees, to beat down the fruit. S.

Gibbon, a nut-hook. N.

Gib-staff, a hook-stick, pronounced Ghib. York.
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Gib-staff, a quarter-staff. N.

G[DDY, mad with anger. N.

GiF, if. N.

GiFF-GAFF, unpremeditated discourse. Giff-gaff

makes good-fellowship. N.

Gig LET, a laughing girl. N.

Gilders, snares. N.

Gill, a rivulet or brook. S.

Gill, a narrow valley. North.

GiLL-HOUTER, an owl. Chesh.

GiMM, neatly trimmed : perhaps the new word
Jemmy should be Gimmy.

GiMMER-LAMB, a cwe-lamb ; also a two years old

sheep. N.

Gin, if. N.

GiNGED, or JiNGED, bewitched. Exm.

GiNNiL, an alley, or narrow passage. Lane.

GiNT, or Jynt, joint. Exm.

Girdle, around iron plate for baking. Northumb.

GiRRED, draggle-tailed. Exm.

Gizzen, the stomach of a fowl, &c. Lane.

GizziNG, to be always grinning and laughing.

Derb.

Glad, (spoken of doors, bolts, &c. that go
smoothly or easily.) This bolt is glad, or moves
gladly. N.

Glade, or Gleade, a kite. N.

Glaffer, or Glaver, to flatter. N.

Glafe, or Glave, smooth ; a glavering fellow, a

smooth-tongued or flattering fellow. N.
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Glaive, a sword or bill. S. French glaive.

Glam, a Avound or sore. Exm.

Glatton, Welsh flannel. N.

Glazener, a glazier. York.

Glea, or A-glea, crooked. N.

Glent, to make a figure. N.

Glent, a glimpse. Derb. I just had a glent of

him.

Glev, to squint. Lane.

Gliders, snares. North.

Gliff, a fright. N. In Cheshire it is used to

signify a glimpse or transient view ; as I got a

glifF of him.

Glim, to look askance.

Glise, a great surprise. N.

Glob'd to, wedded to, fond of. Chesh.

Glop, to stare. Chesh.

Glotten'd, surprised, startled, delighted. Chesh.

Gloppen'd, as I have heard it.

Glore, fat. North.

Glowing, staring. Exm.

Glowr, to stare, or overlook. N.

Glowering, or Jowering, quarrelsome. Exm.

Glum, gloomy, sullen. Norf.

Glumping, sullen, or sour looking. Exm.

Glur, soft fat. Lane.

Glutch, to swallow. Somersetsh.

Glv, or Glee, to squint.

Glvbe, to glybe or gibe, to scold or reproach. N.
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Gnatter, to grumble and find fault with, Derb.

Goads, customs : also play-things. Lane.

Gob, the mouth. N. Gift of the gob, facility of
speech.

GoBBiN, GoBSLOTCH, a greedy clownish person. N.
A stupid fellow ; rather a driveller. Called
also a GoB-THRUST.

GoBLOCKS, large mouthfulls. York.

GoB-sTRiNG, a bridle ; keep a hand on the gob-
string, keep a tight rein.

Go-BY-GRouND, a little go-by-ground ; a diminu-
tive person.

Go-cab, a vulgar oath. N.

GoDS-GOOD, yeast. Norf.

GoDDARD, a fool
;
quasi Goatherd. North. Often

pronounced Gothehd.

Goddill! a Goddil! i.e. If God will! If it please

God! Derb.

GoD-SEND, the wreck of a ship. Kentish coast. •

GoEL, or GoLE, yellow. Ess. and SufF.

GoFFE, a mow of hay or corn. Essex. Gofe, in

Norfolk and Suffolk ; vphere to gove is to stack
the corn.

GoKE. See Gowk.

GoLE, or Goal, big, full, florid : it is said of rank
corn, or grass, that the leaf blade or ear is

gole ; so of a young cockrel, when his comb
and gills are red and turgid with blood, that
he is gole.

GoLL, a- hand or fist
;
give me thy goll. Var.

GoLORE, plenty. South. See Borlase's Glossary.
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GoMERiLL, a silly fellow.

Good-day, a holiday. StafFordsh.

GooDDiT, Shrove-tide. N.

Gooding; to go agooding, among the poor people,

is to go about before Christmas to collect money
or corn to enable them to keep the festival.

Derb.

Goodness ! an exclamation. North.

Goods, cattle. Derb.

Good to, good for. He's nought good to : spoken

of a good-for-nothing man.

GooL, a ditch. Line. Hence gully and gullet.

Var.

GooM, to grasp or clasp. N. In Yorkshire, to

observe, or look at, or stare
;
pronounced gaum

and GAUVE.

Goose-grass, goose-tansy, argentina, or auscrina.

N.

GoosE-MAN Chick, a gosling. York, and Glouc.

The syllable man is redundant, as in Furze-
man pig, a hedge-hog.

GopiNG-FULL, as much as you can hold in your
hand. North. A goppen-full, a large nandfull.

South.

GoppisH, proud, testy, pettish, apt to take excep-

tions. N.

GoR, mirey, dirty. N.

GoR-cocK, GoR-HEN, grousc, according to the sex.

York.

Gorgey, to shake, or tremble. Sedgemoor,

Gorrel-belly'd, pot-belly'd. Derb.
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Goss, furze. Kent. Called in the North gorse.

GoTCH, a stone jug with a belly ; a gotch-gutted

fellow, a fat or great bellied fellow. Norf.

GoTE, a water-passage. N.

GoTHARD, a foolish fellow. N.

GouLANs, corn marigolds. N.

GovE-TUSHED, having some projecting teeth. Derb.

GowD, or Gawd, a toy. Gowdies, play-things. N.

Gowk, or Goke, the core of an apple, &c. Cum-
berland.

Gowk, a fool, also a cuckoo. N.

GowPiNG, or a Gopen-fijll, as much of any thing

as can be held in both hands. N.

GowL, the gum of the eye. N.

GowTS, drains. S.

GoYSTER, to laugh aloud. Kent. A goystering

lass or girl, a romp or tom-boy.

GoYSTER, to brag and swagger.

GoYT, the stream of a water-mill. York, West
Riding, Called Gowte at Bristol.

GozzAN, an old Avig grown yellow with age and
wearing. Corn.

GozzARD, a fool ;
quasi Goose-herd. Line.

Grain, or Grane, to choke. S.

Grain-Staff, a quarter-staff, with a short pair

of tines at the end, called grains. S.

Gra-mercy ! an exclamation. Fr. Grande-mercie.

See Titus Andronicus, Act IV. Sc. 2.

Grand, very
;

grand-crass, very much out of

temper; grand rich, very rich. Kent.

Grath, asisured, confident. N.
E
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G RATTEN, stubble ; a bean, oat, or wheat gratten.

Kent.

Gratten, in some parts means Eddish, or after-

grass.

Greathly, handsomely, towardly ; in greath,

•well. N.

Greawm, a mouth. North.

Greawt, a small worth. N.

Greeds, the straw to make dung in a barton.

Kent.

Greedy, a verb, to long for, as, I don't greedy it.

Green, raw, not done enough. The same as

Rear. North.

Green-drake, the May-fly, of which trout are

peculiarly fond. N.

Green-swerd, grass, turf. S.

Grees, stairs or steps. N.

Greets, the grain of oats. N.

Grew-bitch, a greyhound bitch. York.

Grey-bird, a thrush. S.

Grey-parson,^ a layman who owns or rents the

tythes of a parish. Norf. Called elsewhere

Knights of the Grey-coat, or Grey-cloak.

Grey of the morning, twilight, from day-break to

clear light. S.

Greit, to greit, to weep. N.

Griddle, a gridiron. Exm.

Grig, health. Shropsh.

Grindi-e-stone, a grind-stone. North.

Grindlet, a small ditch or drain. South.
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Grin and abide, to endure patiently. You must
grin and abide it. North.

Grip, or Gripe, a little ditch. N.

Grip ; to grip, to bind sheaves. Berks.

Grip-yort, or Grip-yard, a seat of green clods or

turf, supported by twisted boughs (hurled wise)

and generally made round shady trees. N.

Gripp'n, a clasped or clench'd hand. N.

Grisly, ugly ; from Grize, swine. Also black

and white, or grey. N.

Grit, sand. N.

Grizzen, the stairs. Suffolk.

Grizzling, laughing or smiling.

Grizzle-demundy, a laughing fool, one that grins

at every thing. Exm.

Groaning, the time of a woman's delivery. North.

Groin, the snout ; as of a hog. Derb.

Groop, a place for holding cattle, a sheep-pen. N.

Groove, a mine. Derb.

Groovers, miners. Derb.

Grosiers, gooseberries. N.

Ground-sill, the threshold of a door. C. Ground
ivy.

Grout, wort of the last running. N. Sold by
ale-house keepers to their inferior customers,

and whom therefore they call Grouters. Derb.

Grow; I grow, I am troubled. N.
Growze ; to growze, to be chill before the begin-

ning of an ague fit. N.

Groyne, a swine's snout. N. Pronounced Gruin
in Yorkshire, and used for a mouth or snout in

general.
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Grv ; to gry, to have a slight fit of the ague, to

have the ague hanging on a person. N.

Gryze, a squeeze. Herefordsh. Swine. North.

GcBB, a pander, or go between. Exm.

Guess, to suppose. I guess so. Derb.

Guile-vat; a Guile of beer is a technical term

for as much as is brewed at one time.

GuiLL, to dazzle. Chesh.

GuiSERS, mummers who go about at Christmas ;

i. e. DisGuisERs. Derb.

GuizExND, spoken of tubs or barrels that leak

through drought. N.

Gullet, the arch of a bridge. Devon.

Gullets, jacks. N.

Gully, a common knife. N.

Gully-mouth, a small pitcher. Dev.

GuMTiON, understanding, contrivance. He has

no gumtion ; i. e. he sets about it awkwardly.

Kent. From Gawm.

Gun, a flaggon for ale. N.

GuRD o'laughing, a fit of laughter. N.

Gurt, great. Exm.

Guttering, eating greedily, guttling. Exm.

GwiLL, to dazzle; spoken of the eyes. Chesh.

Gypsies, springs that break forth sometimes on

the Woulds of Yorkshire ; looked upon as a

prognostic of famine and scarcity. N.

H.

Hack, a pick-axe, a mattock made only with one

end, and that a broad one. N. Also a rack. Line.
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Hacker, to stutter. S.

Hadder, heath or ling. N.

Had-loont-rean, the gutter or division between
the head lands and others. N.

Haft and Heft, the handle of a knife, &c.

Hag, or Haggus, the belly, N.

Hag, a mist : also a quagmire. Northumb.

Hagester, a magpie. Kent.

Haggage, a slattern. Exm.

Haggenbag, mutton or beef baked or boiled in

pie-crust. Corn.

Haggis, or Haggass, the entrails of a sheep,

minced with oatmeal, and boiled in the stomach
or paunch of the animal. Northumb. and Scots.

To cool one's haggass, to beat one soundly.

Haggles ; it haggles, it hails. N-

Haghes, haws.

Hag-WORMS, snakes of all kinds. York.

Haister, the fire-place. Shrops.

Hake, to sneak or loiter. N.

Hale, an iron instrument for hanging a pot over
the fire. S. See Trammel.

Hale, strong, healthy.

Hallibash, a great blaze. N.

Halzening, predicting, the worst that can happen.
Exm.

Hammil, a village. N.

Hammill, a hovel.

Han ; I han, I have. N.
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Hanje, or Hange, the head, heart, liver and
lights of any animal, called in Somersetshire

the purtcnance. Exm.

Hantick, frantic. Exm.

HA^TLE, much, many. N.

Hanty, wanton, unruly, restive ; spoken of a

horse. N.

Happa ; hap ye ? think you ? N.

Happe, to cover for warmth : also to encourage

or set on a dog. N.

Happen and Haply, perhaps. Happen I may go.

Dorb.

Happy man be his dole ! a good wish ; as, may
happiness be his lot. North.

Harden ; the market hardens, i. e. things grow-

dear. N.

Hare, to affright, or make wild. S. Hence harum
scarum, or starum.

Hare, her ; used also for she. Exm.

Hariff and Catchweed, goose-grease, aparine.

N.

Harl, a mist. N.

Harle ; to harle a rabbit, to cut and insinuate one

hind leg of a rabbit into the other, for the pur-

pose of carrying it on a stick. W.

Harn, coarse linen. N.

Harns, brains. Cumb.

Harr; a sea harr, a tempest rising at sea. Line.

Harr, to snarl like an angry dog. N.

Harrest, harvest. Exm.

Harry-gawd, a rigsby, a wild child. N
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Hart-claver, melilot. N.

Hare-supper, the harvest-home. Derb.

Har, higher. So Nar is nearer, and Dar is

dearer. Derb.

Harden, coarse cloth. North.

Hark-ye-butI do but hear !

Harry, to teaze. Harried, weary. Lane. To
plunder. Northumb.

Hask, dry, parched. N.

Haspat, or Haspenal-lad, a youth between man
and boy.

Hattle, wild, skittish, mischievous ; tie the hat-

tie kye by the horns. N.

Hattock, a shock of corn, containing twelve
sheaves. N.

Hat-bruarts, hat-brims. Chesh.

Hald, hold, stay; baud your hand. N.

Hause or Hose, the throat. N.

Hauste, or HosTE, a dry cough. N.

Havance, manners, good behaviour, Dev.

Haver, oats.

Haver-meal, oatmeal. N.

Haver-bread, oat bread. N.

Havy-cavy, undetermined, wavering, (habe cave)
doubtful whether to accept or reject a thing.

Nottingham.

Haver-cake, oat-cake. York.

Haviours, manners. Do you think I have forgot

my haviours ?

Haw, a close. Kent.
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Hawchamolth, one that talks indecently. Exm.

Hawlm, or Helm, stubble gathered after the corn

is housed ; also pease straw. S.

Hawthern, a kind of hitch or pin, cut out in an
erect board, to hang a coat on, or the like.

Exm.

Hawze, or HozE, to hug or embrace. N.

Hawns, or Hawms, horse-collars. North.

Hawps, a tall dunce. Lane.

Hay-sale, hay-tirae. Norf. and Suff. See Sales.

Hazes; it hazes, it mizzles, or rains small rain.

N.

Head, face ; I told him to his head, I told him to

his face. Berks.

Heal, to cover. Berks.

Heald, to pour out j to heald the pot. N.

Heads and plucks, the refuse of timber trees, as

boughs, roots, &c. Derb.

Heal, to cover. Berks.—A Bed-healing, a cover-

lid. North.

Healer, a slater, or tyler. West. Fr, Hellier.

Hearken to the hinder end ; i. e. hear the rest

of the story. York. See Hen. IV. P. 2. Act ii.

Sc. ult.

Heasy, hoarse. N.

Heck, the door; also a latch. Steek the heck,

pull the latch. A heck is likewise a rack for

cattle to feed in. N.

Heckle ; to heckle tow, to dress it. N.

Heckle ; to heckle, is to look angry ; as a cock
raises his heckle when enraged. Derb.
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Heckler, of tow. N.

Hed, the preterit of Heed. He ne'er hed me.
Derb.

Heed, to mind, to attend to. He hears better

than he heeds. Derb.

Heel-tap, the heel-piece of a shoe. North.

Heir, a verb, to inherit. He heir'd his estate

from his brother. North.

Helder, rather, preferable to. N.

Helm, a hovel. N.

Helm and Hawn, the handle of a spade, &c.

Derb.

Helve, the handle of a spade. Derb.

Help, to mend or repair anything. North.

Helt, likely.

Heloe, or Helaw, bashful. N.

Hemmel, a fold. N.

Hen-bawks, a hen-roost, from the bawks of which
it consists. See Bawks. N.

Henn ', to henn, to throw. Exmoor.

Henting, a clownish fellow. N.

Heppen, or Hepley, neat, handsome. N.

Hetter, eager, earnest, keen. N.

Hewstring, short-breathed, wheezing. Exm.

Hew, to knock one ancle against the other.

North.

He-WITCH, a wizard. Lane.

Hie, to make haste. Used substantively also :

Make as much hie as you can. York, and S.

£2
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HiG, a passion. Var. Dial. He went away in a

hig.

HiGiiT, called. N.

HiGHT, promised. Cumb. See Chaucer.

Hill, to cover ; a bed-hilling, a quilt or coverlet.

N.

Hind, a husbandry servant.

Hind-berries, raspberries. N.

Hinder-ends, the sweepings of a barn after win-
nowing. North. See Hearken.

HiNE, hence
J of a while, 'ere long; q. d. behind,

or after a while. N.

Hinge, the liver and pluck of a sheep, for dog's
meat. W.

Hing, to hang. North. Scotch. See Gloss, to

G. Douglas's Virgil.

HiNNV, my honey, a term of endearment ; as, my
hinny bairn, my sweet child. N.

HiPPiNG-HAWD, or hold, a place where people stay
to chat in when they are sent on an errand ; a
loitering place. N.

HippiNGS, clouts for infants. N.

Hitch, to move, or walk. Norf.

Hither and you, here and there, backwards and
forwards. N.

Hivv-sKivv, helter-skelter. Line. Butcher's Sur-
vey of Stamford, p. 77.

Ho ; to ho for any thing, to long for any thing.

Berks.

Hob, or Hub, the back of the chimney : to make
a hob, to make a false step

; probably hence to

hobble. N.
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_._ > a natural fool, a blockhead. N.
HOBGOBBIN, 3

Hobgoblin, an apparition, fairy, or spirit. N.

HoBTHRUST, or rather Hob o t'hurst, a spirit,

supposed to haunt woods only. N.

HoBBETV-HOY, neither man nor boy, a young man
between both. N.

Hob-nob, (sometimes pronounced hab-nab) at a

venture, rashly. N.

Hockey, the harvest- home. Norf. SufF. and
Cambridgesh.

HoDDY, well, pleasant, in good spirits ; I'm pretty

hoddy. S.

HoDMANDOD, a shell-suail. S.

Hog, a sheep of a year old. N. Sometimes called

hoggrel.

Hog -MUTTON, a sheep one year old. Lane.

Hoggets, hog-colts, colts of a year old. Hants.

Hoit, an awkward boy. N.

Hole, hollow, deep ; a hole-dish, a deep dish,

opposed to shallow. N.

HoLL, to throw. Kent and Leic

HoLLEN, or HoLLiN, the shrub holly. North.

HoLLEN ; the hollen is a wall about two \ards and
a half high, used in dwelling-houses, to secure
the family from the blasts of wind rushing in

when the heck is open ; to this wall, on that
side next to the hearth, is annexed a sconce or
screen of wood and stone.

Holt, a wood. S.

Holy-by-zont, a ridiculous figure. N.
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Hone, stockings. A contraction of Hosen. North.

HoNEv, a term of endearment. North. Othello,
Act. I. Sc. 1. HoNEY-BAiRN, the same applied
rather to children. North.

Hoc, he ; but in the north-west parts of England
most commonly used for she.

HooLY, tenderly. N
Hoop, a measure, containing a peck, or a quarter

of a strike. N.

HoppER-cAKE, a seed-cake with plums in it, with
which the farmers treat their servants when
seed-time is finished. Derb.

HoppiNG-DERRY, a diminutive lame person.

HoppET, a little basket, chiefly for holding seed-

corn, worn by the husbandmen, in sowing, at

their backs, whence a man with protuberant
buttocks is compared to a man accoutered with
a hoppet, and styled hoppet-arsed, vulgarly
hoppei'-arsed. N.

HoppY, to hop or caper. Exm.

Horse-block, Horse-stone, stone to mount on
horseback. Lane.

HouNicLE, a hornet. S.

Horry, mouldy : perhaps from hoary. Exm.

HoRSE-KNOPS, heads of knapweed. N.

Host-house, an ale-house for the reception of
lodgers.

PIoTCH ; to Jiotch beans is to separate them from
])eas after they are threshed. Derb. To Hotch,
to limp. Lane.

HoTTERED, provoked, vexed. Lane.

lIoTTLE, a cover for a sore finger. North.
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HoTAGOE, to move nimbly, spoken of the tongue;
you hotagoe your tongue. S.

Hover, to stay or stop. N. Also to pack lightly,

in order to defraud in measure. The hop-
pickers in Kent, who are paid by the basket, lay
them lightly in for that purpose : this is called
hovering: them.

Hover ground, light ground. S.

Hovel, a shed in a field. North.

House ; the house, the room called the hall. N.

House-place, the common room in a farm house.
N.

HousEiV, houses. Berks. Saxon.

HouT, a negative, as nay. N.

HouDERS, i. e. holders, sheaves placed as ridges
on corn-stacks to hold the corn down before the
thatching takes place. Derb.

HouGHER, the public whipper of criminals.

Northumb.

Houghs, the legs and thighs.

HouNCES, the appendage to the collar of a cart-

horse which covers his neck. Essex.

HoMS a narrow iron rake Avithout teeth. C.

Howdy, a midwife. N.

HowKiNG, digging. N.

Howlet, an owl.

HoYTS, long rods or sticks. Lane.

HozEE, to be badly off. Exmoor.

HuBBLESHEW, a riotous assembly. N.

HucK-MucK, a little tiny fellow, (thick stubbed).
Exm.
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HucK, a crook, a sickle

;
quasi hook. Northumb.

HucKSHEENS, the hocks or hams. Exm.

Hud-stone, the side of a fire-grate, to set any
thing upon. North.

Huff, light paste, enclosing fruit or meat whilst

stewing, so called from its huffing or puffing

up in the operation. This paste is generally made
with yeast. Glouc.

Hug, to carry.

HuLVER, holly. Norf.

HuMPSTRiDDEN, a Stride. Lane.

Hummer, to begin to neigh. S.

Hunch; a great hunch, a piece of bread. S.

HuNCHET, a diminutive of hunch.

Hunger'd, famished. North. To hunger a person
;

not to allow sufficient food.

HupH, a measure for corn, or dry goods. Nor-
thumb.

HuRE, hair. N.

HuRNE, a hole behind a chimney. North.

Hurry, (which Grose explains " a small load of
hay or corn. North.") Rather the turn, as

two or three hurries. A drawing or dragging.
North.

HusTLEMENT, odds and ends. York, West Riding.
Perhaps corrupted from Housholdment,

Hushing, shuffling and shrinking up one's shoul-

ders. Exm.

HuTHERiKiN-LAD, a ragged youth, between boy
and man. Durham.

HvLE, twelve sheaves of corn. W.
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Hype ; to hype at one, to make mouths at, or af-

front one. An ox apt to push with his horns is

said to hype. N.

I.

IccLEs, icicles. N.

Ice-bone, a rump of beef. Norf.

I'fakins, in faith, an asseveration. N.

Ill ; to ill, to reproach. N.

Ilt, or Elt, a spaded sow. Exm.

Imp, to rob, or dispossess a person. Lane.

Inder, (India) An inder, a great quantity ; he is

worth an inder of money ; I have laid an inder

of loads of gravel in my yard. Norf.

Ing, a common pasture or meadow. N.

Ingle, fire or flame. N.

Inkling, a desire. N.

Innom-barley, such barley as is sown the second
crop, after the ground is fallowed.

Insense, to make a man understand a thing ; I

cou'd na insense him, I could not make him
comprehend it.

Intermitting, the ague. N. He has gotten an
intermitting.

Inwards ; the inwards of a hog, the entrails, chit-

terlings, &c. Glouc.

I'r, I am ; i. e. I are, and pronounced Ire.

Lane. See Tim Bobbin.

Ire, iron. Berks.

Irning, rennet. N.

I'sT, I shall. York, W. Riding. Pronounced Yst.
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IsE, Ees, Ich, I. Devonsh.

IzE, (i. e. I is,) I am. York.

Jack, half a pint. Yorks.

Jack, a quarter of a pint.

Jack-sharp-nails, a prickle-back ; called also, in

Middlesex, a strickle-back. Derb.

Jack-o-legs, a clasp knife. N.

Jacket-a-wad, an ignis fatuus. Exm.

Jag, a parcel or load of any thing, whether on a

man's back, or in a carriage. Norf.

Jagger, one who carries ore from the mine to the

melting mill. Derb.

Jannock, oaten bread, made into great loaves. N.

Jarr, the door stands a-jarr, i. e. the door stands

half open. Norf.

Jastring. See Gastering. N,

Jaum, (of the door or window), the door post, or

side front of a window. N. From Jamb, leg.

St. Jam's-mas, St. James's-day.

St. Jeffery's-day, never. York,

Jenny-crudle, a wren. S.

Jenny-hulet, or How let, an owl. Yorks.

Jill, or Gill, a pint. Yorks.

Jimmers, joint hinges. N.

Job, a piece of labour, undertaken at a stated

price. Norf.

JoBBET, a small quantity, commonly of hay or

straw. Hampsh. Called in Gloucestershire,

Jobbel.
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JocoTious, jocose. York.

Joist, a beam. North.

Joist, summering cattle ; from Agiste. N.

JossiNG-BLocK, steps to mount on horseback.

Kent.

JouK Coat, a great coat. N.

Jounce, a jolt or shake; a jouncing trot, a hard
rough trot. Norf.

Joy go with thee ! a favourable wish ; sometimes
used ironically. Derb,

Joys on thee ! sometimes Gooding on thee ! an

imprecation of blessing. Derb.

Jugglemear, a quagmire. W.
Jump, a coat. Lane.

June-bug, the green beetle. Kent.

Jurnut, an earth-nut, bulbo castanum. N.

Ju-UM, empty. N.

K.

Kale, or Keal, pottage. N.

Kale-pot, pottage-pot. N.

Kazzardly, unlucky; kazzardly cattle, cattle sub-

ject to casualties or death. N.

Keale, a cold or cough. Line.

Kealt, cowardly. He Keals, he is cowardly.

Lane.

Kedge, to fill one's self with meat. N. Also,

brisk, lively. S.

Kedgebelly, a glutton. N.

Kee, kine or cows. Exm.
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Keel, a coal-barge. Northumb. The raen belong-

ing to it Keel-men.

Keel the pot, skim the pot. North. See Love's

Labour's Lost.

Keen-bitten, eager, hungry, sharp-set. Lane.

Keep, to catch. Lane.

Keeve, a large vessel to ferment liquors in.

Devonsh.

Keeve ; to keeve a cart, to overthrow it. N.

Kelk, to groan ; rather, perhaps, to belch. North.

Keil, a keil of hay, a cock of hay. N.

Kelks, a beating, blows; I gave him two or three

good kelks. Also the roe of a fish. N.

Kelter, or Kilter, frame, order, condition. N.
Hence helter-skelter, a corruption of helter,
to hang, and kelter, order ; i. e. hang order, or

in defiance of order. In good kelter, in good
case or condition.

Kemnel, Kimnel, or Kemlin, a powdering tub.

N.

Ken, to know ; also to observe at a distance. I

ken him afar off. N. Out of ken, ousfht of
sight.

Kennel-coal, a sort of coal.

Kenning, a measure. N.

Kenspecked, marked or branded for distinction.

N.

Kep, to reach or heave, as being ready to vomit.
Also to catch a ball. N.

Kep, a cap. Exm.

Keppen, to hoodwink. N.
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Kerle ; a kerle of veal or mutton, a loin of those

meats.

Kerping, finding fault, carping. Exm.

Kerx-babv, an image dressed up with com, car-

ried before the reapers to their mell-supper, or

harvest-home. N.

Kerse, the furrow made in a board by the saw. S.

Keslop, the stomach of a calf. N.

Kester, Christopher. N.

Kesmas, Christmas. N.

Kestling, a calf produced before the usual time.

Lane. A Slick.

Ketty, nasty ; a ketty cur, a nasty or dirty fel-

low. N.

Kex, the stem of the teazle. North. As dry as a

kex :—or water dock.

Key-beer, ale, or a better sort of beer, kept under
lock and key. Kent.

Kibble, a strong thick stick. Lane.

KiCKLE, or Kittle, uncertain, fickle. N.

Kid, a small faggot of brush-wood. N.

Kidder, a huckster. Essex. Called in the North a

Badger.

Kidcrow, a place for keeping a sucking calf. Ches

KiLPs, pot-hooks. N.

Kimnel, or Kemlin, a pickling tub ; used also

for scalding hogs to get the hair off. North.

Kind, intimate. N. Not kind, at enmity. They
are not kind at present.

Kindly, well. He takes kindly lo his business.

Derb.

King Harry, a goldfinch. Norf. and Suff.
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KiNK-HAusT, a violent cold with a cough. Lane.

Kink, laughter. To kink, as spoken of children,

when their breath is long stopped, through
eager crying or laughing. Hence the kink-
cough, called also the chin-cough. N.

Kipper, amorous. Lane.

Kirk-garth, a church-yard. York, West Riding.

Kit, a milking pail, like a churn, with two ears

and a cover. N.

Kitchen ; to kitchen, to use thriftily. N.

KiTCHiNEss-BREAD, thin soft oat-cakes, made of
thin batter. N.

Kite, a belly. Cumb.

KiTLiNG, a young cat or kitten. N
Kitte-packs, a kind of buskins.

Kittle, to tickle. N.

Kittle, to bring forth kittens. Derb.

KiTTLEiSH, ticklish. N.

Kive I, quoth I. N.

Klick, to klick up, to catch up. Line.

Klutsen, to shake. N.

Knack, to speak finely or affectedly. N.

Knackeu. See Nacker.

Knaggy, knotty. Lane.

Knattle, cross, ill-natured. Lane,

Knep, to bite gently. Lane.

Knife-gate, a run at a friend's table. York.

Knightle-man, an active or skilful man. N.

Knoblocks, Knoblings, and Knaplings, small
round coals. Lane.
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To Knock a man over, to knock him down.
North.

Knor, or Knurer, a short, stubbed, dwarfish man
;

a metaphor from a knot in a tree. In tlie

South we use the diminutive knurle in the
same sense.

Knoll, a little round hill, the top of a hill or
mountain. N.

Knucher, to giggle, to chatter. Surrey.

Knolles, turnips. Kent.

KoNY-THiNG, a fine thing
;
perhaps canny. See

Canny. N.

Kuss, a kiss. N.

Kye, cows. N.

KvKE, or Keyke, to stand awry. Lane.

Kyrk, church. N.

Kyrk-master, church-warden. N.

Labb, a blab, one that cannot keep a secret.

Exm.

Lace, to thresh a person, " I laced his jacket for

him." North.

Lack, to dispraise. S.

Lackee, to be wanting from home. Ex.

Lackits, small sums of money. Oddments in

general. North.

Lad, a boy, youth, or young man. N.
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Lade, to take water by hand out of a pond, &e.
North.

Lag, to stay behind.

Lagger, a narrow strip of ground. Glou.

Laggins, staves. Northumb.

Laier, soil, dung. Ess. and Suff.

Lait, to seek any thing hidden. N.

Lake, to play ; from the Saxon Laikan.

Lake, to pour gently, to cast a little water on.

Perhaps to leak. North. See Ray.

Lake-wake, watching a dead body. N.

Lamb-storms, storms which happen about the

time when lambs fall. North, and Norf.

Lamme, to beat. N.

Lamps' D, lamed, or hurt. Exm.

Land, a division in ploughing. N.

Land, or Lant, urine ; to lant or leint ale, to put

urine into it to make it strong. N.

Landern, a grate in a fire-place. North.

Laneing, they will give no laneing, i. e. they will

divulge it. N.

Langot (of the shoe), the strap of the shoe. N.

Lape, to walk awkwardly. N.

Lare, or Lair, learning, scholarship. N,

Lare, a quagmire. N.

Largess, a bounty. The reapers in Essex and
Suffolk ask all passengers for a largess, and
when any money is given to them, all shout

together, Largess ! Largess !

Larv, empty. Devon.
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Lask, a looseness or purging. North.

Lass, a girl or young woman. N.

Laster, or Lawter, thirteen eggs to set a hen.

Also the coming-in of the tide. N.

Lat, slow, tedious. Also a lath. N.

Latching, infecting. N.

Late, to seek. York. North Riding.

Lathe, a barn; also ease or rest. N.

Lathing, entreating, invitation : dinna look for

lathing, don't want entreating. N.

Latheb and Overbelathed, strongly pressed, or

entreated over and over. Used also in the Ex-
moor dialect.

Latten, tin. North.

Latterly, lately, or of late. North.

Lave; the lave, the remainder or leaving. N.

Lawn, an open space in the midst of a wood. N.

Lawful; Oh lawful easel an interjection. Derb.

Laye, the same as Lowe, in the North, the flame

of a fire; but more particularly used for the

flame of charcoal, or any other burnt coal. N.

Lazy, naught, bad.

Le-ach, hard work, which causes le-ache in the

workmen's joints, frequently used by the north-

ern miners. N.

Leach, a lake. Lane.

Leach-road, the way peculiarly used for a funeral.

West.

Leak, to play like children. N.

Leadden, or LiDDEN, a noise or din. N.
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Lean, to lean nothing, to conceal nothing. N.

Leap, or Lib, half a bushel. Suss. In Essex a

lib is a basket for carrying seed corn.

Lear, to learn. N.

Leary, empty. Dorsets.

Lease; a cow-lease, cow-pasture. W. Perhaps

lees. Also a small piece of ground of two or

three acres. Ess. and Suff.

Leasty weather, dull, wet, dirty. Norf. and

Suff.

Leath, ceasing, intermission ; as no leath of pain,

no intermission from pain. N.

Leather, to beat ; I'll leather you heartily. N.

Leasing, picking up the corn left by the reapers,

&c. Called in some counties gleaning. Glou.

Leck-on, pour on more liquor. N. Perhaps from

Leek. N.

Lee, or Lew, calm, under the wind, shelter, S.

Le-egging, waddling.

Leech-way, the path in which the dead are carried

to be buried. Exm.

Leef, or Lieve, willingly; I had as leef not go. S.

Leer, empty. Wilts. A leer waggon, an empty
waggon. In the Exmoor dialect. Leery.

Leet ; a three or four way leet, a place where

three or four ways meet. S.

Leeten, you pretend to be. Chesh. You are not

so mad as you leeten you.

Leethwake, limber, pliable. N.

Left over, left off.
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Leits, nomination to offices in election, often used
in Archbishop Spotswood's History. N.

Leits, the nominees for the office of sheriff.

York.

Lennock, slender, pliable. Lane.

Lented, sloped, or glanced off; a Verb formed
from lean'd.

Lestal, saleable, that weighs well in hand, that is

heavy in lifting. N.

Let, to hinder. " What lets ?"

Letch, or Lech, a vessel for holding ashes, for

the process of making lye for washing a buck.
o.

Lib, to lib, to castrate. A Libber, a sow-gelder.

N.

Lib, a basket. A Seed-lib, a basket used for

sowing corn. South.

LiBBET, a great cudgel, used to knock down fruit

from the trees, and to throw at cocks. Kent.

Lick, to beat. N. and S.

LiEVER, rather. N. From the Saxon.

Lies by the wall, i. e. is dead. Spoken between

the time of death and burial. Norf. and Suff.

Lift, a stile that may be opened like a gate. Norf.

LiG, to lie ; lig ye down there, lie down there. N.

Lighted, a woman when brought to bed is said to

be lighted, i. e. lightened. North.

Like, in the common use of likely, i. e. well-

looking—'< A good like horse." Derb.

Like, "Every like," i.e. every now and then.

North, i. e. on similar occasions.
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Likexn'd, *< I had liken'd," i. e. I was in danger

of. North.

LiLLiLO, a small blaze in a fire. North.

Lilt, or Lilting, to do any thing cleverly or

quickly. Lane.

Limb-trimmer, a taylor. N.

LiMB-FOR, a man addicted to any thing is called

" a limb for it." Norf. and Suff.

Limbers, thills or shafts. Berks.

LiMMERs, a pair of shafts : also an epithet, mean-
ing base, low. N.

LiNCH, a hamlet, generally on the side of a hill.

Glouc.

LiNCH, a small step. Lane.

LiNCHER, a border of grass between divisions in

ploughing. Sedgmoor.

LiNCH-piN, or Inch-pin, the penis of a stag.

Shropsh.

Ling, heath, hether. N.

Lin GEY, limber. N.

Links, sausages. Suff.

LiPiN, to forewarn. S.

LippEv, moist, wet ; a lippey season, or ground.

W.
Lissom, limber, relaxed. North,

List, will :
*' I shall do my list ;" and, verbially,

" Let him if he list." Derb.

Lit, to colour or dye.

LiTH, limber. N.

LiTHER, lazy, idle, slothful. N.
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Lite; a lite, a few, or little. N.

Lite on ; to lite on, to rely on. N.

LiTHiNG, thickening of liquors. N.

LiTTEN, or LiTEN, a garden, IN". The church lit-

ten, the church-yard. N. and S.

LiTTOCKS, rags and tatters. Berks.

Liver, to deliver. Derb.

Liver'd, bread that is heavy and under-baked
;

called also Sad.

LizENED ; lizen'd corn, q. lessened ; lank or shrunk
corn. S.

LoB-LOLLY, an odd mixture of spoon-meat. Exm.
On board of the ships of war, water-gruel is

called loblolly, and the surgeon's servant or

mate, the loblolly boy.

LoB-cocK, a clumsy lubberly fellow. North.

Lock ! an exclamation of surprise ; as, what ! hey-
day ! Exm.

Lock'd, cards, when faced, are said to be lock'd.

Derb.

LoE, a little round hill, or a great heap of stones.

N.

LoERT, q. Lord, gaffer ; Lady, gammer, used in

the Peak of Derbyshire.

LoFF, low. Exm.

Loft, a chamber. North.

LoMEY, a spoiled child. Devons.

Lone and Loning, a lane. York.

Long, great ; as a long price.

Long, tough meat is said " to eat long in the

mouth." North.
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Long ; long it hither, reach it hither. SufF.

Long uog, a greyhound. Derb.

Long-cripple, a viper. Exm.

Lonning, lane, by-road. N.

LoNT-FiGS, figs. Berks.

Look, a small quantity. N.

Loom, a tool or instrument in general. Chesh.
Any utensil, as a tub.

liOOP, a rail of pales or bars joined together like a

gate, and moveable at pleasure. S. Also, in

the North, a hinge of a door.

LoozE, a hog-stye. Exm.

LoovER, an opening at the top of a dove-cote.

North.

Lop, a flea. N.

Lope, leap'd, the perfect tense of leap. N.

LoppERD-MiLK, sour curdled milk ; a lopperd slut.

N.

LossET, a large flat wooden dish, not much unlike

a voider. N.

LoTCH, to limp, to jump like a frog. Lane.

LouRDT, sluggish, from the French word lourd.

Dr. Heylin, in his Geography, will have lour-

DON, for a sluggish lazy fellow, to be derived

from Lord Dane ; for that the Danes, when
they were masters here, were distributed singly

into private houses, and in each called Lord

Dane, who lorded it there, and lived such a

slothful idle life.

LouKiNG, gawky, awkward. N.

Loustree; to loustree, to work hard. Exm.

Lout, a heavy, idle fellow. N.
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Love. Of all Loves I a phrase of entreaty.

Derb.

Lowe, flame ; a lilly-lowe, or ballibleiz, a comfort-
able blaze. To make a lowe, to stir the fire in

order to make it blaze. W.
Lowing, piling up one thing on another. Exm.

LowK, to weed ; to lowk corn, perhaps to look
for and take out the weeds. N.

Lowk, to beat; " Til lowk him if I catch him."
North.

Lowx, or Loon, a vulgar rustic, a heavy stupid

fellow. N.

LowT, to cringe, or bow down the body. They
were very low in their lowtings. N.

LuFE, the open hand. N.

LuGG, a pole or perch. Also used in Gloucester-

shire for any long pole.

To LuGG, to pull by the ears :
" I'll lugg thee

if thou do'st so." North.

LuGGS, ears. N.

LuM, a woody valley. N.

LuM, the chimney of a cottage. Northumb.

LuM-swEEPERS, chimney-sweepcrs. Northumb.

Lumber, harm, mischief. Lane.

Lumper, to stumble ; a lumpering horse, a stumb-

ling horse. W.
Lun, or Lewe, under cover, or shelter. Under

the lun or lewe of a hedge. W.
LuNDY, clumsy, heavy. *' A lundy fellow."

Derb.
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LuNG-SADLE, OF SETTLE, a long forni, With a back

and arms, usually placed in the chimney cor-

ner of a farm-house. N.

LuNGEous, spiteful, mischievous. Der. and Leic.

LuNDGE, to lean on any thing. Exm.

Lure, a sore on the hoof ofa cow, cured by cut-

ting it cross-ways. W.
LuTTER, to scatter. Glouc. Used by Taylor the

Water-poet.

Lymptwigg, a lapwing. Exm.
Lynchett, a green balk or interval, to divide

lands. S.

Lyte, or Light, a few.

M.

Mab, a slattern. To mab, to dress in a careless,

slatternly manner. N.

Mabbiers, chickens. Cornw.

Mad, an earth-wonn. Ess. From the German,
Maden.

Mad, angry : " He made mad." " I was mad at

him." North. See Old Plays, 2nd edit. Vol.

I. p. 65.

Maddle, to be fond of; she maddles after that

fellow, she is fond of that fellow. N.

Mafted, overpowered by heat. York.

Magging, prating, chattering. Chesh.

Main, very; main good, very good. Also the

chief; madam's the main, i. e. madam is the

chief or ruler. C.

Make, or Mack, a match or equal. So Mack-
less is Matchless. North.
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Make, a match or equal. N.

Make the door, or windows, i. e. fasten them.
North. Salop, Leic.

Make-weight, a small candle, thrown in to com-
plete the pound. N.

Makerly, tolerable. N.

Mallard, a drake. North.

Malls, the measles. Exm.

Mam-sworn, perjured. N.

Mantle, to embrace kindly. N.

Many a time and often, frequently. North.

Mar, to spoil. North.

Marl, a marvel or wonder. Exm.

Marlocks, awkward gestures ; also fools. Lane.

Marrow, a fellow, or companion. Exm. This
pair of gloves or shoes are not marrows, i. e.

are not fellows.

Marry! and Marry, come up ! An interjection,

a kind of oath, i. e. by the Virgin Mary.
North.

Marry and shall, i. e. that I will. North.

Martlemas-beef, beef dried in the chimney like

bacon, so called, because it is usual to kill the

beef for this purpose about the feast of St.

Martin, November the eleventh. Ess. and Suff.

Masker'd, stunned ; also nearly choked. North.

Maslin, a mixture of wheat and rye. Mastlin
is used for a mixed metal in Old Plays, 2nd
edit. Vol. V. p. 192.

Mass, acorns (Mast.) Exm.
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Mass, and By the Mass, interjections or oaths.

North.

Mauks, Makes, Maddocks, whims or maggots. N.

Mauls, mallows. N.

Maund, a hand-basket with two lids. N.

Maunder, a beggar. Glouc.

Maundering, muttering, as beggars do when not

relieved.

Maundrel, a mattock sharp at both ends. North.

Maundy, abusive^ saucy. Hence maundering.
Glouc.

Maur, or More, a root ; a strawberry-maur, or

more. See More. Glouc. Perhaps hence the

word mored for rooted.

Mawkin, a bunch of rags used for cleansing the

oven ; a dirty slovenly woman, metaphorically.

It is used in the translation of the Life of Gus-
man de Alfarache, the Spanish Rogue, fol.

1622, p. 32.

Mawks, maggots ; also a slattern. N.

May-bug, the brown cock-chafer. Kent.

Maz'd, or Mazed, mad. Exm. A mazed man, a

crazy or mad man.

Mazards, black cherries. Glouc.

Meag, or Meak, a pease-hook. Ess.

Meath, option, preference. Line.

Meatchlev, perfectly well. S.

Meaugh ; my meaugh, my wife's brother, or sis-

ter's husband.

Meddle nor make. Neither meddle nor make^ i.e.

not to interfere. North.
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Meedless, unruly. N.

Meer, a ridge of land between different properties

in a common field. Glouc.

Meeterlv, Mebtherly, Meederly, handsomely,
modestly. N.

Meeterly, tolerably. It will do meeterly well.

North. Meeverly. Lane. Meet now, just

now. North. Meetly well, tolerably well.

Lei. Itin. I. 96.

Meg-Harry, a hoyden girl ; a tom-boy. Lane.

Mell, or Maul, a wooden mallet or beetle. N.

MELL-SuppER,asupper and merry-making, dancing,
&e. given by the farmers to their servants on
the last day of reaping the corn, or harvest

home. N.

Melsh, modest, damp, drizzling ; melsh weather.

N.

Meney, a family ; from the ancient French word
Mesnie.

Mensefull, comely, graceful, creditable. N.

Merrybauks, a cold posset, N.

Mess ; by the mess, by the mass, an oath. Derb.
and Lane.

Met, a strike, or four pecks. N.

Mete, or Meat, measure. N.

Mew, mow'd : I mew my hay yesterday. York.

Mews, moss. Exm.

Mews, a general name in London for stables,

from the Mews at Charing Cross, formerly the

place where the king's hawks as well as horses

were kept.

f2
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Mezzil-faced, red with pimples. Lane,

MicHERS, thieves, pilferers. Norf.

MicKLE, much. N.

Midden, a dunghill. N.

Midge, a gnat. N.

MiDGiN, the mesentery of a hog, commonly
called the Crow. North.

Miff, displeasure, ill humour : He left me in a

miff. North.

Milk N ESSE, a dairy. N.

MiLL-HOLMS, watery places about a mill-dam. N.

MiLNER, a miller. N.

Milt and Melt, the soft roe of a fish. York.

MiLWYN, green fish. Lane.

MiMMAM, a bog. Berks.

MiN, or Men, them; e.g. put min up, i.e. put

them up. Exm.

Ming ; to ming at one, to remind, give warning,

or allude to a thing. N.

Ming WORT, wormwood. N.

MiNGiNATOR, one that makes fret-work. It is a

rustic word, used in some parts of Yorkshire,

corrupted, perhaps, from engine.

Minnin-6n, a forenoon luncheon. York.

Mint ; to mint at a thing, to aim at it, or to have

a desire for it. N. In the West it is also used

to signify resembling ; as, a do mint the veather

o'un mortally, he resembles his father greatly.

Mire-bank, a separation. Norf.

MiRE-DRLM, a bittern. Norf.
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Mirk'd, or Merk'd, to be troubled or disturbed

in mind. S.

MiSAGAFT, mistaken, misgiven. S.

MiscREED, descried. N.

Mis-call, to abuse, to call by nicknames. Lane.

Mis-ken, to mistake, to misunderstand. North.

MisTECHT, that has got an ill habit, property, or

custom ; as a mistecht horse, perhaps mis-

teach'd, for mistaught, ill broken. N.

MixHiLL, a dunghill. Kent.

MixoN, a dunghill. Kent.

MizzY, a quagmire. N.

Mock the Church ; not to marry after the banns
have been published. Norf. and Suff.

Modher, Modder, or Mauther, a voung; o-irl.

Norf.
'

. 8 «

MoiDER, to puzzle, perplex. N. See Moyther.

Moling, clearing the ground from mole-hills.

York.

Mollart, an oven-mop—a mawkin. Lane.

Moke, the mesh of a net : also wicker work, per-
haps from the resemblance to the meshes of a
net. Norf.

Molter, the toll of a mill. N.

Money and Gold, silver and sold. York.

Mooch, to play the truant ; blackberry mooching,
to play the truant in order to gather blackber-
ries. Glouc.

Moot-hall, a toAvn hall. North.

Mop, a statute fair for hiring servants. Glouc.
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More, a hill ; hence the hilly parts of Stafford-

shire are called the Morelands. N. More, or
Maur, also in Gloucestershire, signifies a root

;

as, a strawberry-more.

More of a tree, the bole. Somersetsh.

MoREiNG-AXE, an axe for grubbing up the roots

of trees. Glouc.

Morgan, a weed growing among corn. Hants.

MoRT, or Mot, many, abundance, a multitude
;

a mort of money, apples, men, &c. Kent.

Mortal, Mortacious, Mortally indeed, very
j

a mortal good doctor, mortacious wholesome,
Kent.

Mosey, mealy j a mosey apple. Glouc.

MosKER, to rot ; a mosker'd tooth, a rotten or
decayed tooth. N.

Mothering-Sunday, Mid-lent Sunday. War-
wicksh.

MoTTY, the mark at which the quoits (or coits)

are thrown. Derb.

MoucH, to pilfer. Berks.

Moulde-rat, a mole. Bedf.

Mould-warp, the same ; from the Low Dutch,
WORPEN, to cast forth, and molde, earth. N.

Mow-burnt hay, hay that has fermented in the

stack. York.

MoYLE, a mule. Exm. To moyley, or moyle and
toil, to labour hard, like a mule.

Moyl'd, troubled, fatigued. Sedgeraoor.

Moytherd, confounded, tired out. Glou.
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Muck, moist, wet. Lincolnshire. Elsewhere muck
signifies dung or straw laid to rot, which is

usually very moist ; whence wet as muck.

MucKiNGER, or MucKiNDER, a handkerchief. N.

MucK-MiDDEN, a dunghill. N.

MucKSHUT, the dusk of the evening. Glouc.

MucKsoN UP TO THE HucKsoN, dirty up to the

knuckles. S.

MuGGARD, sullen. Exm.

MuGGOTS, chitterlings ; also a calf's pluck. Exm.
MuGGETY-piE, a pie made of calf's entrails.

Cornw.

MuGWORT, wormwood. N.

Muggy, moist ; muggy weather. North.

Mulch, straw half-rotten, and almost dung. South.

Mull; to mull, to pull and tumble one about.

Exm.

Mullock, dirt or rubbish. N.

Mummy, mother. Norf.

MuN, must ; I mun go, I must go. N.

MuNDLE, a pudding-slice. Derb.

Mung, food for chickens.

MuNG, to mix, in some parts pronounced Ming
and Meng.

MuNGER, to mutter to oneself, or murmur. Shrop.

Murk, dark. N.

MuRKiNS, in the dark. N.

MuRL, to crumble. N,

MuRTH, abundance ; a murth of corn, abundance
of corn. N.

Mux, dirt. Exm.
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N.

Nab, the summit of a rock or mountain. N.

Nacker, a harness-maker. Norf.

Nacking, i. e. necking, a handkerchief. Cornvv.

Naffing, grumbling ; hagling in a bargain. North.

Nag, to gnatter, as a mouse does at any thing

hard. North.

Nail ; a nail of beef, eight pounds. S.

Nan, used as an interrogation ; as—Nan ? i. e.

What did you say ? Kent.

Nang-nail, a piece of loose skin hanging from

the top of the finger. North.

Nape, or Nepe, a piece of wood that hath three

feet, used to support the fore part of a loaded

waggon. N.

Napkin, a pocket handkerchief. N.

Narle, a hard swelling on the neck, arising from

a cold. Glouc. Narle is likewise a term for a

knot in an oak, thence styled a narly oak. A
narle is also a knot in a tangled skein of silk or

thread.

Nar-sin, never since. N.

Nation, a nation deal :—a nation many. Kent,

Norf. and SufF.

Naunt, aunt. N.

Nay, no j a nay-word, a catch, or bye-word. N.

Nay-Say, to give the nay-say of a house, &c. i. e.

the refusal.
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Nay then ! an exclamation implying doubt. Derb.

Nazzard, a silly foolish fellow. North.

Near, covetous. North, as, He is a near man.

Near now, just now, not long ago. Norf.

Nearre, Lincoln. In use for neither, Ab A. S.
Nerran, posterior.

Neb, or Nib, the nose ; also the beak of a bird. N.

Neckabout, a woman's neck handkerchief N.

Nedder, an adder. Derb.

Neddy, an ass. Kingswood.

Neeald, a needle. Exm.

Neer, or Nere, a kidney.

Neeve, or Neiffe, a fist. N.

Neme ; my neme, my compere, my gossip. N.

Nemis, least, for fear. Suff. Mauther, gang the
grizen into the vaunceroof, bring my hat from
off the spurket, ding the door after you, nemis
the cat should get in and eat the suncate

;

Girl, girl, go up stairs into the garret, and fetch
my hat from off the peg ; shut the door for fear
the cat should get in and eat the dainty.

Neps, turnips. North.

Nerled, ill-treated, as by a step-mother. N.

Nesh, or Nash, tender. N. and S.

Nestling, the smallest bird of the nest or clutch

;

called also the Nestle-cock, and Nestle-bub.
North.

Nether, lower : hence the Netherlands or Lower
lands. N.

Nether'd, starved with cold. N.
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Netting, chamber-lye, urine. N.

Newing, yeast, or barm. Ess.

Newst of a Newstness, i. e. much of a muchness.

Glouc.

Newt an effet, and so called in Kent. North,

The water lizard.

Ni ! Ni ! an exclamation expressing amazement on
seeing any one finely dressed. N.

Nice, clever, agreeable, fine, applied to any
thing. C.

Nice, in Derbyshire, implies the same as bonny in

Yorkshire.

Nickering, neighing. N.

Nicker-pecker, a wood-pecker. N.

NiDDicK, the nape of the neck. Exm.

NiFLE, a nice bit (or tit-bit) of any thing ; also to

trifle. Lane.

Nigh ; to nigh a thing, to be close to it, to touch

it. N.

Nigh-hand, hard by. North.

NiGHEST-ABOUT, the nearest way. N.

NiM, to take up hastily. N.

NiNNiwATCH, a longing desire or expectation of a

thing. Exm.

NiTCH, or Nidge; a nitch of hay or corn, a small

quantity, less than a jobbet. Hampsh.

NiTHiNG, much valuing, sparing of j he is nithing

of his pains. N.

NiTTLE, handy, neat, handsome. N.

Nog, ale.
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Noggin, a little pot or piggin, holding about a
pint. N.

Nomine, a long speech. Lane.

Nonce ; he did it for the nonce, he did it design-

edly, or on purpose. N. and S.

Nook, a corner ; the toll-nook, the corner of the

market-place where the toll used to be taken.

N.

NooK-SHOTTEN, spoken of a wall in a bevil, and
not at right angles with another wall.

NooN-scAPE, the time when labourers rest after

dinner. Lane.

Nope, a bull-finch. SufF.

NoR, than ; more nor I, more than I. N.

NosE-GiGG, a toe-piece on a shoe. Exm.

Not, smooth, polled or shorn ; not-sheep, sheep
without horns. Ess. That field is not, that

field is well tilled. Berks.

Not, a game used in Gloucestershire, where the

parties, ranged on opposite sides, with each a
bat in their hands, endeavour to strike a ball

to opposite goals. The game is called not,

from the ball being made of a knotty piece of
wood. Glouc.

Note, to push, strike, or gore with the horns, as a
bull or ram. N.

Note-herd, a neat-herd. N.

Nought, nothing ; nought good to, good for no-

thing, N.

Nought that's aught, good for nothing; pro-

nounced, NowT that's owt. York.

NowT, neats ; i. e. cows and oxen.
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Nubbles, tanners' bark when cut small. Derb.
and York.

NusH D, starved in bringing up. S.

O.

Oaf, a foolish fellow. N. and S.

Oak-webb, the brown cock-chafer. Cornish.

Oast, a kiln for drying hops. Kent ; called in

some parts an East.

Oavis, the eaves of a house. Exm.

Ods-wowks ! an exclamation. North.

O'er- LAY, a surcingle. Lane.

Of all Loves. See Love.

Oftens, plural of often, and generally used in

the North.

Old, great; here has been old doings, here has

been great doings. C.

Old Land, ground that has lain long untilled,

and just ploughed up. The same in Essex is

called new lands.

Old Lad and Old Youth, applied to a healthy

man in years : he's a fine old youth. Derb.

Omy, mellow (spoken of land.) N.

On, to be a little on is to be tipsy. Derb.

Oneder. See Aunder.

Onstead, a single farm-house. N.

Ope-land, ground ploughed up every year

;

ground that is loose and open. S.

Orts, fragments of victuals ; don't make or leave

orts, don't leave any fragments on your plate. C.
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Ore, or Ore-weed, sea-weed, or sea-wrac, used
for manuring land. S. and W.

Orivdorns, afternoon's drinkings : corrupted from
onedrins. Cumb.

OsKEN ; an osken of land, a corruption of ox-

gang, which in some places contains ten acres,

in some more. N.

Oss, to try, attempt, endeavour. N.

Otherwhiles, sometimes. S.

Otherguess, another sort ; corruption of other

guise. C.

OusEN, oxen. N.

Oust, or Oast, a kiln for drying hops. Kent.
Called in the West, an East.

Out-catch, to overtake. North.

OuT-cuMBLiNG, a Stranger. Lane.

OuTEN-woRK, out-door work. North.

OuzLE, a blackbird. N.

Over, upper, as—^The over side. The contrast

is Nether. North.

Over, to recover from an illness : I am afraid

he'll not over it. North.

Over, important, material. Exm. I have an over
errand to you.

Over-anuxt, opposite. Glouc.

OvER-BODiED, when a new upper part (or body)
is put to an old gown. Lane.

Over-get, to overtake ; he is but a little before,

you will soon over-get him. N.

Overswitcht ; an overswitcht housewife, i. e. a
whore; a ludicrous word. N.
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Owl ; to take owl, to be offended, to take amiss.

Exra.

OwLER, the alder tree. Derb.

OwNTY, empty. Exm.

OwsE, an ox. Lane.

Ox-BOosE, an ox, or cow-stall. Exm.

OxLip, a cowslip. Ess. This flower probably de-

rives its name from its sweetness, compared to

the breath or lip of a cow or ox.

Oxter, the arm-pit. N. and York, W. R. Perhaps
it should be written Hockster, qudsi the Hock
of the arm, or the lesser Hock.

P.

Pack-rag day, Michaelmas-day, when servants

change their places, and remove their clothes.

Norf. and Suff.

Paddock, or Paddick, a frog. N. and S.

Paddle, to tipple. Exm.

Paigle, a cowslip. N.

Palching, patching or mending clothes. Also
walking slowly. Exm.

Pame, a christening blanket, a mantle. Exm.

Pan ; to pan, to close, join together, or agree. N.

Pancrock, an earthen pan. Exm.

Pank, or Pink, a minnow. N.

Panking, painting. Exm.

Panshon, a milk-pan in a dairy.

Pant, a fountain, or conduit. Northumb. Rather
a cistern to receive falling water.
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Paramarrow, a sow gelder. North.

Parbreaking, fretful. Exm.

Parcyand, the figure &. N.

Parlous, dangerous. Also acute, clever. North,

Partlet, a woman's ruff. N.

Pash, brains ; a mad-pash, a mad-brains. Chesh.

Pate, a brock or badger. N. Also a general
ludicrous word for a head in many counties.

Pax-wax, the tendon of the neck. Norf. Called
in Lancashire Peasewease.

Pays, strokes, threshing, beating. N.

Peale, to cool
;
peale the pot. N.

Peas and sport. See Scadding of Peas.

Pease- BOLT, pease-straw. Ess.

Peasen, peas. Berks.

Peck, to stumble ; spoken of a horse. Hull.

Pee, to look with one eye. N.

Peed, blind of one eye. N.

Peek, a prong or pitchfork. Exm.

Peel, a pillow. West.

Peevish, witty, subtle. N.

Pelt, a skin ; chiefly a sheep's skin when the

wool is off". Also, in falconry, the skin of a
fowl, stuffed, or the carcase of a dead fowl, to

throw out to a hawk. N. and S. Pelt is also

used to signify a blow ; as, I hit him a pelt. In
old English, peltry is used to signify all sorts

of woollen stuff".

Pen-bauk, a beggar's cann. N.
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Penny- PRICK, a sport; tin-owing at half-pence

placed on sticks which are called hobs.

Penny-whip, very small beer. Lane, a penny per

quart.

Percock, a sort of early apple, called in Yorkshire

Droppings.

Perry, a little cur dog. N.

Pescods, pea-pods. North.

Pestle of Pork, a leg of pork. Exm.

Pet, a favourite ; a pet lamb ; a petted child, a

favourite, humoured, or indulged child. N.

Pet,—in a pet, in an angry mood. North. So
Pettish. Milton uses it to express a fit or hu-

mour (Comus.)

Petted, favoured, indulged. N.

Pettle, pettish. N.

Petticoat ; in some places used for a man's

waistcoat. Ray.

Pewit, a lapwing. North. Tewit is also used.

Peyl, to strike or beat. Lane.

Phrase of paper. See Fraze.

Pick, a spade.

Picks, spades ; from piques, French. N.

Pick-Ace, the ace of spades. N.

Pick-fork, a pitch-fork. North.

Picksey, a fairy. Devonsh.

Picksey stool, a mushroom. Devonsh.

Piece, applied to time : Stay a piece ; i. e. a little

while. York.

Pifle, to filch, or pilfer. N.
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Pig, a hog of any size, as well as a young hog.
York and Derb.

PiGGiN, a little pail or tub, with an erect handle, N.

PiGGiN, of the nature of a can, holding about a

pint.

PiGSLOOSE, a pig-stye. Devonsh.

PiLLERDs, barley. Cornw.

PiLLUM, dirt. Devon.

PiLMER ; a pilmer, a shower of rain, small and
thick as dust. Devonsh.

PiLN, or PiLM, dust raised by the wind, road-dust.

Devonsh.

Pin-cod, a pincushion.

Pine ; it's pine, q. pein, it's difficult. N.

Ping, to push. W.
PiNGLE, a small craft or pycle, i. e. a field. N.

Called in Lancashire a Pingot.

PiNGSWiLL, a boil. Exm.

Pink, the fish called the minnow. North.

PiN-PANNiEBLY-FELLOw, a miserable, covetous, sus-

picious fellow, one who pins up or fastens his

paniers and baskets. N.

PiNSONS, pincers. North.

Pip ; to take pip at a thing, to take offence. Exm.

PipPERiDGES, barberries. Ess.

Pips, the spots on cards of every suit. North.

PissMOTE, ants.

PiSTERiNG, whispering. Exm.

Pixy, a fairy. Exm.
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Placket-hole, a pocket-hole. York. From the

Scots.

Plain, to complain. Derb.

Planching, a wooden floor. Devonsh.

Plasad, in a fine condition. Exm.

Plash of water, a small standing pool. North.

Play ; to play, to boil, spoken of a kettle, pot, or

other vessel full of liquor ;
playing hot, boiling

hot. In Norfolk they pronounce it Plaw. Var.

Dial.

Pleach, to bind a hedge. North.

Pleck, a place. N,

Plif, a plough. York
;

pronounced rather

Pleaff.

Plim ; to plim, to swell, to increase in bulk ; as

this bacon will plim in the pot. Also to make
any thing swell by beating. Exm,

Ploat, to pluck. N.

Plodge, to plunge. N.

Plough, a waggon. W.
Plowding, wading through thick and thin. N.

Plum, very
;
plum pleasant, very pleasant. Kent.

Plump, a pump. Exm.

Plump, when the paths after rain are almost dry,

they are said to be plump. Kent.

Plunt, a walking-stick with a large knob. Glouc.

PocHY, ground made wet by much rain is said to

be pochy, swampy.

Pock-arr'd, marked with the small-pox. N.

Pock-fretten, pitted with the small-pox.
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Pod, to put down awkwardly. N.

PoDGER, a platter, or pewter dish. Exm.

PoHEAD, a tadpole. N. To play by the poheads,

to play by the notes ; they being somewhat in

figure like tadpoles. N.

Poke, a sack or bag. N.

Pole-work, a long tedious business. North.

PoLLRUMPTious, restive, unruly. Kent.

PoLT, saucy, audacious. Kent.

PoMSTER ; to pomster, to act the empiric. Exm.

Poops, gulps in drinking. N.

PooK, a cock of hay or barley. W.
Popple, cockle. N.

PoocHEE ; to poochee, to make mouths at a per-

son. Exm.
PooN, or Pun, to kick ; Ise pun him till the

biding, I'll kick him into the kennel. N.

Poor Body ! i. e. Poor Creature. Durham.

Poorly, indifferent in health. Very poorly, very

indifferent. North.

PooTixG, crying. N.

PoR, a poker, or salamander. N.

Porriwiggles, tadpoles. N.

Pose, a running of the head or nose, from a

cold. S.

Poss, to punch or kick. North.

PossEssiOMNG, i. 6. PROCESSIONING
;

goiug the

bounds of a parish on Holy Thursday. North.

In some parts of the kingdom it is called Ban-
nering

;
perhaps a flag or banner is carried in

the procession.

G
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PosTisis, posts
;

plural of posts. Mid.

PoTCH, to poke or push suddenly. Glouc.

PoT-CLEPS, pot-hooks. N. Because they clip or

catch hold of the pot.

PoT-dung, farm-yard dung. Berks.

PoTE, to put the clothes off; to throw or kick off

the bed-clothes. N.

P6tee ; to potee, to push with one's feet. Exm.

PoT-siTTEN, burnt to. N.

Potter, to poke : potter the fire. A potter is a

poker. North.

PouD, a boil or ulcer. S.

Pound ; to pound, to beat or knock. Who's
that pounds at the door so ? Who's that knocks

at the door ? Glou.

Pow, the head or skull. N.

PowT, to stir up. N.

PowT ; a hay-powt, a hay-cock. Kent.

Prattily, softly. N.

Pratty, to be pratty, (i. e. pretty) is to behave well,

to be good.

Pray, to drive the pray ; to drive the cattle home
from the field. Sedgemoor. Fr. Pr:£.

Prich, thin drink. N.

Prigge, a small pitcher. S.

Prill'd, soured.

Prime good, excellent. North.

Priming a tree, pruning it. Norf. and Suff.

Prin, a pin. N.
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PrixV-cod, a pin-cushion. Figuratively, a short fat

man or woman.

Princox, a pert, lively, or forward fellow. N.

Pringle, a small silver Scotch coin, worth about
a penny, with two XX on it.

Prinked, well-dressed, fine, neat. Exmoor.

Print
;
print star or moon light, clear star or moon

light. Kent.

Pritch ; to pritch, to check or withstand. Also
a term for making holes in the leather of cards
for weavers, to admit the wires. Exm.

Prod, an awl.

Profets, buskins. Exm. »

Prog, to prick. Northumb.

Prong, a fork ; as a hay-prong, a muck-prong.
North.

Proud, large. North.

PuBBLE, fat, full, usually spoken of corn or fruit,

in opposition to fantome. N.

PucKETs, nests of caterpillars. N.

PucK-FOisT, a fuzzball, a species of fungus.

PuDDiNG-PYE-DOLL, the dish called toad-in-a-hole,

meat boiled in a crust. Norf.

PuGGiNG-END (of a housc), the gable end. Devonsh.

PuGGV, moist, arising from gentle perspiration.

A puggy hand. N.

Pug-drink, water cyder. W.
Pug-mire, a quagmire. Derb.

Pule, a pew. Lane,

PuLK, a hole of standing water. N.
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Puling, crying, whining. North.

PuLLiNG-TiME, the evening of a fair, when the

country fellows pull the wenches about. Norf.

and Suff. called pulling and hauling time in

Yorkshire.

PuMPLE, a pimple. Pumple nose. North.

PuNG, pushed. Exm.

PunGAR, a crab is called a pungar at Folkestone,

and at Dover a Heaver. Dr. Johnson has the

word Pungar ; but only says it is a fish, on the

authority of Ainsworth.

Purr, to kick.

Purr, a poker. Norf. In Dorsetshire a purr sig-

nifies a boy ; also a male lamb.

PuRTiNG, or A-PURT, sullen. Exm.

PuTCH, to hand up (pitch) sheaves or the like,

with a pitchfork. Exm.

PuTTOCK ; a puttock-candle, a small candle put in

to make weight. N.

PuY, a pole to push forward a boat. Northumb.

PvcLE, a small field. Berks.

Pyming, and Pyming about, peeping about, pry-

ing. North.

PvoT, or PvNET, a magpie. N.

Q.

Quackled, almost choked, or suffocated. Norf.

and Sufi".

Quail, to fail, to fall sick, to faint. North.

QuAMP, still, quiet. Glouc.
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Quandary, a dilemma. Var. Dial.

QuANK, still, quiet. Chesh.

QuAVE, to shake, or vibrate. Derb.

QuATCH, a word. Berks.

Qu'e, quoth he. N.

QuELTRiNG, hot, sultry, sweltring. Exm.

QuERKEN, to choke. Derb.

QuERKiNG, grunting. Exm.

Quern, a handmill to grind malt. N.

Quest ; the quest of the oven, the sides thereof.

Pies are said to be quested, whose sides have
been crushed by each other, or so joined to them
as thence to be less baked. N.

QuiCE, a wood pigeon. Glouc.

Quieting Pots, small drinking pots, holding half

a gill. Lane.

Quilt, to swallow. Glouc.

Quirking, complaining. Wilts.

Quoits, see Coits.

Quop ; to quob, to throb. Glouc.

QuoTT, or Aquott, weary of eating ; also sat down,
or squatted. Exm.

QuoTTED, cloyed, glutted. S.

QuY-CALF, a cow-calf N.

R.

Rabble-rote, a repetition of a long round-about

story, a rigmarole, or tale of a tub. Exm.

Rabblement, the mob. Var. Dial,
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Race, rennet, or renning. N.

Rack ; to rack or reck, to care ; never rack you,
never care. N.

Rack of mutton, the neck or crag. Lane.

Racking Crook, a crane, or pot-hook. Northumb.

Rackless, or Reckless, careless, improvident. N.

Radlings, windings of the wall. N.

Radlings, long sticks used in hedging, &c. Var.
Dial. Called in Kent Raddles.

Raffle, or Raffling Pole, used to stir the fuel in

an oven. Norf. and Suff.

Rafe, or Raff, a low fellow ; riff-raff, the mob.
Norf.

Rag, to scold opprobriously : I ragg'd him for it.

North.

Ragro'wtering, playing at romps. Exm.

Raid, or Rear, early. Kent.

Rail, a revel, a country wake. Devon.

Rait; to rait timber, hemp, or flax, to put it into

a pond or ditch, to water or season it. N.

Rake ; to rake a fire, to heap small coals on the

fire, that it may burn all the night, practised in

the North, where coals are cheap, a kitchen
fire being rarely suffered to go out. N.

Rame, to reach. N.

Randle Bawk, an iron gibbet in a chimney, to

hang the pot-hooks on. York. Called also a

Gallow Bawk.

Randle- pik'd, a tree whose upper branches are

dead. Derb. Called also Stag-headed.

Randy, riotous, obstreperous, disorderly. N.
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Ranish, ravenous. Exm.

Ranshackled, out of repair, applied to a building

;

out of order and condition in general. Hampsh.

Rap and Ring (or Wrap and Wring), to scrape

together. North.

Rap, to exchange or swop. N.

Rash ; rash corn, corn so dry in the straw that it

falls out with handling. N.

Rasps, raspberries. N.

Ratched, spotted. N.

Ratch, to stretch. North. Ratched, stretched.

Ratchel, broken stones found under mould.
Derb.

Ratcher, a rock, and rocky. Lane.

Rathe, early, soon. Exm. Leet rather, a little

sooner. Why do you up so rathe? why do
you rise so early ? In Kent the word raid

and REAR are used in the same sense. See Raid
and Rear.

Rather of the ratherest, meat underdone. Norf.

Rathe-ripe fruit, early fruit. Suff.

Ratherly, for Rather. York.

Rats, all to rats, all to pieces. Derb.

Rauk, to scratch ; a rauk with a pin, a scratch or

rake with a pin.

Ravel-bread. Kent. Called in the North Whity-
BROWN Bread. For Ravel-bread, see Cowel's

Interpreter in voce Panis.

Ravel-paper. Kent. A sort between white and
brown, and called in the North whity-brown
paper.
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Rawky Weather, raw, cold. North.

Rawming, reaching any thing awkwardly. N.

Reach, to vomit.

—

Reachings, vomitings. North.

Ready, to forward any thing ; I'll ready your
words or message. North.

Ready, more ready, more roasted or boiled. Un-
ready, not done enough. Wilts.

Ready ; to ready the hair, to comb it. N.

Readying-comb, a wide-toothed comb. N.

Ream ; to ream, to stretch. Exm.

Ream-mug, a cream-pot. Lane.

Ream-penny, (i. e. Rome-penny) Peter-pence.

He reckons up his ream-pennies ; that is, he

tells all his faults. N.

Rean, a gutter.

Rear, under roasted or boiled ; not done enough.
See above.

Rear, or Rere, mice, bats. Derb.

Rear (corruptly pronounced rare), early, soon.

Meat under roasted, boiled, or broiled, is said to

be rear, or rare, from being taken too soon off" the

fire. See Raid and Rathe. Kent.

Reart, right ; rearting, i. e. righting, mending.
Exm.

Rearing, mocking, by repeating another's words
with disdain, or the like. Exm.

Reck, to care for j to repent. North.

RECKLI^G, an unhealthy child, pig, or lamb ; the

nestling, or smaller bird in a nest. N.

Reckans, hooks to hang pots on. N.
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Reckans, rather Reikins, from Reik, to reach;

and means rather the bawk than the hooks, as

it assists to reach the pot by turning partl}^

round, and bringing it forward.

Reckon, to imagine, to suppose : I reckon I shall.

North.

Redd, to untangle, or separate. S.

Red-shanks, arsmart N.

Recd, the fundament of a cow. Derb,

Reeken -Creaks, pot-hooks. North. From Reek,

smoke.

Reek, to wear away, to waste ; his sickness reeks

him. N.

Reek, smoke; reeking hot N.

Reem, to cry aloud, or bewail oneself. N

.

Reestv, rancid. N. Vulgarly pronounced in the

South rusty, as rusty bacon.

Resting, preparing washed linen for ironing. N.

Reez'd, rancid. North.

Rejumble, to ferment; it rejumbles on my stomach.

Line.

Remble, to move or remove. Line.

Remedy, a half-holiday at Winchester- school.

Remember, to put in mind of: If you will remem-

ber me of it. North.

Remlings, remnants. York.

Render, to separate, disperse; also to melt down.

To render suet. N.

Renkv, perhaps Ranky, from rank, as applied to

weeds, &c.

Rennish, furious, passionate. N.

g2
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Rentv, well-shaped, a terra used in speaking of

horses or cows. N.

Re-supper, a second supper. Lane.

Retchup, truth. Somersetshire. Corruption of

RiGHTSHlP.

Reul ; to reul, to be rude or unruly ; a reuling

lad, a rude lad. N.

Reustv, unruly, restive ; also rancidity in bacon. N.

Reward, or good reward, a ruddy countenance.

N.

Rexen, rushes. Exm.

Rex en, Rixon, or Wrexen, to infect, as with the

small pox, itch, or any other infectious disorder.

Kent.

Rey ; to rey oneself, to dress or array oneself.

Exm.

Ribs, bindings in hedges. Kent.

Rick, a stack. Var. Dial.

Rick, to gingle ; also to scold. Lane.

Rid and Ridden, dispatch and dispatched : It rids

well : it goes on fast. It will soon be ridden,

i. e. got rid of. North, To part two people
fighting. Lane.

Riddle, an oblong kind of sieve, used to clean

corn ; so called because it rids it of the soil or

dirt.

Riddle-cakes, thick sour oaten cakes, which differ

little from that which is called hand-hoven-
bread, liaving but little leaven, and being
kneaded stiffer. N.

Ride, to hang oneself upon another. Lane.

Ride, a little stream. Hamps.
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Rift, to belch. N.

Rig, to run a rig upon a person is to banter harshly.

To jeer. North.

RiGGEN, the ridge of a house. N.

RiGGiLT, a ram with one stone. N.

RiGGOT, a gutter. Also a half-gelded horse, &c.

Lane.

RiGSBY, a romping girl. York.

RiNE ; to rine, to touch or feel. N.

Ripper, a higgler, pedder, dorsser, or badger. S.

Ripple; to ripple flax, to wipe off the seed ves-

sels. N.

Ripping one up, telling him all his faults. Exm.

Rising, yeast, barm good. S.

RissoM, or Rysom, a stalk of corn. North.

RiTTLiNG, wheazing (^wasi rattling.) Exm.

Rive, to rend or tear ; to rive all a dawds, to tear

all to rags. N.

RoBB, a stiff" jelly made from fruit, and denomi-
nated accordingly, as Elder-Robb ; called in

the South Jam.

RocKLED, rash and forward, in children. N.

Roil, or Royle, to perplex, or fatigue. S.

Rooky, misty. N. Perhaps from roke, smoke.

Roop, a hoarseness. N.

Rooze, to praise. Lane.

Ropes, guts. N.

Rosil, or RosiLLY-soiL, land between sand and
clay, neither light nor heavy. Ess.

RossiL, rosin.
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RosTLE, to ripen. Lane.

RouGHiNGs, or Rowings, aftermaths. S.

RouNDSHAViNG, severe chiding. Exm,
RowTV, over rank or strong, spoken of corn or

grass- N.

RowT ; to rowt or rawt, to lowe like an ox or
cow. N.

Ruck, a wrinkle or plait. All in a ruck
;
your

gown sits all in a ruck. N.

Ruck, to squat or shrink down. N.

RucKSES, spit-stands or racks. N.

Run, or Ruddle, a red ochre, used to mark sheep.
N. and S.

Rue, to sift. W.
Rue, to repent. North.

Rue-bargain, applied to something given to be oft"

the bargain. North.

Rumbustious, obstreperous. Staff.

Rumple, a large debt, contracted by little and
little. 'Twill come to a rumple, or breaking, at

last. Somer.

RuNCHEs and Runchballs, carlock, when dried
and withered. N.

Runge, a long tub. Lane.

Runnell, pollard-wood, from running up a-pace.

RuzE, to extol or commend highly. N.

RvNT VE ; by your leave, stand handsomely ; as,

Rynt you, witch, quoth Besse Locket to her

mother. Chesh. Prov.
*

Ryzen-Hedge, a fence of stakes and boughs.
Lane.
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Sackless, innocent, faultless. N. From the Saxon
noun, SAC, saca, a cause, strife, suit, quarrel,
&c. and the preposition leas, without.

Sad, heavy, particularly applied to bread, as con-
trary to light. N.

Sag : He begins to sag ; i.e. to decline in his

health, Norf. and Suff.

Saghe, a saw. N.

Saime, or Seame, goose-grease, lard, or any other
kind of fat. S.

Saint's-Bell. Kent. The same as the Ting-Tang
in the North.

Sales, times or seasons : He's out all sales of the
night. Norf and SufF.

Salt-Cat, or Gate, a cake of salt used to decoy
pigeons. North.

Sallis, hog's-lard. Glou.

Samm, to skim ; samm the pot, skim the pot. N.

Samm, to put things in order. Lane.

Samme ; to samme milk, to curdle it. N.

Sammodithu, tell me how you do. Norf.

Sanded, short-sighted. N.

Sand-galls, spots of sand forced up by the oozing
of water. Norf. and SufF.

Sang is't, indeed it is. N.

Sar, to earn. Sedgemoor.

Sark, a shirt. N.
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Sary-man, an expression of pity. N.

Sauoh, a willow. Lane.

Saugh and Sauf, sallow. N.

Saunter, to saunter about. Some derive this

from SANS TERRE, a person without house or

home ; or saincte terre, the holy land, because,

in the time of the crusades, many vagabonds

went sauntering from place to place, upon pre-

tence of having taken, or intending to take, the

cross.

Saur-pool, a stinking puddle. N.

Savver, a taste or morsel, i. e. savour : Let us

have a savver with you. Will you have any

thing to eat? Ans. Not a savver. Derb.

Sawney, liquor. A man is said to have got a sup

of Sawney, when a little fuddled. York.

Say of it, taste it. S. From the French word,

ESSAYER.

ScADDiNG OF Peas, a custom in the North, of

boiling the common grey-peas in the shell, and

eating them with butter and salt, first shelling

them ; a bean, shell and all, is put into one of

the pea-pods ; whosoever gets this bean is to be

first married. Generally called a Scalding of

Peas. The company usually pelt each other

with the pods. It is therefore called in the

South Peas and Sport.

Scaddle, that will not abide touching ; spoken of

young horses that fly out. In Kent, scaddle

means thievish, rapacious. Dogs, apt to steal

or snatch any thing that comes in their way,

are there said to be scaddle.

ScAFE, wild ; a scafe lad, a wild youth. N.
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ScAMBLED, defeated in an intent. W.
Scanty, short, in want of: This is a scanty pat-

tern. We are rather scant of it at present.

North.

Scape-gallows, a fellowwho deserves to be hanged.
Var. Dial.

ScARRE, a cliff, or bare rock on the dry land. N.
From the Saxon word carre, cautes; hence
Scarborough. Pot-scars, pot-shreds, or broken
pieces of pots.

ScAWMV, gawdy. York.

ScoDE, to scatter. Cornw.

Sconce, a lantern. Lane.

ScoppERLOiT, a time of idleness or relaxation, play-

time. S.

Score, the core of an apple. Glouc.

Scorn, to jeer. North.

ScoRSE, or Scoace, to exchange. Exra.

Scotch a wheel, to stop it from going backward.
Lane.

Scowl, to frown. North.

Scrat, an hermaphrodite, used of men and ani-

mals. N.

ScROGs, blackthorn. N.

Scrooby-grass, scurvy-grass. N.

Scroop, to make a noise from friction; the jack
scroops. W.

Scrannel, a lean maigre person. Lane.

ScRAWN, to clamber up. North.

Scrowg'd, crowded. Middlesex. We are >«o

scrowg'd and squeeg'd. See Squeeg'd.
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ScRYLE, couch-grass. W.

Scumfish'd, smother'd. N.

Scutch'd, whipp'd. North.

Scute, a reward. Devon.

ScuTTER, to throw any thing to be scrambled for.

North, i. e. to scatter.

Seame of Corn, eight bushels, or a quarter. S.

Seame of Wood, a horse-load. S.

Sear, dry, opposed to green ; spoken only of

wood or the parts of plants, S.

Seaves, rushes; seavy-ground, ground overgrown

with rushes. N.

Sean, a kind of net
;
probably a contraction of

Sagena. Lincoln.

Seeing-glass, a mirror, or looking-glass. N.

Seel, or Seal, time or season; it is a fine seel for

you to come at! spoken ironicall}^ to persons

coming too late. What seel of day is it ? What
time of day is it ? Ess.

Seer, several, divers ; they are gone seer ways,

they are gone several ways. N.

Seigh, a sieve. Lane.

Sel, self. N.

Selt, chance ; it is but a selt whether he comes

or not. Chesh.

Semant, slender. N.

Semanze, glue or mortar. N.

Semmit, limber. N.

Sen, since; sensine, since that time. N.

Senfy, sign, likelihood, appearance. N.
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Serce, a strainer for gravy, &c. York.

Serve, to impregnate ; the cow is served. Berks.

Serve, to relieve a beggar. Derb.

Setter, to setter, to cut the dew-lap of an ox or

cow, into which helleboraster, called setter-

work, being put, an issue is made for ill-

humours to vent themselves. N.

Sel'gh, or Sough, a wet ditch ; also a subterra-

neous vault or channel, cut through a hill, to

drain a mine. N.

Sew, or Zue ; the cow be a-zue, the cow is dry, or

yields no milk. W.
Sew; to go sew, to go dry ; spoken of a cow. S.

Sewent, or SuENT, even, regular, all alike. Exra„

Shacking, the ague. A hard pronunciation of
Shaking. North.

Shackle, stubble. Herefordsh.

Shafman, Shafmet, or Shaftment, the measure
of the fist, with the thumb set up. N. From
the Saxon, scceft mund, semipes.

Shaft, a lead-mine, or coal-pit. North.

Shale, to peel
;
perhaps to shell. Also to slide

down, as the side of a bank. N.

Shambling, awkward in the gait. Derb.

Shan, shamefacedness, bashfulness Line.

Shandy, wild. N.

Shard, a gap or notch ; this knife has a great

shard. Glouc.

Sharking or Sherking, an eager desire to cheat
or defraud another. Exm.

Sharn, dung. Lane.
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Shave, a coppice, or little wood. Kent.

Shawle, a shovel to winnow withal. S. Perhaps
a contraction of shovel.

Shaw, a small wood, or shave. Kent.

Sheal, to separate, mostly used of milk. To sheal

milk is to curdle it, to separate the parts of it.

N.

Shear, to reap ; to shear wheat, oats, barley, &c.
N.

Sheat, a young hog. S. In Essex called a Shote.

Shed, difference ; no shed, no difference between
things ; from to shead. Lane, to distinguish ;

ab A. S. SCEADAN, to distinguish, disjoin, divide,

or sever.

Sheenstrads, spatterdashes. Exm.

Sheld, party-coloured, flecked, or speckled.

Thence sheld-drake and sheld-fowl. S.

Shelvings, additional tops to the sides of a cart, or

waggon. N.

Shide, a piece split off ('spoken of wood); a cleft

shide. Glouc.

Shim, appearance. West. A transient view or

first sight, the same as Blv in Kent. The
white mark in a horse's forehead. Suff.

Shimper, to shine. S.

Shink, a skimming-dish. Derb.

Shinney, a stick rounded at one end to strike a
small wooden ball with. Northumb.

Shinnev-hah, a game so called in Northumber-
land.

Shippen, a cow-house; ab A. S. scvpene, stabu-

lum, bovile, a stable, an ox-stall.
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SmiPPEN, a cow-house. Perhaps a corruption of

sheep-pen.

Shirl-cock, a thrush. Derb.

Shirt-band, a band. N.

Shoard; to take a shoard, to drink a cup too

much. Exm.

Shock, to spunge ; to shock a dinner, to spunge

a dinner. Norf.

Shog and Shoggle, to shake about : a shogging

horse, one that trots hard. North.

Shoo, she. N.

Shoods, oat-hulls, N.

Shool, a shovel. Exm.

Shoon, shoes. Shoon and Hone, shoes and stock-

ings. North.

Shoort ; to slioort, to shift for a living. Exm.

Shore, to prop up any thing. North.

Shot-flagon, or Come-again, the host's pot, given

where the guests have drank above a shilling's

worth of ale. Derb.

Shotts, a species of small trout. Cornw.

Showel, a blind for a cow's eyes, made of wood.

S.

Shram'd, chilled; I am shram'd to death, I am
dead with cold. W.

Shrockled, withered. Kent.

Shrooding, trimming up, or lopping trees. Glouc.

Shruff, light rubbish wood, a perquisite to

hedgers. Norf. and Suff.

Shuck, the husk of a Avalnut, or shell of a bean. S,
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Shuggy-shew, a swing. N.

Shun, to save. S.

Shuppick, a hay-fork, or two-grained fork. Gloiic.

SiBBERiDGE, the banns of matrimony.

Sib'd, a-kin ; no sole sib'd, nothing a-kin : no
more sib'd than sieve and riddle, that grew both

in a wood together. Chesh. Prov. Syb, or

Sybbe is an ancient Saxon word, signifying

kindred, alliance, affinity.

Sick, a small stream, or rill. N.

SiCKERLY, surely ; a Lat. secure.

SiDDA, peas or vegetables that boil soft ; these

peas will sidda. Glouc.

Side, long ; my coat is very side ; i. e. very long.

Also proud, steep. From the Saxon, side, sid,

or the Danish, side, signifying long.

Side-Coat, a great coat. York.

Side-like, such-like. North.

Sidlup, a small box, containing about half a
bushel of seed corn, worn by the sowers. See
Hopfet.

Sidy, surly, moody.

SiG, urine, chamberlye. S.

SiKE, a little rivulet; ab A. S. sigh, sulcus, a fur-

row ; vel potius sulcus, aquarius, Lacuna, lira,

stria, elix, a water furrow, a gutter. N. Somer.

SiKE, such : sike a thing, such a thing. N. Var.
Dial.

SiLE ; to sile down, to fall to the bottom, or sub-

side. N. and Lincoln.

SiLE, filth, because it usually siles or subsides to

the bottom.
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SiLE, to boil gently, to simmer. North. To sile
DOWN, to pour gently. North.

SiLE-DiSH, a milk-strainer. North.

Sil'd Milk, skimmed milk. North.

Sill (of a door) threshold, called also groundsill,

in divers counties.

Sills (of a waggon) the shafts, the same as thills.

N.

Silly; to look silly is to look ill in health.

York. As, you look main silly to-day.

Silt, mud and slime left after a flood. Norf and
Suff.

SiMNEL, a rich cake, the outer crust coloured with
saff"ron. Shropsh.

Simpson, grounsell. Ess.

Simper, to mince one's words. Lane,

Singlet, an under waistcoat, used in a Derbyshire
tailor's bill.

Siss, a great fat woman. Exm.

Size of Bread, and Cue of Bread. Cambridge.
The one signifying half, the other one-fourth
part of a halfpenny loaf, cue being Q. the ab-
breviation of a quarter, and size comes from
sciNDO, I cut.

SiZELY, nice, proud, coy. Exm.

SizziNG, yeast. S.

Skath, loss, harm, wrong, prejudice. Derb. One
doth the skath, and another hath the scorn. Ab
A. S Sc.^DAN.

Skeel, a collock. N.

Skeel, a milk-pail. York city. It differs from
the Kit by having two handles, Northumb.
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Skeeling, an isle or bay of a barn. S.

Skeer the Fire, i. e. poke out the ashes. Derb.

Skellerd, warped, cast, become crooked. Derb.

Skelping, full, bursting, very large ; also a hearty

beating.

Skep, a basket wider at the top than bottom.

Norf. and SufF. Also a hive for bees. Id.

York.

Skerry, shaley, of the nature of slate. Derb.

Spoken of coals.

Skew'd, a skew'd horse, one of two colours.

North.

Skid ; to skid a wheel, to prevent its turning in

going down a steep hill, to drag it. Kent.

Skiddey, or Skiddey-cock, a water-rail. W.
Skiff, to remove, in the sense of flit. York.
W. R.

Skillet, a small iron-pot, with a long handle, to

boil any thing. Kent.

Skime, to look asquint, to glee. N.

Skimmer ; a skimmering light, i. e. glimmering.

York.

Skip, or Skep, a basket ; a bee-skep, a bee-hive. S.

Skotch, or Squotch, a notch, or cut. Hence
scotch'd coUops. Exm.

Skreeds, borders for women's caps. Derb. and
York

;
quasi Skreens.

Skrow, surly, dogged ; used mostly adverbially.

Skuft (of the neck), the cuff or back of the neck.

N.
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Slab, the outside plank of a piece of timber when
sawn into boards. It is a word of general use.

Slaiffe, a shallow dish, almost a trencher. N.
Slake

; to slake a fire is to put on small coals,
that it may not burn too fast. North.

Slake, very small coals. N.

Slam ; to slam one, to beat or cuff one strenuously,
to push violently. He slam'd to the door. N.

Slape, slippery ; slape-yale, rich, soft, or smooth
ale. N.

Slappel, a piece, part, or portion. S.

Slappy Bread, not baked enough. Norf. and
Suff.

Slat, or Slate ; to slat on, to dash against, or
cast on any thing : to slate the doer at anv one.
N.

5 .

Sleak; to sleak out the tongue, to put it out by
way of scorn. N.

Sleam, slumber. Lane.

Sleck, small pit coal. To sleck or slack, to
quench or allay the fire, or one's thirst. N.

Sleech, to dip or take up water. See Keech. N.
Sleepers, baulks or summers that support a floor.

Var. Dial.

Slice, a fire shovel. Bristol. So an Egg-slice.

Sliddering, or Slithering, slipping. N.

Slifter, a crevice or crack. Lane.

Slim, wicked, mischievous, perverse ; from the
German schlim. It is a word generally used
in the same sense Avith sly. Slim also signifies

slender-bodied, and thinly clothed. N.
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Slink, a ralf produced before its time. Var.

Dial.

Slive, to cleave, or cut in general. Also a slice ;

as, A SLIVE off a cut loaf will not be missed.

Slive; to slive, to sneak. Lincolnsh. ; a Dan.

SL.«;vER, serpo ; Teut. schleiffen, humitrahere :

hinc & Lincolnsh. a sliverly fellow, vir sub-

dolus vafer, dissimulator, veterator. Sliven,

idle, lazy. N.

Sliving ; a sliving fellow, one who loiters about

with a bad intent. North.

Slock, to pilfer. Slockster, a pilferer. Devon.

and Somerset.

Slocket, to pilfer ; used when a servant conveys

any thing privately out of the house. Berks.

Slode, or Slot, the track of cart-wheels. Lane.

Slokened, sleekened, q. slackened, choked. Var.

Dial. ; as, the fire is choked by throwing water

iipon it. N.

Slop, under-wood when growing. Norf and

Suffolk.

Sloppety, a slut. Lane.

Slore, to grasp. Lane.

Slorry, a blind worm. Kent.

Slot to slot a door, to shut it hastily, or in a pas-

sion. Lincolnsh.

Slot, a bolt.

Slotch, a greedy clown. Lane.

Slote ; the slote of a ladder or gate, the flat step

or bar. N.

Slotter, nastiness. Exm.

Slough, a husk. It is pronounced sluffe. N.

Sludge, mud. N.
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Slump ; to slump, to slip, or fall plum down in

any wet or dirty place. N. In the South the

word Flump is used in the same sense.

Slur, to slide. N.

Smasher, any thing larger than common. North-

umberland.

Smartle ; to smartle away, to waste away. N.

Smelting, or Smilting-mill, a furnace for melting

lead-ore. Derb.

Smidy, or Smithy, r. smith's shop ; whence Smi-

DYKNOOM. Var. Dial.

Smilt, the spleen of an animal. The soft roe of a

fish. Derb.

Smittle ; to smittle, to infect ; from the old Saxon

Smittan, and Dutch Smetten, to spot or infect

;

whence our word Smut. N.

Smittleish, infectious, N.

Smock-frock, a coarse linen shirt worn over the

coat by waggoners, &c. called in the South a

Gaberdine.

Smoor, smother (by contraction). North ; also to

smear. Northumb.

Smopple, brittle ; as, smopple wood, smopple pie-

crust, i. e. short and crisp. N.

Smoutch, a kiss. North. It answers to the vul-

gar general word Buss.

Smut, corn when turned black in the field. North.

Whence Smutty, black. North.

Snack, or Spunk, a dried fungus, used as tinder.

Glouc. To GO SNACKS, or Snack it, to go shares,

or partake.

Snag, a snail. S.

Snape; to snape or sneap, to check ; as, children

easily sneaped; herbs and fruit sneaped with

H
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cold weather. It is a general word used all

over England.

Snaps, or Snips, to go snaps is to go halves in any
thing. North.

Snaste ; the snaste, the burnt wick or snuff of a

candle. N.

Snathe, or Snare; to snathe or snare, to prune
trees, to cut off the boughs of ash or other tim-

ber trees, of which this word is used, as prune
is of fruit trees. N. A Snathe, the handle of a

scythe. S.

Sneak, a latch. North.

Sneak, to smell. North. Thence perhaps Sneak-
ing about ; and a Sneaker of punch.

Sneck ; sneck the door, latch the door. The sneck
or snecket of the door is, according to Skinner,

the string which draws up the latch, to open
the door

;
perhaps from the Dutch word Snap-

pen, to snatch ; because, when the door is to be

opened, it is generally done with a snatch or

jerk. N.
Snee ; to snee or snie, to abound or swarm ; he

snies with lice, he swarms with lice. N.

Sneeze, snuff. Sneeze-horn, a snuff-box. Lane.

Sneg, to push with the horns : That cow is apt to

sneer. North.

S NEVER, slender. N. A snever-spawt, a slender

stripling. N.

Snew, the preterit of Snow. York. It Snew all

flay.

Snickle, to take a hare in a gin. Derb,

Sniddle, long grass ; also stubble. Lane.

Snidge, to hang upon a person. Lane.

Snic, a species of eel. Hants.
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Snift, and Snifter, to snow in small quantities,

to sleet. A Snifting day.

Snift, a moment. Lane.

Sniftering fellow ; a shuffling, sneaking fellow.

Lane.

Snite, to wipe ; suite your nose, i, e. wipe your
nose ; a Schneuzten, Belg. Snutten, Snotten,
nares emungere ; Dan. Snyder, emunge ; a snot

substantivo, to wipe off the snot. N.

Snithe, cutting or piercing; a snithe wind, a cut-

ting wind ; from the German word Schneiden,
to cut. N.

Snock-snirl, cord tangled or kinked. N.

Snod and Snog, neat, handsome : as, snogly gear'd,

handsomely dressed. N. Snog-malt, smooth,
with few combs.

Snood, a fillet to tie up a woman's hair. Lane,

Snow-bones, remnants of snow after a thaw.
North.

Snow-storm, a continued snow so long as it lies

on the ground. North.

Snoup, a blow on the head. Glouc.

Snuck, to smell. Norf.

Snurle, a cold in the head with rheum. Suff.

Snurles, nostrils. N.

Sny, a number or quantity. N.

Sny ; to sny is to stow together. North. To
swarm. Also to scorn. Lane.

So, or SoA, a tub with two ears, to carry on a

stang. N. See Stang.

SoAMY, moist and warm. York.
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Sock, or Plough-sock, a plough-share. N.

Sod, a turf, N.

Sods, a canvas pack-saddle stuffed with straw. N.

Sodden, over-boiled. North.

Soft, foolish. North.

SoFTNET, a foolish fellow. N.

Soil ; to soil milk, to cleanse it ; rather to sile it, to

cause it to subside; to strain it. Vide Sile.
The word Soil is also used for purging or cleans-

ing the stomachs of horses
;

green corn or
vetches being often given to horses standing in

the stable, to soil them.

Soil, or Soil dish, a straining or cleansing dish.

SoLLER, or Solar, an upper chamber or loft

;

from the Latin Solarium. S.

SoLMAS-LOAF, bread given away on All-Souls day.
North.

SoLTCH, a heavy fall. Lane.

SoNcv, lucky, fortunate. N.

SooLE, or SowLE, any thing eaten with bread. N.

Soon, the evening ; a-soon, at even. W.
Sorry, wretched, worthless. North.

Sours, or Sowers, onions. Derb. Peak Dial.

Soss, or Sess, a mucky puddle. Hence sess-

pool. N.

Sosse-br ANGLE, a slatternly lazy wench. S.

Sough, a drain. N.

Souse, the ear; most properly that of a hog, from
its being frequently pickled or soused. N.
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Sowings, or Sewings, oatmeal flummery. N.

Sowle; to sowle one by the ears. Lincolnshire. To
pull by the ears, as dogs pull swine ; also to

tumble one's clothes, to pull or rumple one
about. Exm.

Spackt, docile, ingenious ; a spackt lad or wench.
The same as Pat in the East Riding of York-
shire.

Spalls, chips ; also things cast in one's teeth.

Exm.

Spalt, brittle, applied to timber. Norf. and
Sufi".

Spancel, a rope to tie a cow's hinder legs. N.

Spane ; to spane a child, to wean it. N.

Spar, to bolt, bar, pin, or shut a door ; ab A. S.

Sparran, obdere, claudere. Tiiis word is also

used in Norfolk, where they say, Spar the door,

an amis he come ; i. e. shut the door, lest he
come in.

Spare, slow. Exm.

Spare, thin in habit of body ; he's a spare

man.

Sparkey, or Sparkled, spotted, sprinkled ; a spar-

key cow ; he sparkled the water all over me.

Sparre ; to Sparre, Spier, or Spurre, to ask,

enquire, cry at the market : ab A. S. Sprian, to

search out by the track, or trace, or enquire, or

make diligent search.

Spawt, or Spowt, a youth. N.

Speed, a disease among young cattle in the au-

tumn. North.
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Spebr, the chimney-post. Chesh. Rear'd against

the speer, standing up against the chimney-post.

Speene, or Spene, a cow-pass. Kent.

Spelch, to bruise, as in a mortar. Also to split

as Spelch'd Peas. Seldom applied to any thing

else.

Spelder, to spell. N.

Spewring, a boarded partition. Exm.

Spice, raisins, plums, figs, and such like fruit.

Yorksh. Spice, a Species. Spice-pudding, pltim-

pudding.

Spice-Cake, plumb-cake. — Spice-Gingerbread
does not imply plumbs, but gingerbread that is

warm in the mouth.

Spick and span new, every part new. S. Some
derive this from a spear, the head of which was
vulgarly called the spike, the handle or staff,

the span ; so that spick and span new, was both

head and staff, that is, the whole weapon, new.

Spill, a spill of money, a sum. N.

Spink, a chaffinch. N.

Spit-deep, the depth of a spade only. Norf. and
Suff. North.

Spolt, wood, grown brittle through dryness. The
rafters of the church of Norwich are said to be

spolt. Norf.

Spong, a narrow slip of land, Norf. and Suff.

Spote, spittle. Lane.

Sprag, lively, active.

Sprawt, to sprawl and kick. North.

Sprey, spruce, ingenious. Exm.

Sprunny, a sweetheart of either sex.
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Sprunt, or Sprint, a spring in leaping, and the

leap itself. Derb.

Spudlee ; to spudlee, to stir, or spread a thing
abroad. Exm.

Spurs, roots of trees. North.

Spurk ; to spurk up, to spring, shoot, or rise up
briskly. S.

Spurk IT, a peg. Suff.

Spurrings, banns of marriage. N.

Spur-way, a bridle-way through any ground, a

passage for a horse by right of custom. S.

Squale, to throw a stick as at a cock. W.

Squat, to bruise or make flat by letting fall ; Ac-
tive. S.

Squatted, splashed with mire or dirt. Kent.

Squeeg'd, squeez'd. Middlesex.

Squelstring, sultry, sweltering. Exm.

Squirm, to wriggle and twist about briskly, after

the manner of an eel ; it is usually spoken of

that fish. S.

Staddle, anything that supports another is a

staddle.

Staddle, a mark or impression made on any thing

by somewhat lying upon it ; so scars or marks
of the small-pox are called staddles. Also the

bottom of a corn mow or hay-stack is called tlie

staddle. N.

Stadle ; to stadle a wood ; i. e. in cutting a wood,
to leave at certain distances a sufficient number
of young plants to replenish it. Norf

Staffe ; a statFe of cocks, a pair of cocks. S.
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Stag-headed ; see Randle-piked.

Staith, a warehouse on the bank of a navigable

river. North. A wharf. North.

Stale, a hurdle. N.

Stale, a handle. North. Pronounced Stele.

Stam-wood, the roots of trees, stubbed up. S.

Stam'd, amazed. Norf. and SufF.

Stanchil, a species of hawk which inhabits rocks

and old buildings. North.

Stang, a wooden bar; ab A. S. Stang. This

word is still used in some colleges in the univer-

sity of Cambridge ; to stang scholars in Christ-

mas-time being to cause them to ride on a colt-

stafF, or pole, for missing of chapel. It is used

likewise in the East Riding ofYorkshire, for the

fourth part of an acre, a rood.

Stang, the preterit of Sting.

Stank, a dam, or bank to stop water. S.

Stank, a dyke.

Stansions, iron bars that divide a window. N.

Stark, stiff, or strongly; as, stark mad, stark

nought. C. From the German Starr, strong.

Stark, stiff, weary ; ab A. S. Sterc, Strace,

rigidus, durus ; Belg. & Dan. Sterck ; Teut.

Starck, validus, robustus, lirmus. Vide Skin-

ner.

Stark, stiff, from too much exercise, or from the

rheumatism, &c. North. Fat, when cold, is

stark, and so is a corpse. North.

Starky, dry, shrivelled up : my shoes are all

starky, (or starkled) owing to their being zet

before the vire when wet. Glouc.
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Starnel, a starling. North.

Start, a long handle of any thing ; a tail, as it

signifies in Low Dutch ; so a Red-start is a
bird with a red tail.

Staw'd, set. N. From the Saxon Stow, a place ;

originally from Static and Statuo. Hence, I

suppose, stowing of goods in the hold of a ship,

or in a store-house.

Stea, or Steick, or Steke the Dure, shut the

door, a Tent. & Belg. Stecken, Steken, to

thrust, or put, to stake. N.

Stead, is generally used for a place ; as, it lies

in such a stead, i. e. in such a place : whereas
elsewhere only in stead, is made use of for i.\

place, or in the room of.

Steal ; the steal of any thing, the handle. S.

Stean, a stone. North.

Steaver, a collier who superintends the coal-pit,

A banksman. North.

Stee, a ladder. In tlie Saxon, Stegher is a stair,

Gradus Scale, perchance from Stee.

STEinoppiNG, playing the hobby horse. Exm.

Steem ; to steem a thing, to bespeak a thing. N.

Steep, rennet. Lane.

Steer, to deafen ; a noise enough to steer one.

North.

Steg, a gander. N.

Steveling, blundering or stumbling in walking. N.

Stewardly, like a good housewife.

St^van, or Stean, an earthen pot like ajar. Exm.

H 2
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Stife, obstinate, inflexible, stiff; from the old

Saxon. A stife quean, a lusty quean ; stife

bread ; strong bread, made with beans and

peas, &c. which makes it of a strong smell and

taste. N.

Stile; to stile, or stilee, to iron clothes. Exm.

Stimey, dim-sighted. N.

Stingy, cross, untoward. Norf.

Stint, to stop. North.

Stirrups, a kind of buskins. Exm.

Stithe, strong, stiff; ab A. S. Stidh, stiff, hard,

severe, violent, great, strong : stithe cheese,

strong cheese.

Stithy, an anvil, from the aforesaid Stidh ; for

what is harder than an anvil ? York. W. R.
It is used sometimes for the blacksmith's forge.

Hamlet, Act. III. Sc. 2.

Stive, dust. Pembrokeshire, where Dust implies

only saw-dust.

Stived, almost suffocated. Stived-up, confined in

a hot place. North.

Stiven, sternness
;
perhaps from Stiffe.

Stock, cattle in general.

Stock's-bill, geranium Robertianum. N.

Stood, crept ; sheep are said to be stood, whose

ears are cropt, and men who wear their hair

very short. N.

Stoly, dirty, disorderly ; a stoly house, a clut-

tered or disorderly house.

Stom, the instrument used to keep the malt in

the vat. N.
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Stocks, a collection of sheaves of corn, being ten,

set up together, and covered by two. N. Called
also thrave. See Thrave.

Stoop, or Stowp, a post fastened into the earth
;

from the Latin Stupa. N.

Stot, a young bullock or steer ; a young horse, in

Chaucer: ab A. S. Stod, or Steda, a stallion,

also a war-horse, a steed. N.

Stote, a weasel.

Stoud, a young colt in a stud. W.
Stound, q. Stand, a wooden vessel to put small

beer in ; also a portion of time, a small stound.

N. &S.
Stour, dust, Northumb.

Stover, fodder for cattle, or any food, except

grain. Norf.

Stowk, q. Stalk, the handle of a pail ; also a shock
of twelve sheaves. N.

Stowles, the bottoms or trunks of trees, grubbed
up and left. Glouc.

Stowre, a round of a ladder, a hedge-stake ; also

the staves in the side of a wain, in which the

eve-rings are fastened, though the large and
flat ones are called Slotes. N.

Stowre, used adjectively, means sturdy, stiff, in-

flexible, in the South and East.

Straft, angered, angrily. Norf.

Strammer, a great lie. Exm.

Stramp, to tread upon. Northumb.

Strandv, restive, passionate, spoken of children
;

such thev call Strandy-mires. N. The word
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Randy is sometimes used in much the same

sense in the South, and is particularly applied

to a restive or frolicksome horse.

Strange; I's? strange at you, I wonder at you. N.

Strig, the foot-stalk of any fruit. S. The strig

of a cherry.

Strike, four pecks, or a bushel ; a strike of corn. N.

Stroakings, milking after the calf has suckled.

Exm.

Stroil, strength and agility. Exm.

Stroop, the gullet. Norf.

Stroop, to bawl out, or cry aloud ; from Stroop,

the gullet.

Strunt, the tail or rump; ab A. S. Steort, Stert;

Belg. Stert, Steert ; Teut. Stertz, cauda :

vel a Belg. Stront ; Fr. & Gr. Estron ; Ital.

Stronzo, stercus, per metonym. adjunct!.

Skinner.

Strushins, orts ; from destruction, I suppose. We
use the word Strushion for destruction ; it lies

in the way of strushion, i. e. in a likelihood of

being destroyed. N.

Stry, to spoil or destroy. Norf

Stubj a good stub, a large sum of money. Exm.

Stuckling, an apple-pie or pasty. S.

Stufnet, a posnet, or skillet. S.

Stull, a luncheon ; a great piece of bread, cheese,

or other victuals. S.

Stunt, stubborn, fierce, angry. Lincoln, ab A. S.

Stunt A, Stunt, stultus, fatuus, fort^ quia stulti

proeferoces sunt ; vel a verbo to stand, ut restv.
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k RESTANDO, metapliora ab equis contumacibus

sumpta. Skinner.

Sture, a steer ; also a dust raised. Exm.

Sturk, a young bullock or heifer. N. ; ab. A. S.

Stvrk, buculus a.

Sturken, to grow, thrive. Throdden is the same.

N.

Sturry, inflexible, sturdy, stiff. S.

Stut, a gnat. W.

SuDDED ; the meadows are sudded, i. e. covered

vrith drift sand left by the floods. W.

SuFFiNG, sobbing. Exm.

SuG, a word used to call pigs to eat their wash.

Norf.

Summer-gods, the Gossamer. North.

SuN-cATE, a dainty. Suff".

Sunk, a canvas pack-saddle, stuffed with straw.

N.

SUPPINGS, broth, &c. ; spoon-meat. N.

SuzE, six. Lane.

SwAD, siliqua, a cod ; a pease-swad : used meta-

phorically for one that is slender ; a mere swad.

N.

SwACHE, a tally, that which is fixed to cloth sent

to dye, of which the OAvner keeps the other

part. N.

Swale, windy, cold, bleak. N.

Swale, or Sweal, to singe or burn ; as, to sweal a

hog ; a sweal'd cat, a cat whose hair or fur is

singed off", by sleeping in the ashes. Sweal is

also sometimes applied to a candle that drozes
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and melts, called in Middlesex, Flaring, Ab
A. S. Sw.ELAN, to kindle, or set on fire ; to burn.

N. and S.

SwANG, a fresh piece of green swarth, lying in a

bottom, amoncj arable or barren land j a dool.

N.

SwAPE, the handle of a pump. Norf.

SwAPE, an oar when used as a rudder to a barge.

Northumb.

SwARTH, the fetch, or ghost, of a dying man
;

perhaps from the A. S. Sweart, black, dark,

pale, -wan. Cumb.

Swarth, grass just cut to be made up into hay. C.

Swash, and Swashy, soft, like fruit too ripe.

Derb.

Swat, to throw down forcibly. North.

Swatch, a sample. N.

Swatch, a pattern, or tally, a term among dyers

in Yorkshire, &c.

Swath-bawk'd, grass that has escaped the scythe.

Lane.

Swathe, calm. N.

Swathe-bank, a swarth of new-mown grass or

corn. N.

Swatter, to scatter or waste ; he swattered away
all his money. N.

SWATTLE ; to swattle away, to waste.

Sweamish, i. e. Squeamish, used for modest. N.

SwEB, or SwEi.T, to swoon. N.

SwEE, a giddiness in the head. North.

Sweight, the greatest part of any thing. North.
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SwELTED and Swelter'd, overpowered with heat.

Derb.

Swill, a keeler to wash in, standing on three feet.

Also to guzzle, or drink greedily. N.

SwiLKER, or SwE[,KER, to make a noise, like water

shaken in a barrel. N.

SwiLKER o'er, to dash over. N.

SwiLLET, growing turf, set on fire for manuring
the land. Exm.

SwiLLiNGS, hog's meat. N,

SwiNE-HULL, or SwiNE-CRUE, a hog-stye. N.

Swine-pipe, i. e. whine-pipe, the Red-wing. Pen-
nant.

Swinge, to singe. N.

Swinge, to beat or whip a person. Northumb.

Swingle-tree, crooked pieces of wood, put to the

traces of ploughs, &c. to keep them open.

North.

Swipes, bad small-beer. The same as Taplash.

SwiPPER, nimble, quick; abA. S. Swippre, crafty,

subtle, cunning, sly, wily.

SwiTHER, to throw down forcibly. N.

SwizzEN, to singe. N.

Swoop, the preterit of Sweep. North.

Swop, or Swap, to exchange. North. Var. Dial.

Sworle, to snarl like a dog. S.

Syker, such; Svker-like, such like. N.

Syle, or Bile, to pour or run ; the pot siles over,

the pot boils over. N. He siled a gallon of ale

down his throat, he poured a gallon of ale down
his throat.
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T.

Tab; the tab of a shoe, the latchet of a shoe. N.

Also children's hanging sleeves.

Tabern, a cellar ; a Lat. Taberna.

Tacking-end, shoemaker's end.

Tagge, a sheep of the first year. Suss.

Tail-ends, the refuse of wheat or other corn, not

saleable in the market, but kept by farmers for

their own consumption. Glouc.

Take order for, to provide for or against any

thing. North.

Take-to-un ; to take-to-un, to attack any one,

either with blows, words, or law. W.

Take-to-un ; To take to anything is to answer

for the truth of it, or stand to a bargain. North.

Tallet, (i. e. Top-loft) a hay-loft. Exm.

Tanbaste, or Tanbasb, scuffling, struggling. Exm.

Tang, to sting. Tang also signifies a sting. N.

Tangling, slatternly, slovenly. Perhaps a cor-

ruption of dangling, from loitering, and doing

notliing. N.

Tantle, to walk feebly, to todole, or toddle. Lin-

colnshire.

Tantle, to attend.

Tantrells, idle unsettled people, who will not fix

to any employment. N.

Taplash, the last and weakest running of small-

beer. North.

Tapley, or Tapelv, early in the morning. Exm.
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Tarn, a lake, or meer-pool. N.

Taste ; to taste, i. e. to smell, in the North ; in-

deed, there is a very great affinity between the

two senses. It is not uncommon, in the South,
to hear a man desire another to let him taste his

snuff.

Tastrill, a cunning rogue. N.

Tassel, a silly fellow. N.

Tatchy, touchy, peevish. W.
Tatter, cross, peevish ; old mistress is tedious

tatter. Kent.

Taum, to swoon. N.

Tave, to rage. Lincoln. ; a Belg. Tobben, Toppen,
Daven ; Teut. Toven, furere. Sick people are
said to tave with their hands, when they catch
at any thing, or to wave their hands when they
want the use of reason. N.

Taw, a whip. N.

Taw-Bess, a slatternly woman. North. Perhaps a
corruption of Tall-Bess.

Teagle, a crane to raise heavy goods. North.

Team, or Teem, to pour out, to lade out of one
vessel into another : perhaps from the Danish
word Tommer, to draw, to draw out or empty

;

bnt Tommer comes from Tom, empty. N.

Teamful, brimful, as much as can be team'd in.

In the old Saxon it signifies fruitful, abundant,
plentiful.

Teaming-time, time of bringing forth.

Teaster, or Tester, the head-piece or canopy of
the bed; also a vulgar term for a sixpenny piece,

all over Enofland.
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Techy, (i, e. Touchy) peevish, cross, apt to be

angry. S.

Ted, or Tet, to be ordered or permitted to do a

thing ; as, I ted go home, i. e. I am to go home.
Exm.

Ted, to spread abroad the new-cut grass, to make
it into hay. C.

Teem, to pour out. North.

Teeming-time, the time of a woman's delivery.

North.

Teen, angry. N. From the Saxon Tynan, to pro-

voke, stir, anger, or enrage.

Teen, harm, injury. Also sorrow. North.

Teety, fretful, fractious. N.

Teezle, a kind of thistle, used in the cloth manu-
factory. To teezle wool, to pull it asunder with

the fingers. N.

Temse, a small sieve ; from the French Tamise,

Ital. Tamiso ; whence comes tlie word Temse-
bread, i. e. bread, the meal of which has been

made fine by temsing or sifting out the bran.

N.

Temse, to sift.

Temsing-chamber, the sifting-room.

Tent, to tend or look to. Var. Dial. " I'll tent

thee, quoth Wood : If I cannot rule my daugh-
ter, I'll rule my good." Chesh. Prov. Also, to

prevent.

Terra, a turf. Exm.

Tervee ; to tervee, to struggle and tumble to get

free. Exm.

Tetties, (from teats) breasts. Exm.
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Tettv and Tetsy, Betty and Betsy.

Tew ; to tew, to pull or tow ; also to work hard.

N.

Tewfet, a lapwing. N.

Tewit. See Pewit.

Tewley, poorly, weakly, tenderly. See Tooly. W.
Thack, thatch ; a Thacker, a thatcher. N.

Thacke, thatch. Chaucer.

Thank God—Thank you, a reply after grace is

said after dinner, and addressed to the host.

. North.

Thank you for them, an answer to an enquiry

after absent friends. North. They are very

well, I thank you for them.

Thar-cakes, the same with bannocks. N. See
Bannocks.

Tharky ; very tharky, very dark. S.

Tharn, guts prepared to receive puddings. Line. :,

ab A. S. Dearm; Belg. Darm, Derm; Teut.

Darm, Dearm, intestines.

Theak, to thatch. N.

Theaker, a thatcher. York, West Riding.

Theat, firm, close, staunch ; spoken of barrels

when they do not run. N.

Theave, an ewe of the first year. Ess.

Theave, in the North, an ewe (or sheep) of three

years. Bailey says of one year.

Theabes, or Thapes, gooseberries. Norf.

Then, By then I return, i. e. by the time when.

North.

Thek, Th^ckee, or Th^cka ; this, in the Western
dialect, is generally, not always, used for That,
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when it is a pronoun relative, or conjunction

;

in which case, that, or thate is the word used.

Exm.
Thew'd, towardly.

Thible, or Thivel, a stick to stir a pot; also a

dibble or setting stick.

Thick, intimate, frequent, plentiful. Also stupid.

North.

Thief, a general term of reproach, not confined to

stealing.

Thill-horse, the shaft-horse. N.

Thin-drink, small beer. S.

Think on, think of it ; as, I will if I think on.

Thir ; to Thir, Thear, Der, Dear, or Dere, to

frighten, hurt, or strike dead. Exm.
Thirl, to bore a hole, to drill. Lincoln. From the

Anglo-Saxon, Dhryl, Dhyrel,entrance ; Dhir-
LiAN, Belg. Drillen, to perforate.

This'n and That'n, in this manner and in that

manner. North.

Thistle Hemp, a sort of hemp that is early ripe

North.

Tho, then, at that time. Exm.

Thodden Bread, under-baked, heavy. See Li-

vered Bread. Lane.

Thoff, though. North.

Thokish, slothful, sluggish. Norf.

Thole, to brook or endure. Derb. Thole a while

;

i. e. stay a while. Chaucer has Tholed for suf-

fered. Ab A. S. Tholian, of the same signifi-

cation.

Thole, to afford.

Thone, Thony, thawn, damp, moist. N.
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Thought, It's my thought, i. e. I think. North.
It is my opinion.

Thou's like, you must.

Thrave, a shock of corn, containing twenty-four

sheaves ; ab A. S. Threaf, a handful, a bundle,

or bottle. N. To thrave, to urge. Lincolnsh.

Ab A. S. Thr avian, urgere.

Thrave, to urge. Line.

Thrawl. See Gantril.

Threap, or Threapen, to blame, rebuke, reprove,

or chide ; ab A. S. Threapan, Threapian, of

the same signification. To threap kindness

upon ONE, is used in another sense. To Threap
is also to urge or press : it is no threaping ware

;

i. e. ware so bad as to require a person to be
urged, pressed, or persuaded to purchase it. N.
and S. Also to persist in saying a thing. Cumb.

Thrift, the pain which young persons feel in

growing, (q. Thriving.) Lane.

Thrimmer, to finger any thing, to handle it often.

Lane.

Thrippa, to beat. Chesh. I'll thrippa thee, I'll

beat or cudgel thee.

Throdden, to grow, thrive, increase. N.

Throng, very throng, busily employed. N.

Throng, a crowd of people.

—

Thronging, crowd-
ing. North.

Thropple, to throttle or strangle. Also the wind-
pipe. Var, Dial. Yorksh.

Throstle, a thrush. N.

Throw, to turn, as turners do ; ab A. S. Thrawan,
which, among various significations, means to

turn and wind. N.
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Thruff, a table-tomb. Cumb.

Thuuff, through. N.

—

Thruff and Thruff, i. e.

through and through. Derb.

ThruiMMIl'd stunted in growth. A thrummil'd

ewe. North.

Thrunk, the Lancashire pronunciation of Throng,
i. e. busy.

Th RUNTY, healthy, hardy. N.

Thrutch, for thrust. Chesh, Maxfield measure,

heap and thrutch. Prov.

Thrut, the throw of a stone ; also a fall in wrest-

ling. Lane.

Thi^mping, great, huge; a thumping boy, a large

child. Exm. and different counties.

Trunk, Lancashire pronunciation of Thong.

Thwite, to wittle, cut, make white by cutting. He
hath thwitten a mill-post into a pudding-prick.

Prov.

Thyzle, a cooper's adze. North.

Ticking, setting up turves to dry, in order to pre-

pare them for fuel. W.
Tickle, uncertain ; tickle weather, uncertain wea-

ther. N.
Ticklish, uncertain.

TiDER, TiDDEii, or Titter, soon, quicker, earlier,

first, or earliest ; from Tide. Vide Astite. Tider

up, caw, let him that is up first, call the others.

N.

Tidy, neat. North. Var. Dial.

Tifle, to turn, to stir, to disorder any thing by

tumbling in it ; so standing corn, or high grass,

when trodden down, is said to be tifled. N.
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Tike, a dog. N.
Tile-shard, a piece of a tile. Norf. and SufF.

Till, to. N

.

Timber-tug. Kent. The carriage of a waggon
for conveying timber, with a long perch, which
may be adapted to any length, or shortened, by
movino* the hinder axle-tree, and fixing it bv an
axle-pin.

TiMERSOME, fearful. North.

Timorous, used by the vulgar in the North, to

signify furious or passionate.

Tine, to shut or fence ; tine the door, shut the

door : ab A. S. Tynan, to inclose, fence, hedge,
or teen.

Tine, a forfeit or pledge. North.

Tine; to tine, or tind a candle, to light a candle in

afire. Hence tinder. Dev.

Ting ; to ting, to chide severely. Exm.

Ting-tang, the little bell of a church. N. Called
in the South The Saint's-bell, which see.

Tinge, a small red insect.

Tipperd, dressed unhandsomely.

Tiny, puny, little. It is usually joined with little

as an augmentative ; so they say, a little tiny

thing.

Tip, or Tup, a ram. N.

Tit, a horse. N.

Tite ; a tite, a fountain of water, or rather a
small run or rill of water, dam'd across for

the convenience of catching water for family

uses. Glouc.

Tite, soon. As Tite, i, e. as soon. York. W. R.
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Titter, sooner. York. West Riding.

To AND AGAIN, backwarfls and forwards. York
and Derb.

Toddle, or Taddle, to saunter about. It implies

feebleness, quasi Tottl.^. North.

ToFET, a measure of half a bushel, or two pecks.

North.

C OLE ; to tole, to entice. Vide Mr. Lock. Berks.

Toll-bar, a turnpike. N.

Toll-nook, a corner of the market place where the

toll used to be taken. N.

Tome, a hair line for fishing. Cumb.

T'on-End, upright. It must be set a t'on end.

My wife keeps a t'on end yet : i. e. she is not

brought to bed yet. North.

T'on T'other, one another. Derb.

Too-Too, used absolutely for very well, or good.

N.

TooLY, tender, sickly ; a tooly man or woman.
Hampsh.

TooM, or TuME, empty ; a toom purse makes a

bleit (i. e. bashful) merchant; evidently derived

from the Danish word Tom, empty.

Toorcan, to wonder or muse on what one means
to do. N.

Toot, to shoot out of the ground, i. e. to out.

North.

Toothy, peevish, crabbed. S.

Topple, to tumble down. North.

Tor, a high rock, as Mam-tor, a high rock in

Derbyshire. N.
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T6tle, a slow, lazy person. Exm.

ToTLiNG, slow, idle. Exm.

TouRN, a spinnirjg-wheel. Exm.

TovET, or ToFiET, half a bushel. Kent.

TowGHER, a dower or dowry. Curab.

Tow-Heckler, a dresser of tow for spinning.
North.

Town-place, a farm-yard. Cornw.

TowsER, a coarse apron worn by maid servants in

working. Devonsh.

ToYLE-zoAK, a disorder in a cow's tail, W.
Toze ; to toze, to pull abroad wool, &c. Perhaps

from towze. Exm.

Trammel, an iron instrument in the chimney for

hanging pots and kettles over the fire.

Trance, a tedious journey. Lane.

Tranty, wise and forward above their age ; spoken
of children. The same with Audfarand.

Treaf, peevish, froward. S.

Treenware, earthen vessels.

Trest, a strong large stool. Lane.

Trewets, or Truets, patterns for women. Suff.

Troant, a foolish fellow, and sometimes a lazy

loiterer: a truant. Exm.

Trolly-bags, tripe. Cumb.

Trolubbeb, a husbandman, a day-labourer. Exm.

Trouts, curds taken off the whey when it is boiled;

a rustic word. In some places they are called

Trotters. N.

Trousing ; trousing a hedge or faggot ; trimming
off the superfluous branches. Warw.

True, a slut. Exm. i
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Trick, a cow is said to truck when her milk fails.

North.

Trug, a tray or pan for milk, &c, Sussex.

Trull, to bowl with a cricket-ball. Kent.

Trussell, a stand for a barrel. Kent.

TuM ; to turn wool, to mix wool of divers co-

lours. N.

Tumbrel, a dung- cart. Var. Dial.

Tr.MULs, heaps; he has tumuls of money. Cornw.

TuRMiTs, turnips. Lane.

Tush, the wing of a ploughshare. Glouc.

Tush, tusks of a boar.

Tussle, a struggle ; we had a tussle for it. N. & S.

Tuttle, an awkward ill-tempered fellow. Lane.

TuTTV, and Titty, a nosegay. Somersetsh.

TwACK, or Thwack, a hard blow. North.

TwAM, to swoon. N.

TwATTLE, to prattle and tell idle tales. Lane.

Twiddle, a pimple. Suff.

Twill, a spool, from Quill. In the South they

call it winding of quills, because ancientl}', I

suppose, they wound the yarn upon quills for

the weavers, though now they use reeds, or

else reeds were called quills, as, iuLatin, Calami
;

for quills, or shafts of birds feathers, are now
called Calami, because they are employed for

the same use of writing, which of old, reeds

only were, and to this day are, in some parts

of the world. The word Pen, now used for the

instrument we write with, is no other than the

Latin Penna, which signifies the quill, or hard

feather of any bird, and is a very proper word

for it, because our pens are now made of such
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quills, which, as I said, Avere formerly made of
reeds.

TwiLLY, to turn reversedly : He twillies his toes.

He turns them in. North.

TwiLY, restless. Somersetsh.

TwiNDLEs, twins. Lane.

Twister, a year old sheep. Cumb.

TwiTCH-BALLocK, the large black beetle. Lane.

Twitch-grass, a long and rank sort of grass.

North.

TwiTCHELL, a narrow passage, or alley, not a

thoroughfare. Derb.

Twitter, to tremble ; a Teut. Tittern, tremere,
both from the sound produced. This is a word
of general use. My heart twitters ; I am all in

a twitter. To Twitter thread or yarn, is to spin
it uneven

; generally used also in this sense.

TvE-TOp, a garland. N.

Tyke, corn. North.

TvLE-SHARD, a fragment of a tile. Norf

U.

U-BACK, U-BLOCK, &c. ; a christmas-block. See
Yu-BATCH. N.

Umber, number. Exm.

Umstrid, astride, astridlands. N.

Un, him ; I told un. W. ; particularly Hampshire,
where every thing is masculine, except a boar
cat, which is always called she.

Unbeer, impatient. N.

Unbethowt, reflected, remembered.

Uncle See Aunt.

Underfind, to understand. Derb.
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Ungain, awkward, clumsy. N. and V.

Unkard, awkward.

Unkind, lonely.

Unknown ; an unknown man, one who does good
secretly. N.

Unleed, or Unlead, a general name for any
crawling, venomous creature, as a toad, &c. It

is sometimes ascribed to man, and then it

denotes a sly, wicked fellow, that, in a manner,
creeps to do mischief, the very pest of society.

See Mr. Nicholsois's Catalogue.

Upazet, in perfection. Exm.

Up-Block, a horse-block, or horsing-block

Glouc.

Upbraid, to rise in the stomach. N. My dinner

upbraids.

Uphowd, to warrant. N.

Upzetting, a gossiping, or christening feast.

Exm.

Urchin, a hedge-hog. N.

Ure, udder.

Urle, a young person who does not grow in pro-

portion to his age is said to be Url'd. North.

Urled, to be stinted in their growth ; said of

such as do not grow. Hence an urling is in the

North, a little dwarfish person. In the South

such persons are called Knurles.

Urling, a little dwarfish person. North.

V.

Van, a fan or machine for winnowing corn.

Glouc.

Vang, to take or receive ; from Fangen, German.
Exm. To VANG, to stand sponsor for a child.

Exm.
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Vaunce-roof, the garret. SufF.

Veaking, fretfulness, peevishness. Exra,

Velling, ploughing up the turf or upper surface of

the ground, to lay in heaps to burn. S,

Vennel, a gutter, called the Kennel, i. e. Chan-
nel elsewhere. Northumb.

Vessel of paper. See Fraze.

ViGGING. See PoTEE.

ViNEROUS, hard to please. N.

ViNNiED, fenny, mouldy. Exm.

ViNNY, ascolding-l»out. Exm.

ViT ; to vit, to dress meat. Exm.

ViTTv, decent, handsome, well. Exm. Neatly
dressed.

Vlick, or Flick, a blow with a stick. I ged un a

vlick. W.
VoKEY, moist. Exm.

VooR, a furrow. Exm.

VoRE, forth ; to draw vore, to twit one with a

fault. Exm.

VoRE-REERT, forthright, without circumspection.

Exm.

VoRE-DAYS, or VoARDAYS, latc in the day. E\m.

VoRTHY, forward, assuming. West.

Vrith, etherings, or windings of hedges. S.

VuLL-sTATED. See Full-stated. Exm.

VuNG, received.

VuRDiN, a farthing. Exm.

VuR-voRE, far-forth. Exm.
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W.

Wad, black-lead. Cumb. It also means a neigh-

bourhood, as such and such places lie in the

same wad or beat.

Wade, to walk in water. Var. Dial.

Waff. See Waughing.

Wag'd, hired, bribed: They wag'd hira to do it.

North.

Wain, a waggon. N.

Wa-ist heart ! woe is me ! N.

Waits, a band of music belonging to a town.

North. Rather general.

Wake, the feast of the dedication of the parish

church. N.

Wakker, easily awakened. N. ; more awake, or

more wakeful.

Walch, or Warsh, insipid, fresh, waterish. In the

South we say Wallowish, meaning somewhat
nauseous.

Walker, a fuller; a Walk-mill, a fulling mill : k

Belg. Walciier, fullo; hoc a verb. Belg. Wal-
CHEN ; Ital. GuALCARE, pannos, premere, calcare

;

Teat. Walcken, pannuin polire ; all probably

from the Latin Calcare. Skinner.

Wall; he lies by the wall; spoken of a person

dead but not buried. Norf and Suff.

Walling, i.e. boiling; it is now in frequent use

among the salt-boilers at Northwych, Nampt-
wych, &c. Perhaps the same as Wallopping ;

whence in some boroughs, persons who boil a

pot there are called pot-\vall()])pcrs, and entitled

to vote for representatives in Parliament.

Walloping, a slatternly manner. N.
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Wally, to cocker or indulge. N.

Walt, to totter, or lean one way, to overthrow

;

from the old Saxon W^lta>', to tumble or roll

;

whence our weltering in blood : or rather from

the Saxon Wealtian, to reel or stagger. N.

Wankle, weak. N.

Wa'ngery, flabby. Exm.

Wang-tooth, the jaw-tooth ; ab A. S. Wang,
Wong, the jaw ; Wone todh, or rather Wong-
TODH, the anine tooth.

Wankle, limber, flaccid, ticklish, fickle, wavering.

N.

Want, a mole. N.and V. From the Saxon Waxd.
Herefordshire; where it is pronounced Wlnt.

Wanti-tump, or Onti-tump, a mole-hill. Gloue.

Wap, a bundle of straw. N.

VVapper'd, restless or fatigued ; spoken of a sick

person. Glouc.

Waps, a wasp. Var Dial.

War, worse ; War and War, Avorse and worse.

Var. Dial.

War, beware.

Warch, or Wark, to ache, to work; ub A. S.

Wark, pain, also a work.

Warck brattle, fond of work. Lane.

Ware, to spend money with another in drink.

Ware ; to ware one's money, to bestow it well, to

lay it out in ware. N.

Warisht, that hath conquered any disease or difti-

culty, and is secure against the future ; also

well-stored or furnished. N.

Warison, the stomach. Cumb.
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Wark, a pain. N.

Warp, to lay eggs; a hen warps or warys. N.

Warping, turning a river on land to obtain the

mud for manure when it recedes. A modern

term in Yorkshire.

Wary, to curse. Lane. Ab A. S. Warian, We-
RiGAN, to execrate or curse. To wary is also to

lay an egg. N.

Warth, a water-ford. Warth, in the old Saxon,

signifies the shore.

Warstead, used in that sense; q. Waterstead.

Wasset-man, a scarce-crow. Wilts.

Washamouthe, a blab. Exm.
Washbrew, flummery. Exm.

Waste, a consumption. N.

Wa's me ! woe is me ! Var. Dial.

Wasters, damaged or mis-shapen goods. North.

Watchet, wet shod, wet in the feet. Oxf.

Water-teems, risings of the stomach when no-

thing but water is discharged by vomiting.

North.

Wattles, hurdles; also the lowest part of a cock's

comb. N.

Watsail, a drinking song, sung on twelfth-day

eve, throwing toast to the apple-trees, in order

to have a fruitful year, which seems to be a relic

of the heathen sacrifice to Pomona. Wassail.

Exm.
Waughing, barking

;
probably from the sound.

N. pronounced Waffing ; a waffing cur is a

little barking dog. A species of cur is called a

Wappe in Pennant's British Zoology, 8vo. I.

pp. 50. 57. whence, by change of the letters, it

may perhaps be applied.
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Waughist, faintish. N.

Way-bit (or rather a Wee-bit), a little piece ; a

mile and a wee bit, or way-bit. Yorksh. Wee
is Scotch for little.

Wav-bread, plantain ; from the Saxon W^g-
BR^DE, so called, because growing every where
in streets and ways. N.

Waze, a small round cushion, put under, or on
the crown of the hat, to carry hannels or gegzins

upon. Cumb.

Weaky, moist. N.

Wealk, a wilk, a shell-fish, called cochlea ma-
rina.

Wear, to lay out money with another in drink. N.

Wear ; to wear the pot, to cool it. N.

Weat, to weat the head, to look it for lice. N.

Wea-worth you, woe betide you. N.

Wee, little. N.

Weekey, moist. N.

Weeks of the mouth. The sides of it. Lane.

Weel, well. N.

Weel, a whirl-pool. Lane.

Weet, or Wite, nimble, swift. N. Used also in

that sense in the South.

Weir, or Waar, sea-wrack, or alga-marina. Nor-
thurab. From the old Saxon Waar. The
Thanet-men, according to Somner, call it Wore
or WooRE.

Weir, or Ware, a pool of water or pond. S.

Weir, or Ware, a dam in a stream to keep up
the water. North.
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Welk, to dry. N. Mown grass in drying for hay
is said to welk. To Wu.t, for wither, spoken of

green herbs or flowers, is a general word.

Well-an-Eke I alas ! Derb. N

.

Well-a-day ! alas ! Various.

Wellev, a contraction of Well-a-dav, an inter-

jection which often implies pity.

Welling (of whey) ; is heating it scalding hot,

to take off' the curds. S. Welling, or Walling,
is old English for boiling.

Welly, almost, nearly. N.

Welter ; to welter, to waddle, to go aside, or

heavil}^, as women with child, or fat persons
;

from the old Saxon Wealtian, to reel or stagger

;

or else from the Saxon Weltan, to tumble or

roll; whence weltering in blood, N.

Wem, a small blemish, hole, or decay, especially in

cloth. Ess.

Wem, the womb, or belly. N.

Wend, to go. N.

Wennel, a young beast, ox, bull, or cow. Ess.
and Suff".

Wents, the teasels, or fuller's thistles, when worn
out. Glouc.

Wented, grown acid, spoken of wort. Norf.

Westy, dizzy, giddy. N.

Wetherly, with rage and violence. Exm,
Weuter, to stagger. Lane.

Whake, to quake. Lane. The Wh. for the Qv.

Whambling, a grumbling of the inside. North

Whangs, leather thongs. N.
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Wrapper, any thing large ; a thumper. C.

Whapple-wav, a bridle-way, or road where only

a horse can pass. S.

Wharre, crab apples, or verjuice ; as sour as

wharre. Chesh.

Wharl-knot, a hard knot. Lane.

Wheady, long, tedious ; a wheady mile, a mile

seemingly of an extraordinary length. Shropsh.

Wheam, or Wheem, near at hand, close, so that no
wind can enter it. Also very handsome and
convenient for one ; as, it lies wheem for me.
Chesh. From the old Saxon Gecweme, grateful,

acceptable, pleasant, fit.

Wheamow, nimble ; I am very wheamow, quoth
the old woman, when she stept into the middle
of the bittlin. Derb. Prov.

Wheel, a whirlpool. Lane. From the Saxon Wvel,
a vortex of water, or whirlpool. N.

Whee, Whi, or Whey, an heifer; the only word
used in the East Riding of Yorkshire in that

sense.

Whe EN-CAT, a queen-cat, or female cat. Queen,
in Saxon, was used to signify the female ; ex. g.
Queen fugol, a queen fowl, or hen.

Wheeden, a simple person. W.
Whelm, half of a hollow tree, laid under agate-

way, to form a passage for water. A kind of
substitute for an arch. Norf. and Suft".

Wheint, queint, fine ; a wheint lad, a fine lad
;

used ironically. Chesh. Var. Dial. Also cun-
ning, subtle.

Wherret, a great blow; perhaps a back-handed
stroke, called also a whisterpoop. Exm. See
WllISTERPOOP.
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Wherrited, teased ; q. ferreted. N.

Wherrying, laughing. Lane.

Whetkin, the harvest supper. North.

Whewt., to whistle. N.

Whick, quick, lively. N.

Whick, He's a whick one. Spoken of a person of

spirit and activity. Derb.

Whick-flaw. See Whitlow.

Whicks, quicks, couch-grass. Whicking is the

act of plucking it up. North.

Whicket for Whacket, or Quittee for Quot-
TEE, an equivalent ; Quid pro quo. Kent.

Whifflers, men who make way for the corpora-

tion of Norwich, by flourishing their swords.

Norf

Whiffle whaffle, trifling or idle words or ac-

tions. Lane.

Whig, the watery part or whey of a baked cus-

tard. North.

While, until : stay while I return, &c. North.

—How have you done the while? i. e. since I

saw you.

Whin-berrv, a bilberry, or whortle-berry. North.

Whins, furze. N.

Whinner-neb, a meagre, thin-faced man, with a

sharp nose ;
perhaps from some bird that feeds,

or is bred among whins. N.

Whinnering, neighing. Cumb.

Whinnock, or Kit, a pail to carry milk in. N.

Whirkened, choked, strangled. N.

Whirl-bone, the knee-pan. Lane.

Whirl-bouk, a churn that turns round. Derb.
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Whirl-te-woo, butter-milk, from being made in a

whirl -bouk. Derb.

Whisket, a basket, skuttle, or shallow pan. N.

Whisky and Whisk-tail'd, frisky. Lane,

Whisterclister, a stroke or blow under the ear.

Devonsh.

Whisterpoop, a back-handed blow. See Wher-
RET. Exm.

Whit, Not a whit, i. e. Not at all. Also a little

while. North.

White, to requite ; as, God white you, God re-

quite you. Chesh. Var. Dial.

White for Quite ; Quite, per aphaeresin, pro Re-
quite.

White, to blame
;
you lean all the white off your-

self, you remove all the blame from yourself.

See WiTE.

White NIB, a rook. Yorksh.

Whithering, a sudden great sound. N.

Whitlow and Whick-flaw, a gathering on the

side of the finger-nail. North.

Whitster, a bleacher. North.

Whit-Tawer, a collar-maker. North.

Whittle, a knife. N.

Whittle, a double blanket, worn by the West
country women over their shoulders, like a

cloak. W.
Whittle-gate, a run at a friend's table. York.

The same as a Knife-gate.

Whitwitch, (white witch) a pretended conjuror,

whose power depends on his learning, and not

from a contract with the devil. Exm.
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Whity-brown Bread. Whity-brown Paper. See
Ravel-BREAD before.

Whiz, to hiss like hot iron in water. N.
Whizzle, to get any thing away slily. N.

Whoave, to cover or whelm over. Chesh. We
will not kill, but whoave. Prov. Spoken of a
pig or fowl that they have overwhelmed with
some vessel in readiness to kill. Ab A. S.

Hm^olf, Hwalf, a covering, or canopy ; verb.

Hwalfian, camerare, fornicare. N.
Who6 Who6, an interjection, marking great sur-

prise. N.

Whook, to sliake. Chesh. He whook't at every
joint.

Whopper, a thumper, any thing uncommonly
large. North.

Whot'jecomb, what d'ye call him. Exm.

Whott, hot. Exm.

Who-whiskin, a whole great drinking pot ; Who
being the Cheshire dialect for whole, and a
Whisklng signifying a black pot.

Whv-vore, or For why-vdre, wherefore.

Why-calf, a female, or cow-calf. Cumb.

Wicker, to neigh, or whinny. Hampsh. Also a
method of castrating a ram, by enclosing his

testicle within a slit stick. Glouc,

WiDDLE, to fret. N.
AViEGH, or Waagh, a lever, a wedge ; ab A. S.

W^ge, pondus, massa, libra.

WiGGER, strong; a clear pitch'd wigger fellow. N.

Wiggin-tree, the mountain-ash. North.

Wight, active, stout. North.

WiKES, or WiKERs (of the mouth) corners of the

mouth. N.
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Wild-Cat, the pole-cat. Lane.

WiLLERN, peevish, wilful ; from the Saxon Wel-
LER, willing.

Willow-bench, a share of a husband's estate, en-

joyed by widows in Sussex, over and above
their jointure

WiMME ; to wimme, to winnow. S.

Win, or Wixd-berrv, a bilberry or whortleberry.
N.

Wind, an alley or narrow street. Scotch.

Wind-row ; to wind-row, to rake the mown grass
into rows, called wind-rows. Norf. and Suff.

WiNDLE, an instrument to wind yarn upon. N.

WiNLY, quietly.

WiNNYED, frighted. GIouc.

Winter-hedge, a wooden frame (called also a

CLOTHES-HORSE)fordrying linen by thefire. York.

Wishinet, a pin-cushion. York. W. R. It seems to

be the French Quisshionette, or small cushion.

WiSHT, dull, gloomy. Cornish.

WisKiT. See Whisket. N.

Witch, a small candle to complete the pound. A
make-weight. North.

WiTCii-RiDDEN, having the night-mare. North,

WiTE, to blame ; ab A. S. PoeNA, Mulcta. q. Sup-

PLiciUM. Chaucer useth the word for blame.

WiTHEN-KiBBLE, a thick willow-stick. Lane.

Wither, to throw down forcibly : He withered it

down : substantively, with a wither. North.

Without, unless. North.

Withy, a willow tree. Glouc.

Wizen'd, dried, withered. N.
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WizzEN, to wither. N.

WizzLE, to get any thing away slily. N.

WoADMEL, a coarse liairy stuff, made of Iceland
wool, and brought from thence by our seamen
to Norfolk and Suffolk.

WoDE, angry : almost mad with anger.

Woe betide thee I i. e. Ill betide thee. The
latter is used by the queen-dowager of Edward
IV. See Walpole's Historic Doubts.

Woe WORTH thee! Woe uetidetheeI execrations.

N.

WoGH, a wall. Lane. Ab A. S. Wag, wall ; else-

where in the North, Wogh is used for wool, by
a change of the dialect.

Wogh, a Wall, is pi-onounced Wo ; and Wool,
Woo, in Derbyshire.

Wommel, an auger
;
perhaps a corrupt pronun-

ciation of Wimble. N.

Wonne, or WuN, to dwell, to haunt or frequent

;

as where wun you ? where dwell you ? Ab A. S.

WuNiAN, Gewunian, liabitarc, manere ; Belg,
WooNEN ;Teut. Wonen, Wohnen ; liabitare, mo-
rari. Hsec ab A. S. Wunian, Gewunian. As-
suescere, q. d. ubi soles aut frequentas ?

WooDCOCK-soiL, ground that hath a soil under the

turf, that looks of a woodcock colour, and is

not good. S.

WooDSERE, decayed, or hollow pollards ; also the

month or season for felling wood. Ess. and Suff.

Woodsprite, a woodpecker. Norf and Suff.

WoosTER, a wooer. North.

WooDWANTS, holes in a post or piece of timber ;

q. d. places wanting wood.
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Wop, a wasp. Exm.

WoRCH-BRACco, work -brittle. Chesh. Very dili-

gent, earnest, or intent on one's work. Yar.
Dial.

Word, I will take my word again, i, e. I will re-

tract what I have said :—I have changed my
mind. Durham.

Worm-stall, a shed in a field to which cattle re-

tire to avoid flies. Derb.

Worried, choked. Worran, in the ancient Saxon,
• signifies to destroy, in which sense we still say,

a dog worries sheep.

WouNDY, very great. S.

WowKs. See Ods-wowks.

Wraxling, wrestling, Exm.

Wreasel, a weasel. N.

Wright, a carpenter, the only word in use in the

East Riding of Yorkshire, for that trade.

Wringle-streas, bents, called also windle-straws.

WuNSOME, smart, trimly dressed, lively, jovous.

N.

Wrong, crooked ; a Avrong man or woman. Norf.

Wvte, to blame. See Wite.

Wvstey (qu. Wide-stay), a large populous place.

Lane.

Wyzles, the tops of turnips, carrots, &c. Lane.

Yaapping, crying in despair, lamenting; applied

to chickens lamenting the absence of tlieir parent

hen. N.
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Yaad, a horse. Northumb.

Yallow beels, or Yallow boys, guineas. Exni.

Yammek, to yearn after. Lane.

Yane, one; Yance^ once. Var. Dial.

Yare, covetous, desirous, eager ; also nimble,

ready, fit, ticklish, N. It is used | also in the

South. Chaucer uses it for ready, quick; as

does also Shakespeare, in the Tempest. Spoken

of grass or pasture, it is fresh, green, &c.

Yare, a fold behind a house, &c. General.

Yark, a jerk.

Yarm, to scold, or find fault with peevishly.

North.

Yaspen, or Yeepsen, as much of any thing as can

be taken up in both hands joined together ; a

double handful. S.

Yate, or Y'^EAT, a gate. N.

Yaud, a horse, a jade. N.

Yead, head. Exm.

Yeander, yonder. Var. Dial.

Yeardly, (valde,) very
;

yeardly much, yeardly

great ; i. e. very great.

Yearmng, the liquor of the rennet used in pro-

ducing curd. N.

Yeather, a flexible twig, used for binding hedges.

N.
YiAVELiNG, evening. Exm.

Yed, Edward. Derb.

Yeender, or Eender, the forenoon. Derb.

Yees, eyes. Exm.

Yeevil, a dung-fork. Exm.
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Yelder, better, in the sense of rather. North.

Yellow belly, a person born in the Fens of Lin-

colnshire. L.

Yelts, young sows, who have not had pigs. N.
See Galts.

Yem, the by-name of Edmund. Lano.

Yeo, an ewe. Exm.

Yep-§intle, two handfuls. Lane.

Yernstfll, very earnest. Lane.

Yerring, noisy
;
perhaps jarring. Exm.

Yesse, an earth-worm, particularly those called

dew-worms.

Yestmus and Yest-pintle, a handful. Lane.

Yethard, Edward. Blethard is the Derby pro-

nunciation of the name of Bloodworth.

Yetlin'g, a small iron boiler.

Yets, oats. Northumb.

Yewd, or YoD, went. Yewing, going. Ab A. S.

EoDE, ivit, iter fecit, concessit, he went
;

Chaucer, Yed, Yeden, Yode, eodem sensu.

Yewers, embers, hot-ashes. Exm.

Yold-ring, a yello-whammer. N.

YoLT, a newt, or eft. Glouc.

YoTEp, or Whesed, Avatered ; the brewer's grains

must be well yoted, or whesed, for the pigs. W.
Yowl, to cry, or howl. N.

YooN, oven. Var. Dial.

Youth ; a fine old youth, a healthy old man. N.

YowFTER, to fester.

Yr, or Yule-tide, Christmas. N.
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Yu-BATCH,Christmas-batch.Yu-BLOCK,YuLE-BLOCK,
Ylle-clog, Christmas-block. Yu-gams, Christ-

mas games; ab A. S. Gehul ; Dan. Juledag,

the day of the nativity of Christ. This, perhaps,

from the Latin and Hebrew Jubilum. N. In the

farm-houses, the servants lay by a large knotty

block, for their Christmas-fire, and during the

time it lasts, they are entitled, by custom , to ale

at their meals. N.

YucK, Line, to itch
;
perhaps from the Scotch

or from the Dutch, Jeucken, Joocken ; German,
Jeucken, or Jucken.

Yu-GOADS, Christmas play-things. Lane.

Yule-clog, the Christmas fire-log. North.

YuLiNG, keeping Christmas.

Z.

Zate, soft. Glouc.

Zeinnet, a week, a sev 'night. Exm.

Zess, a pile of sieves in a barn. Exm.

Zew, a sow. Exm.

Zewnteen, seventeen. Exm.

ZiGG, urine. Exm.

ZiNNiLA, a son-in-law. Exm.

ZivE, a scythe. Exm.

ZocK, a blow ; I geed un a zock. W.

ZowERSwopPED, ill-natur'd. Exm.

ZowL, a plough. Exm. See Zull.

ZuANT, regularly sowed ; the wheat must be zown

zuant. W.

THE END.

G. NORMAN, PRINTER, MAIDEN LANE, COVKNT GARDEN.
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